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PREFACE.

The question of improvement in the teaching of elementary
Geometry has been so long under consideration and diwrnssion,
that agreement in the main has been reached as to the lines
along which reform should prmeid. Thus the Iteport of the
Committee of the British Association, the Report of the
Committee of the Mathematical Association (formerly the
Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching),
the Report of the Syndicate of the Senate of the University
of Cambridge, as well as the various publications on Elemen-
Ury Geometry that have recently appeared, differ in details
rather than in principles. There is a general consensus of
opinion on the following points

:

(1). The study of formal demonstrative Geometry should
be preceded by a practical course in inductive or experimental
Geometry. There is general acconi that this practical course
should be continued during the period of elementary geometric
studies. Thus the Senate of the University of Cambridge
has decided that, "The paper in Geometry shall contain
questions on Practical and on Tlieoretical Geometry. Every
candidate .shall Ix) expected to answer questions in both
branches of the subject."

(2). The subject should not be dissociated from other
branches of mathematics—Arithmetic and Algebra^studied
at the same time. Tliis introduction of the idea of number
makes possible an important change in the theory of Ratio
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and Proportion, and in other respects modernizes the subject.

It marks of course a complete break with the spirit of Euclid.

(3). A considerable number of the propositions in Euclid
are of little or no importance in the scientific development of

the subject, and should be discarded. A large part of

Euclid, Book II., loses significance by reason of the permis-
sive use of algebraic forms. Much of Euclid, Book IV., is

best dealt with a» exercises in practical constructive

Geometry. The change in the theory of Proportion makes
certain propositions in Euclid, Book VI., very simple, or
even unneces.sary. The' time thus set free may well be
devoted to some more advanced branch of Geometry, e.g., the
elements of Analytical Geometry.

In my "Elementary Plane Geometry—Inductive and
Deductive " I have sought to show how a practical course in

measurement, use of simple instruments, and accurate con-

struction may afford a training of value in itself, and also of

service in anticipating the truths afterwards reached by
deductive Geometry. In the present book I trust the second
and third of the reforms, which teachers of mathematics have
had in mind for years, and which are recommended in the
Reports above referred to, may be found to have been
judiciously carried out.

I have not thought it wise to aepirate the Problems
from the Tlieorems. In recently published text-books on
Geometry much stress is naturally laid on accuracy of con-

struction, and it seems only fair to show how a construction

may be made before directing its employment in a Theorem.
In a strictly logical S5rst»m of Geometry there is something
to be said in favor of the Euclidean practice of avoiding as
much as possible the hypothetical construction. To relegate

Problems to a subordinate place is to deprivu them of their
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due importance; and to classify Theorems and Problems
separately, and then direct that they be taken up as parallel

courses, is not to classify at all, but rather to create incon-

venience and confusion. I have helped the learner to dis-

tinguish between Theorems and Problems by enunciating the
former in black-face type and the latter in italics.

Ratio and Proportion, with Similar Triangles, have been
taken up at an early period in the course. This arrange-

ment seems fully justified : much additional power is thereby
acquired, many demonstrations are simplified, and the theory
of Ratio and Proportion presents no difficulty when it is not
sought to include incommensurable quantities. Indeed, one
of the most urgent reasons for modifying the course in

Geometry is the fact that, in the past, very many pupils have
left school without any knowledge of that most important
problem in science,—the theory of similar triangles. Placed
early in the course, it is likely to come under the notice of

all.

In the Introduction certain fundamental theorems are
reached which seem to flow immediately from the conception
of a straight line, and from the definitions of the right angle
and of parallel lines. These theorems correspond to Proposi-

tions 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 32 of Euclid, Book I. It would
have been very easy to throw the demonstrations into the
rigid form adopted in the Propositions. The student, how-
ever, encounters, in the Propositions, quite enough of the
syllogistic form. Indeed, many leave school with the notion

that nothing has been proved unless the proof has been
arranged in the manner of Euclid's Propositions. The
theorems in question are fundamental, and it was thought
that their fundamental character would best be appreciated

by leaving them associated with the geometrical elements
and definitions from which they immediately spring.
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Similarly, in developing the symmetry of the circle in the
Introduction to Book IV., certain theorems have been con-
sidered which in other books rank as separate propositions.

Their truth is appreciated so immediately on realizing the
sjrmmetry of the circle that it seemed well to place them in a
discussion which dealt with symmetry.

In the theory of parallel lines, what may be called the
directional conception of parallelism has been adopted. This
seems to be more in accordance with our common notions

than the negativism of Euclid's definition of parallels. It is

a further advantage that a beginning be made with an exact
use of the idea of direction, an idea so fruitful in various

departments of mathematics. Props. 1-3 of Additional Pro-
positions, however, offer an alternative treatment of the
subject.

It is hoped that the part which 'he centre of similitude is

made to play in dealing with the theory of similar polygons,

will be felt to be a natural way of reaching results, and will

be generally approved of.

The Exercises have been attached to the Propositions to
which they seemed to belong, and of which they furnish

applications.

Very many recommend that the definitions be given as
needed. This arrangement has the effect of scattering them
through tho text. I have placed t' am in the Introduction,
that they may readily be referred to when wanted. The
teacher is advised to take them up as they are required.

A.B.
Tamito, Segtemter, aoi.
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GEOMETRY FOR SCHOOLS.

INTKODUCTION.

Tolnmes Sarfliceg and Uneo.

occuJe^
"°''""' °' " "^^ •« ""^—

t
"' «P- it

A volume has length, breadth an,' Afskness andtherefore >s said to be of three dla ions! '

2. The surface of a body is the boundary which^para^^ .t from that part of space not oecu'pi:;' bj

sail tof'oJT ^^°^'' """^ '^^***»'' »»'* ^^'^'"re issaia to be of two dimensions.

wi^hl/lv v"'*'^!
'' '^° "PP^^'' '° *e boundanr,without thickness, but with length and breadth, wmSseparates one portion of space from another.

3. The intersections of surfaces are lines

ont dime^sST'
""''' '^' '''''''"' "^ ^^^^ *° ^ °'

„. ?^^ ^I^ ^^^ ' '^° ''PP"^'^ *° tl'e boundary, with-out breadth, but with length, which separates olT^r-

Zl a surface from another portion of the s^
9
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4 The interaeotioQi of lines an points.A point haa neither length, breadth nor thioknew.
and therefore ia said to have no dimensions.

It has position.
The tenn point ia also applied to the divirion, with-

.out length, which separates one portion of a line from
another portion of the same line.

The ends of a line are points.

8. We may repr,i»e»t a line by a pendl mark, and
a point by a dot with a penciL We must, however,
remember that these are only representations, for adot made with a pehoU has length, breadth and even
thudmess, inappreciable though they may be.

The StnUi^t Line.

6. A Btralsht line is a line which lies evenly be-tween its extreme points.

In interpreting the woi'ds "Ues evenly," we see thata Straight line is the shortest distance between
Its extreme points.

7. A straight Kne throughout its entire length ha*
the same direction. Indeed, in the ultimate analysis
of our conception of direction, we reach a straight Mne
Hence If two Straight lines coincide In part.'they coincide as fiir as the one or the other 1^

continued. Otherwise we should have such a result
as the annexed figure present^
where ABC and ABD are both
supposed to be straight lines.

The parts BC and BD have A b c
different directions, and therefore cannot both have the
same direction as the common part AB. Henoe, eaeh
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of the line. ABC, ABO oaniiot have the Mme di««,»i„„

.r^W •'"'^ """^ •- ""'^•^oetTht

8. U two rtraight Uneg Intersect
they have different directions, i.e
they deviate from one another, and
It 18 considered self^vident that
beyond the point of intersection,
one of the lines cannot turn toward* ft... „*i.

J^o straight lines can inter«K^ i^ only one

Or,

Two BtralKht lines cknnot enclose a space.

If two stralgrht lines haw -,«
points, then they coindde a7fli L ^'°"°°
or the other is continnrd

*"**"" *^^ »«
We see aUo that any strfl'irtif u-« _

to coincide with .^/S^i« ^tlSth^'^f
^ "'^'^

point in one of the lines Let in iJ i
?^^

nntU B falls on the other ifneSi^
"*

J^"' *
We two points conan.ot'th'e;Un:in:;ie*'^

""^'

«the\t^^;X?C '""'^ " '' «'*-"^««-

letter, as the line a. A
10. A plane surface, or a

^~
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A ystem of geometty in which >U the points andUne. are .npposed to lie in a plane, 1. oaUed FUa-
Oeometry. The present worlc deaU with Plane
Qeometiy only.

AiWlM.
11. Let a straight line rotate

in a plane, say the plane of the
paper, about the point 0; and
suppose that, starting from the
position OA, it rotates into the
position OB. The amount of
turning which the line has done in rotating about ofrom the position OA to the position OB. is caUed an
aaarle.

Tbo point is called the vertex of the angle.
The hues OA, OB are called the arms of the angle
The angle is denoted by the three letters AOB. the

letter at the vertex being the middle one of the three
If not more than one angle be at the point 0, it may be
denoted by the single letter 0. The angle may also be
spoken of as the angle a, the letter a being written
within the angle.

12. It is to be carefully noted that the size of the
angle in no way depends oa the lengths of the arms

\ Z.
OA, OB. Thus, of these three angles, a is the greatest,
fi IS the least, and y is intermediate m size.
Any two lines which have different directions formM angle (or angles) at their point of intersection, and

tbis angle measures the deviation in their directions.
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7^,^^
18. tt the Une« AOS, COD in-^t »t 0, the angle* AOC,BOD are «ud to be vertically

Vpoiite angles. The anrii
AOD, BOC are also gaiU to tw
vertieaUy opposite angles.

BOCareeqnal. iW is,V^o ^i^J^rH " ^°'''

one ooother the »m^«-i, •""«l»t Uses cnt

equal.
' ^^^Ically opposite angles are

14. In the adjacent flgnre the
Mgle ADD is equal to the sum
of the angles AOB, BOC, COD.
The angle COD is equal to the

difference of the angles AOD,

The sum of the two angles
AOC, COD IS equal to the sum of
the three angles AOB. BOC, COD.

« are alf. i^^^Z^^H "^ ^^"^^ ^^'^^

The KiKht Angle.

oauea a right angle, and the straight

IS
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line which standi on the other U called u, perpendic-
ular to it.

Thnit, if BOA i> a straight line,

and the anglt>a AOC, BOC an
equal, each i» a right angle.

16. If the line OC be sapposed

to start from the position OA,
and rotate about to the {wsi g
tion OB, the angle AOC continu-

ally increases, and the angle BOC continually decreases.

So that if these angles be once equal, they cannot again

be equal, nor could they previously have been equal.

Thus only one line can be drawn from per-
pendicular to (and on the same side of) OB.

The above consideration shows that any angle can

have only one line bisecting it. In a similar way we
may show that a given line can have only one point of

bisection.

17. Let OC be perpendicular to AB, and O'C perpen-

dicular to A'B'. Suppose the straight line AOB be made
to coincide with A'OV, so that may coincide with 0'.

c*

A'A O

Then OC will coincide with O'C, since, as we have just

seeij (§16), there can be only one line at 0' perpendicular
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«U right uivlei an
to A'CB'. It foUow. that
«fl«tal to oae aaother.

18. The anvle which one
part of« straight line make.

Si!i,i;ATtwo'Sit"' • ';* ^''^ «»• '• *-*•
i- -mfti„ris:,\a55^Lx •• ""'

"" *"*"'

Conversely, if OA makes with n»
eqnal to two righta^» !,«:«, " *"«*«
one and theXSVit'''"*'^'"''**'^"*'-
Itoe. For, if not, let OC be in
the same straight line with OAThen the angle aoC is equal t<i
two nght angles, and therefore (t 17) i. «,..«l * *u

« any number of lines oc
op, OB, OF, be drawn from a
point in the

. traight line AB
such Unes being on the same side
^AB. the ram of the angles
BOC, COD, DOE, EOF. FOA Is -
eWdenUy equal to two right anglesConversely, If the smn of anv«««L. ,
adjacent angles beTZ i ^f »«««»«• of snch
and final bfidtag*«neS'*il ^^'e "'!,*'"*
aame straight line For if

^ °"*' "«* «««
the angles BOC, COA be together °
equal to two right angles, and ^
OB be not in the same straight
l«e with OA, let OK be in

A01cTr*'t^f"°''''''0A. Then the angles AOBAOK, being both equal to two rieht a„„lr .'

to one another, which is evidenSfL^m" "^'^

-K

B
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Since, if aOB be a straight

line, OA malies with OB an angle
equal to two right angles, on
whichever side of AOB we re-

gard the angle as formed, it

follows that all the angles at
a point, as AOC, COD, DOE,
EOF, FOA, are together equal to fonr right
angles.

19. That we may measure angles and express their
magnitudes numerically, the right angle is divided into
90 equal angles called degrees; each degree is divided
into 60 equal angles called minutes, and each minute is

divided into 60 equal angles called seconds.

An angle of 35 degrees, 47 minutes, 23 seconds, is

written 35° 47' 23'.

Thus the right angle is expressed by 90°
; the straight

angle by 180°; and the entire angular interval at a
point by 360°.

If a line make two complete revolutions about its

end (or about any point in the line), it may be said to
have generated an angle of 720°. There is thus no limit
to the magnitude an angle may have.
When the sum of two angles is 90°, the one is said

to be the complement of the other.

When the sum of two angles is 180°. the one is said
to be the supple-
ment of the other.

A protractor is an
instrument for con-

structing angles of

given magnitude, and
for measuring angles
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that are constmcted. Two forms of the protractor areherepven. Its u«e is evident. In the Lt f^™ t^

8-*

^uati„„« are at e.^al iutervals, since, as wiU sub-

rr:ithet2;:"^"^'^^^"^-----«^"^
20. An angle Jess than a

nght angle, is caUed an acote
angle.

An angle greater'
than a right angle,
is called an obtuse
angle.

Rectilineal Figures.
21. A plane figjure is one which is enclosed by oneor more bounding lines, straight or curved, andiwn the same plane. The sum of these bounding Unes•s called the perimeter of the figure

^
If the bounding lines are all straight lines, it is called

^ft^yftfslSr '^^' "''' '''- '''^^'' '^^

22. A triangle, or trilateral,
IS a figure contained by three
straight lines.

Any angular point may be
calledJ;he vertex, and the oppo-
>,f» „:j3 jjj^y, j,jj^^ ^^ called the
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23. A quadrilateral, or

qaadrangle, is a plane
figure contained by four
straight lines, as ABCD.
A straight line joining oppo-

site angular points of a quadri-
lateral, is called a diagonal.
AC and BO are diagonals.

24. A polygon is a plane figure

contained by more than four

straight lines.

25. An equilateral triangle

one whose three sides are equal.

An isosceles triangle is one which has
two equal sides.

A scalene triangle is one

which has three unequal sides.
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26. A right-angled triangle is one
which hag a right angle.

The side opposite the right angle is

called the hypotenuse.

An acute -angled triangle is

one which has three acute angles.

It wUl appear later that every
triangle has at least two acute
angles.

An obtuse-angled triangle is

one which has an obtuse angle.

The Circle.

27. A circle is a pUne figure contained by one line
which is called tb^ circumference, and is such that
all straight lines drawn from a certain point within it,

called the centre, to the circumference are equal to
one another.

A radius of a circle is a straight
line drawn from the centre to the
circumference, as QA, or OB, or OC.
By definition of a circle all radii
of the same circle are equal to one
another.

A. diameter of a circle is a
straight line drawn through the centre of the circle
and terminated both ways by the circumference, as AOB.
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A semicircle is the figure contained by a diameter
and tlie part of the oiroumferenee out off by that
diameter, as ACBOA.
A part of the circumference, as DFE, is called an arc

of the circle.

A straight line joining two points on the circumfer-
ence, is called a chord, as DE,
A secant is a straight line which meets the circum-

ference of a circle in two pc ii ts, cutting it in at least one.
A sesrment of a cifclo is the figure contained by a

straight line and the part of the circumference which
it cuts off, as DEFD,
The figure jontained by two radii of a circle and the

part of the circumference between their extremities, is
called a sector, as OBCO.
The circumference is often spoken of as the circle,

and half the circumference as a semicircle.

A point is said to be on a circle when it is on the
circumference.

A point is said to be within a circle when it is

within tho circumference.

Parallel Llnei.

28. Parallel straight
lines are such as have the
same direction.

Since they have the same
direction, they can never
iaee<: on being: produced
ever so fer either way. For if they met they
would intersect, and at the point of intersection have
different directions; and therefore throughout their
entire lengths they would have different directions,
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«nce each gtraight Une maintains the same direction
throughont its entire length. Hence if they met, they
conld not be paralleL

If two straight Hues be par-
aUel to the same straight line,
they both have the same direction as
this line, and therefore the same
direction as one another; that is,

they are parallel to one another.
29. Since paraUel lines have the same direction, they

each deviate by the same amount from any other direc
tion; that is, they make the same angle with
any other Une which intersects them.
Thus AB and CD being

parallel lines, and FE in-

tersecting them, the angles
a and /8 are equal Here
a is called the exterior
angle, and ^ the interior
and opposite angle with
respect to a.

The forms FE and EF may be used to denote omosiU
directions.

Conversely, if the angles « and /9 be equal,
the lines AB, CD deviate by the same amount
from the direction FE. Hence AB and CD have the
same direction, and are therefore parallel.
The equaUty of these angles, and the fact that the

lines do not meet, wiU be taken as the characteristics
of parallel lines.

30. If a line make one complete rotation about any
pomt 0, in the course of this rotation it takes every
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possible flirection in the

plane, and therefore in \ .

some position most have \ /
had the same direction as ~_____^ \ y'

any line a. l!^^^^^
We may express this^ / ~-~/

by saying that through / /
any point in the plane / /'^
a line passes, or may be

conceived as passing,

parallel to any other line in the plane.

31. Let ABC be a triangle, and suppose (§ 30) CD to

be the direction through C parallel to BA. Then, from
the characteristic of parallel linea (§ 29), the angles

/9, /8 are equal, and also

the angles a, a. But the

verticaUyoppositeangles

or, a' are equal (§ 13).

Hence the sum of the

three angles a', j8, 7 of

the triangle is equal to

the sum of the angles at

C, i.e. (§ 18), is equal to

two right angles. That
is, tht three angrles of any triangle are tORether
equal to two right angles.

Also, since j8 at C is equal to ^ at B, and a at C to

c/ at A, therefore the angle ACE is equal to the sum
of the angles CAB, ABC. That is, the exterior
angle of any triangle Is eqttal to the sum of
the two Interior and opposite angles, and,
therefore, is greater than either of them.
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Also, gince the three angles of any triangle are to-
gether equal to two right angles, therefore any two
angles of a triangle are together less than two
right angles.

4tuadriUteralg involvlns ParallelUm.

32. A parallelogram is a
qnadrilateral whose opposite /
sides are parallel /
A rectangle is a parallelogram

which has one of its angles a right
angle.

It will afterwards appear that all the angles of a
rectangle are right angles.

A rhombus is a quadrila-
teral all of whose sides are
equal

A square is a quadrilateral all of
whose sides are equal, and one of
whose angles is a right angle.

It will afterwards appear that all

the angles of a square are right
angles.

A trapezium is a quadrila
teral which has two of its sides

parallel
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The Pottalates.

8S. It 18 assumed that the following elementary con-

Btmotions, called Posttllates, are possible:

(1) A ttraight line may be drawn from any (me point

to any other point.

(2) A finite (or terminated) straight line may be pro-

duced to any length in that straight line.

(3) A drcle may be described with any given point as

centre, and with any gii-en length aa radius.

These constructions, are assumed to be possible with

the help of a straight ruler and a pair of compasses.

It will be noted that in the third postulate it is

assumed tL.-ii the compasses may be used for trans-

ferring a distance fnim iie position to another. This

assumption seems fair, since in such transference the

distance between the point d of the compasses is even
less likely to be interfered vith than in describing a
circle.

Even such simple instruments as the set -square,

parallel rulers, etc., are not supposed to be used. The
constmctions we make with them can also be made
with the straight ruler and compasses, though of course

not so rapidly. It is in keeping with the spirit of

deductive geometry to limit, as much as possible, both

the number of instruments used for construction, and

also the self-evident principles on which our reasoning

is based.

Axioms.

34. The following elementary truths are taken for

granted as requiring no proof, or as being self-evident.

They form the basis of our subsequent reasoning.

Some of them we have already employed.
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(1) Thingg vhich are eqmil to th» tame thing an equal
to one another.

(2) If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal

(3) Jf equals be talceu from equals, the remainders are
equal.

(4) If equals be added to unequals, the wholes are
unequal.

(•">) If equals be taken from unequals, the remainders are
unequal.

(6) Tltiiujs which are double of the same thiiuj, or of
equal things, are equal to one another.

This is really a consequence of axioms 1 and 2.

We may extend this axiom, and say that things which
are the same multiples of the same thing, or of equal
things, are equal to one another.

(7) Things which are halees of the same thiiuj, or of
equal things, are equal to one another.

We may extend this axiom, and say that things which
arc the same sub-multiples of the same thing, or of equal
things, are equal to one another.

(8) The whole is greater than its part.

>'J) Any figure, or diagram, can be transferred from one
position to another without change of shape or size.

Magnitudes which can be made to coincide are equal

The placing of one geometrical magnitude upon an-
other is called the method of superposition, and the
one magnitude is said to he applied to the other.

(10) Two straight lines cannot enclose a space.

Already (§ 8) this axiom has been stated in other
forms.
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(11) IJ a tlraigM lint fall o» two parallel linen, it

maha the exterior angle equal to the interior and oppotite

angle.

Thin axiom han already been oonHidtired ({ 20).

That all right angles are equal Ih somotimes given

as an axiom. Thig, however, lias been proved (i 17).

It ifi an immediate result of our conception of a
straight line, of the definition of a right angle, and of

axiom 7.
,

If we wished we could add to the preceding list of

self-evident truths. Thus, if A is equal to B, and B
greater than C, it is evident that A is greater than C.

Again, if A is greater than B, and C greater than D,
it is evident that A together with C is greater than B
together with D, all magnitudes being of the same
kind. To these, others may be added. Axiom 4 is likely

to be used in the form,—If A be greater than B, and C
equal to D, then A together with C is greater than B
together with D. A similar modification holds for

axiom 5.

Propositions.

35. A Proposition in geometry is a separate dis-

onssion, and is either a Problem or a Theorem.
In a Problem some geometrical construction is made

;

in a Theorem some geometrical truth is established.

In a proposition we usually have:

(1) The General Bnunciation, in which the geo-

metrical construction to be made, or the geometrical

truth to be established, is stated in general terms.

(2) the Particular l^nanciation, in whi.li the

general enunciation is applied to a particular figure.
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(3) The Conatniction, which ahowi what linng are
to be drawn.

(4) The Demonstration, or Proof, which shows
that the problem has bccu solved, or that the theorem
is true.

A Corollary to a proposition is a statement of a
fact which follows immediately from the proposition.

In the enunciation of a theorem, the Hypotheaia
is that which is assumed to be true, and the Concln-
aion is that which has to be proved.

One theorem is said to be the Converae of another
when the hypothesis of the former becomes the oon-
olusiou of the latter.
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67HBOL8 ASn ABBREVIATIONS

The following may be used in writing out the pro-

pontion* :

—

" /or li aqnml to, M* aqnal

ta.<q<ulto,«qliU.

,'. Uimfof9i cor. ooroUarr.

L ugla.
hyp.

cr. centre.

rt.^ rlctatanslo. const

gr- greater.

trvmp.)
opp.

int

. oppoeltflb

Intwler.

A tiiuiiil*. ext . exterior.

O oirala.

aU.

adj.

alternate.

. adJaoenL

O. olnmiufraenoe. 8q. . equaie.

> la mater ttaaa, «n
reot.

quadL .

rad.

. rectangle.

. quadrllateraL

. radioa.

<

II

u l«w tban. are leaa

than, len thao, be
lea than.

parallel.

iiiog.

=.lat .

=> Lr
st. line

. leoeoelea.

. equiangular.

. atralghtUne.

«» pt . point
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Congment Triangles with Subsidiary ConrtrncOons
and Theorems.

Proposition I. Pkoblem.

To cm^truH a Mangle of which the sides shall be e<mal
to three g,.ven straight lines, any two whatever ofMare together greater than the third.

Let a, b be the three given st. Unes, any two heino-
greater than the third.

*'

It is required to construct a a who.e sides shall be= to a, b, c.

Take any st. line BC = a.

With or. B, and radius = c, describe an arc of a cirde.
With or. C, and radius = b, describe an arc of a circle

cutting the former arc at A.

Join AB, AC.
Then ABC is the required A.

For by construction the three sides, BC," CA, AB. are= to the three given st. lines a, b, c, respectively!
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Since a straight line is the shortest distance between

its ends (In., 1 6), any two sides of a triangle are

together greater than the third side. Hence the con.

dition " any two whatever of which are together greater

than the third " becomes necessary.

If one of the given lines be greater than the snra of

the other two, it wiU be found tliat the circles will not

int('rscct, one lying either wholly within, or wholly

witliont, the other.

The construction ofthe Proposition, of course, includes

the construction of equilateral and isosceles triangles as

particular cases.

If the circles be more fully drawn, they will intersect

also below BC. We thus get a secoud triangle, on the

other side of BC, whose sides are of the required lengths.

Exercises.

1. Describe two equilateral triangles with a given straight line

AH us common Hide.

2. On a given straight line AB as base, describe an isosceles

triangle with sides twice AB.

3. Describe a triangle with sides 2, 3 and 4 inches.

4. Describe a triangle with sides 60, 70 and 100 millimetres.

,^. In the Pro[>osition l> and c being unequal, describe on the same

side of BC a second triangle whose sides are equal to o, !> and c.

6. In the preceding question show that the vertex of the second

triangle cannot coincide with the vertex of the first.
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Proposition II. Theorem.

The angles at the base of an isosceles tri-
angle are equal.

c c'

Let ABC be an isosceles a, having side AB-side AC.
Then ZABC=ZACB.

Reverse the a ABC, leaving its trace behind, so that
It takes the position AC'B', C being the new position
ot C, B the new position of B, and A' of a.
Apply the AA'C'B' to the aABC, so that a' falls on

A, and AC on AB.
Then A'B' will fall upon AC, beeanse ZCA'B' is ZBACm another position.

Also C' will faU on B, becau.se A'C=AC = AB.
And B' will faU on C, because A'B'-AB-Ac'

.'. C'B' coincides with BC.
Hence ZA'C'B', which is ZACB, coincides with and

IS equal to ZABC.
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Cor. 1. If the equal sides AB,

AC be produced to D and E, the

^& DBC, ECB, on the other side of

the base, arc also equal.

For

^ABC+ZDBC = 180°

= ZACB+.^ECB. (In, SIS.)

And ZABC=ZArB.
.-. ZDBC = ECB.

Cor. 2. All the angles of an equilateral triangle are

equal to one another. Each of them is .". 60°. (In.. § 31.)

Exercises.

1. If two iso'^oeles triangles are on the'same base and on the same

side of it, one triangle is entirely within the other.

2. Prove that the op{>osite angles of a rhomhus are equal to one

anothtr.

.^. If two angles of a triangle are unequal, the aides opposite to

them are also unequal.

4. ABC is an isosceles triangle having AB equal to AC. BA is

produced to I). Prove that angle IKIB is greater than DBC.
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Proposition III. Theorem.

If two angles of a triangle be equal, the sides
opposite to them are also equal.

Let AABC liave ZABC=ZACB.
Tlieti side AB = aide AC.

Reverse A ABC, le.iviii|r its U-m-a'. Lehiiul, si. tlmt it

takes tlie i)<)siti(.u ACS', C' being the new position of
C, B' the new position of B, and A' of A.
Apply tlie AAC'B' to tlie AABC, s<> tliat C' rests on

B, and c'B' on BC.

Then B' couieides with C, because C'B' = BC
Also siiK'c ZB'C'A'- ZBCA= ZCBA; .'.CA' falls on BA
And since ZC'B'A'= ZCBA= ZBCA; .-.B'A' falls on CA.

Heui'e A' lies on ])oth the lines BA and CA.
.'. it coincides with A.

And C'A', ».»'., CA, is equal to BA.
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Cor. If a triangle be equiangular it is also equilateral.

Note : Proposition III. is the eomvrse of Proposition
n. Possibly it might have been more logically intro-
duced after we have seen how to construct an augle
equa' to another. It is placed here that these con-
verse propositions may be associated. No immediate
use is made of it.

Exercises.

1. H two sides of a triangle aro unequal, the angles opposite to
them are also unequaL

2. If when two sides of a triangle are produced the exterior angles
are equal, show that the triahgle is isosceles.

3. ABC is a triangle having the angle ABC double the angle BAC.
If BD bisect the angle ABC, and meet AC in D, show that DA= DB.

4. If in the triangle ABC, the angles B and C be each double the
angle A, and BD bisect the angle B, what three lines in the figute
are equal to one another ?
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Proposition IV. Theorem.
If the three sides of one triangle be respec.

ane f IT^"" *?* ''•'^^ «"^« °^ another tri.angle, the triangles are equal in every respect,

TJim the As are equal in all rpspech
Apply tl.o ADEF, so that E rests ou B, au.l EF o>, BCThen F fulls on C, since EF = BC

Let DEF take the position GBC. Join AG
Because BG = BA; .'. ZBGA=ZBAG. (Prop.V)

Because CG = CA ; .-. ZCGA = Z CAG.
Hence the whole ZBGC = the whole ZBAC

That is, ^EDF = ZBAC.
i-vidently, in Uke wanner, it foUow.s that ZDEF =

ZABC, and ZDFE = ZACB.

oo!S'''-'f'
'" *'"' *7 ^'' *''" ^' ^'"'^'^ "•« "Pposite

equal sides are equal.

J^i^^lfV ^ABC.andzGCB= ZACB,snpT,oseAGBC to rotate about BC into coincidence with ABCBG will coincide with BA, hecause ZGBC = ZABc'Also, CG will coincide with CA, hccause ZGCB = ZACb'Hence G, lying on both BA and CA, ^viU coincide witii
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A ; ami tlin a GBC «<)in<!i<le8 with and is eqnpl to the

A ABC.
That is, A DEF = A ABC in area.

Note 1. Thu impil

may he h'ft to modlt'v

th(^ preeediiiK pi f to

meet tlie eii.s(^ wheri^

AG falls witlioiit th(^

triiiiiffles, or pusses

throu^li B or C.

NoTK 2. Otlier ways

of statiug tlu) preeed-

iiiff proposition are to

say tliat two such triangles are the same triangle in

different positions; or tliat if the sides of a triangle

are fixed, the angles are fixed, and tli<f area is fixed.

ExerriMes.

1. ABr, DBC are two isosi^elns triiirifjles on Uio siiine Inisn Br, liut

uiwii opiKisito Bides of it. Hliow thut AD bisects the angles BAG,
BIK).

2. Stat* the preceding proposition when the isosceles triangles are

on the saine siile of B(J.

3. Ona given line BI) as diagonal, construct a qnadrihiterul ABCD,
such that A])=BC, und AB=IK!. Examine what angles in the

figure are e(}ual to one another.
,

4. Eipiilateral tiiangles on e<jual bases are equal in all respects.

5. Two circles whose centres are A and B intersect in C and D.

Show that the triangles C^B, DAB are etpuil in all res|»ects.

tj. On a diagonal AC, 3 inches in length, construct a rhombus
ABCD with sides IJ inches in length. Show that AC bisects the

angles at A and C.

7. Prove that the opjiosite angles of a rhombus are equal.

8. ACB, ADB are two triangles on the same side of AB, with AC =
BDand AD =80. If AD, BO meet in 0, prove that the triangles

OAB and OCD are isosceles.
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Pbopositk.n- v. Promlem.

At a (jimi point iit a given straiyht line to coiiKlnirt
an anyle eqiiul to a giveti nuglf.

Let A bo the giveu pt. in the given straight line BC
and DEF the given z.

s isc,

, It is required to eonMrwl at A im z. equal to DEF
and such that AC shall he om of its hmmliu,, Hues.

'

With E as centre, describe a circle cuttiiij; ED in O
and EF in H. Join GH.
With A as centre aud radius = EG, d.-scribe a circle

cutting AC in K.

With K as centre and radius = GH, describe a circle
cnttmg the preceding in 1.

Join AL, LK.
Then in As AKL, EGH,

AK = EG,

KL = GH,
LA = HE;

.'. As are equal in all respects (Prop. 4) •

and .<iKAL= ZGEH= ZDEF.
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ExereiMib

1. With a protractor ooiistrupt an angle of M°, and by the method
of the pro|jo«ition construct an anglo e<iiiol to it. With the pro-
tractor toHt the accuracy of the conHtruction.

2. In the Bide AB, or in AB produced, of a triangle ABC, find a
point oquidintant from B and C.

5. On a given line afi Imse, conntruot an imHcclaK triangle with
each of the anglea at the Ijiwe equal to a given angle.

4. Construct a trionglo, having given the luiiu!, one of the angles at
the base, and the sum of the sides.

(I. Construct a triangle, having given the base, one of the angles at
the base, and the difference of the sides.

6. A is a point without a line BC of given length. Find a point
P in BC, such that AP + PB^CB.

7. A is a given |)oint, and B is a given |ioint in a given straight
line. Find a jKiint P in the given line, such that the sum of AP
and PB may bo equal to u given length.
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Phoi-ositk.n VI. Theorem.

If two triangles have two sides of one eanal
respectively to two sides of the other, and theincluded angles equal, the triangles are equalin all respects.

I'et ABC, DEF I.e two As, such that AB = DE AC = DFand ^BAC = ^EDF,
^*iAI- W,

Then ih- As me equal in all resperh
Apply the ADEF to the AABC, so that D re«ts ou

A, and DE on AB.
Theu DF faUs ou AC, because Z.EDF = ^BAC.
And DE fallinsj „., aB, E must coincide with Bbecause DE = AB. '

Also DF falling on AC, F nu.st ,.oi„,.ide with Cbecause DF = AC. '

.-. ADEF coincides with AABC, and is ..lual to it in
all respects.

That is, BC = EF,AABC
As are equal in area.

- DEF, - ACB = - LFE, and
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NoTK. Two »ii<Oi triuii);l<'H an' iiulectl the game
triaii|i;li< in (liiTcrttiit iioKiti<mi*,

Atiiitlicr wny of Htatiii); the proposition ik to fliy

tliat if two Hi(li>H and tho indndcd anf;lu of a triantcle

art! flxi'd, tilt! renntining nido and an);l)'8 are fixed, and
tlie area iH flxed.

Exerrlnei.

I. Two straight liiipii AB. CI) liincc't one unntherBt E. Prnvetlmt
tho triuiiKUd AK(,', BED iiro »|iiiil in nil r<)»|)cttH, Alno the tri-

uiiglex BEU, AEI).

•i. With tho vortex A of Hn ifwscelea triungle ABC as centre, a
circle in cluMrilieil which cuts the «iiih1 sidtMi AB, AC in 1) and E
re»|«H'tively. Show that the triangleH ACI), ABE are equal in all

roNiiectM.

S. The BicliH AB, AD of a iiuadrilateral ABCD are equal, and the
lliiigonal AC bisects the anglu BAD; prove that the siilcs CB, CD
are eijual, and that the diagonal AC bisects the angle BCD.

4. Two quiulrilat<!rala ABCD, EF(iH have AB = E«', BC=F<1,
CD^CH, / ABC= .' EF(i, / BCD= Lf\>H. Prove that the quad-
rilaterals are etjual in all reH|)ects.

.1. Two |«)iiits in tho l»i8e of an isosceles triangle are equidistant
from the ends of the base. Show that they are also equidistant from
the vertex.

0. ,Show that tho diagonals of a rhombus bisect one another at
right angles.

7. On opiiosite siilea of AB equal angles BAC, BAD are con-
Btructoil, and AC is tjiken e<iTuil to AD. Show that AB bisects CD
at right angles,

8. The eiiual sides AB, AC of an isosceles triangle are produced,
and E and F are taken in the productions, so that AE-AF. BF
and CE are joine<l. Show that BF = CE.

9. In the preceding question, if BF and CE intersect in O, show
that AO bisects the angle BAC.
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Thoi-ositiox VII. Thkdukm.

If two triangles have two angles of one eqaal
to two angles of the other, each to each, and
therefore (In., § .U) the third angles In each
equal, and a side of the first equal to the
corresponding side of the other, the triangles
are equal in all respects.

Let ABC, DEF •>•! two As iu which ZBAC- ^vnv
ami ZABC=ZDEF, '

and consequently ZACB - ZDFE (In., § .'M),

and also let BC = EF.
ThfH the As are eqiml in all rfsjuih.

Apply th.. ADEF t.. the AABC, so that E fuIJs on Band EF on BC.
Then F must coincide with C, heeausu EF = BC
Also beeausf ZFED= ZCBA, the side ED nmst coin-

eide witli BA.
And because ZEFD=ZBCA, the side FD must coin-

cide with CA.
Hence the point D, which falls on both BA an.l CAmust coincide with A, where BA, CA infrse.^t.
Therefore the ADEF coincides with the AABC uud

IS equal to it in all respects.
'

So that AB = DE, AC = DF, and the As are equal in
area. '
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Note. Two such triangles are the same triangle in

different positions.

Another way of stating the proposition is to say that

if two angles of a triangle are fixed, and a side also

fixed (whether it be adjacent to both given angles or

adjacent to one and opposite the other), then the

remaining angle and sides are fixed, and the area is

fixed.

Propositions IV., VI., and VII. are very important.

Their real significance may be expressed thus:

A triangle Is fixed and determinate if

(1) Its three sides are given.

(-) Two sides and the Included angle are
given.

(3) One side and two angles are given.

Two triangles which are equal in all respects, so that

the one may be made to coincide with the other, are

said to be congment. Two triangles which have the

same area, may be said to be equal, though differing

in shape.

Exercises.

1. On a given line as diagonal, conNtTuct a qmulrilateral, so that

this diagonul sliiill bisect the angles through which it piuwes ; and
show tlmt the other diugonul is bisected at right angles by this.

2. From the sides AB, BC, CA of iin equilateral triangle ABC,
equal lengths AF, BD, CE are cut. BE and CF intersect in <!, CF
and Al) in H, AD and BE in K. Show that the triangles CPH,
AEK, BFtr are etjual in all respects.

Show also that the triangle GHK is equilateral.
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Proposition VIII. Theorem.

pair ot equal sides are either eaual or sn^Jtl

eT^IIVr^lfe^r*^- tl^^arn/K^

Z^BAc""^^^^^-
'^
"f ^'"^ ^°^E ^o «<l»al- the third^8 BAC, EDF are equal; and the sides In nu i.

•

-^ABC = ZDEG,
ZBAC = ZEDG,

side AB = side DE •

.-. these As are equal in all respects. (Prop 7

)

Hence DG=. AC = DF-

Rnt /; ^?FG=ZDGP=zAcB.
iJut ZDFG IS supplementary to ZDFE-
'. ZACB is supplementary to ZDFE.'
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Cor. The foUowiug corollary of Prop. VIII. is

important

:

If two right-angled triansfles have their

hypotenuses equal, and one side of the one
equal to one side of the other, the triangles

are equal in all respects.

A o

Let As ABC, DEF Jiave right /is at B and E; also

AB = DE and AC = DF : then As are equal in all respects.

?'<ir by Prop. VIII. the zs at C and F are either equal

or supplementary.

They cannot be supplementary, since they are both

acute (In., §31), the Zs at B and E being right Zs.

Hence the Zs at C and F are equal;

.". Zs at A and D are equal (In., §31);

and AS are equal in all respects (Prop. 6).

Note. In referring to the various cases in which

two triangles are congruent, Prop. VIII. is often spoken

of as the ambiguous case.

Exercises.

1. In the triangles ABC, DEP, the angles ABC, UEF being equal,

and the angles ACB, DFE being supplemental, if AB be equal to

DE, show that AC is equal to DF.

2. In the preceding, the angles ABC, DEF being equal, and the

angles ACB, DFE supplemental, if AC be equal to DF, show that

AB is equal to DE.

3. Glye an alternative proof of the proposition stated In

the Cor. to Prop. Vlli., making AB coincide with DE, and placing

CB in same St. line with £F.
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BhectlonH,

Proposition IX. Problem
To bisect a given angle.

A 15-
B

Let BAC bo the given ^.
It is required to bisect it

cirrLrrAi ac 7^;:'^^--''^ - - -^

«

W7- ..T.

' ° " E respectively.

-ISsri-^tr"--^ '-"•-'•
Join AF. It bisects ti.e ZBAC.

Join PD, FE,
In AS DAP, EAF,

AD = AE,
AF is common to As,
DP = EP.

Hence ZDAP=^EAF; (Prop. 4.)
and AF bisects .^BAC.
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, and biaect them by the

Exercisei.

1. Construct angles of 45°, S4°, 60% 138
method of the profmsition.

2. For the same angle BAC. take the radios AD of various lengths
and also the radius DF( = EF) of various lengths, and show by
accurute construction, that the same bisecting line is always
obtained. '

3. Show that any point in the bisector of the verticil angle of an
isosceles triangle is equidistant from the extremities ->f the base.

4. ABC is an isosceles triangle, and the equal angles at B and C
are bisected by lines which meet the opposite sides in E and D
Show that BE =CU

5. ABC is an isosceles triangle, and the equal angles at B and C
are bisectel by lines which meet in O. Show that BO = CO. Also
show that AO bisects the angle at A.

6. Show that, in an isosceles triangle, the bisector of the vertical
angle bisects the base at right angles.

7. In the Proposition show that any point in AF, or AF produced
either way, is equally distant from U and E.
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Proposition X. Problem.
To bisect a given straight line.

' ^^^ ^ ^ the given st. line.

It ts required to Insect it

Join CD, cutting aB in E.
AB is bisected at E
Join AC, BC, AD, BD.

in A a ACD, BCD,
AC = BC,

CD is common to as
AD=BD;

•• ^ACD= ZBCD. (Prop. 4.)

Again, in as acE, BCE,
AC = BC,

CE is common to As
^ACE=^BCE;

.-. AE-BE; (Prop, n.)
and AB is bisected at E.
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Note. The radii of aU the circles might have been
the same, and the trouble of readjusting the compasses
would have been saved. The method of the proposi-
tion, however, has been followed in order to indicate
what was essential,—the equality of the radii in pairs.

Evidently the radii must be greater than half the
length of AB, that the circles may intersect.

Exercises.

1. If, ill the Proposition, the radii BC, AD be equal, and also the
radii AC, BD equal, sho»> that CD still bisects AB, and that it b
bisected by AB.

2. Prove that the straight lines which join the middle points of
the equal sides of an isosceles triangle to the ends of the base, are
equal.

3. A straight line AB is bisected at C, and on the same side of the
line triangles ADC, BEC are described, having AD, DC respectively
equal to BE, EC. Prove that AE is equal to BD.

4. The bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle also bisects the
base. Show that the triangle is isosceles. Could the angles at the
base be supplemental ?

5. Show how to bisect AB by describing only two circles.

6. In the Proposition show that if a point be equally distant from
the points A and B, it must lie in the line CD.
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P<T|i«n<llrulani.

Proposition XI. Problem.
To draw a perpe^idieular to a given straUjht li„. f,,a gieen point in it.

•'

A D^ c" —E
B

Let AB be the given st. line, and C the eiven nt in itIt ,s re,„ire,l to draw fro,n c a st. Z^^/'r to AB
TakeCD = CE.

'

With centres D and E, and equal radii, describearcs of circles intersecting at F.
'""scribe

Join CF.

CF is ±T to AB.
Join DF and EF.
In As DCF, ECF,

DC = EC,

CF is common to As,
DF = EF;

:. ^DCF=ZECF; (Prop. 4.)
But they are adjacent Zf;

.-. each is a right Z; (Ik, § 15.)
and CF is J.r to AB
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Proposition XII. Probi,em.

To Urate a perptmdirnlar lo a giren straight line of
unlimited length from a given point not on the line.

Let AB 'be the given 'st. line, and C the given pt.

It is required to draw from C a st. line, xr to AB.
With centre C| describe an arc of a circle to cut AB

iu O and £.

With D and E as centres, and equal radii, describe

arcs of circles intersecting at F.

Join CF, cutting AB in G.

Then CG is Xr to AB.
In As DCF, ECF,

DC = EC,

CF is common to As,

DF = EF;
.-. ZDCF = ZECF. (Prop. 4.)

Again, in As DCG, ECG,

DC = EC,

CG is common to as,

ZDCG=ZECG;
.*. AS are equal in all respects; (Prop. 6.)

and ZDGC = ZEGC.
But they are adjacent jC»;

:. each is a rt. 2i; (In., § 15.)

and CG is ±r to AB.
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Exerrifiefi.

1. If one angle of s triangle is ciunl to the Hum of H,o other two,
what is the flmt angle ?

2. Divide a right-angled triangle into two isosceles triangles.
5. From the end of a line draw a jieriwndicular to it without pro-

ducing the line.

4. Two straight linos AB, CD inUirsoct in O j and the angles AOCAOD are bisected l.y OE. OF. Show that OE is at right angles t^

«. From D, which is not in either of the lines AB, AC, dniw a line
DEF which shall out ofT equal lengths AE, AF from AB, AC.

6. Construct an isosceles triangle, having given the vertical angle
and the perpendicular from the vertical angle on the luse.

7. Construct an isosceles triangle, having given its perimeter and
the perpendicukr from the vertex on the liase.

8. Show that, if perpendiculars l« dropiie.1 on the arms of an
angle from any point in the line bisecting the angle, these lorpen-
diculars are equal.

9. If C be the middle (loint of AB. and CD be drawn iier|wn.
dioular to AB, then every point in CD is e<iuidistant from A and B.

10. PerpendicuUrs drawn from the ends of the base of an isosceles
triangle to the sides are equal.

11. Three straight lines AB, AC, AD are drawn from A, and the
angles BAC, CAD are bisected by the straight lines AE, AF. Show
that if the angle EAF be a right angle, the lines AB, AD are in the
same straight line.

12. If the bisector of an angle of a triangle be periwndicular to the
opposite side, the triangle is isosceles.

13. A straight line ABC is drawn on a sheet of paper, which is
then folded about B, so that BC falls on BA. Show that the crease
in the paper is perpendicular to BA and BC.

U. In a triangle ABC, perpendiculars are drop|)ed from B and C
on the opposite sides. Show that the angles these perpendiculars
make with one another are B + C and A.

15. A and B are two given points in the plane of the p«|ier. Find
a straight line such that if the paper be folded about it, A shall
coincide with B.
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Additional ExrrrlM>M.

1. Four Btrai^rlit liiiin im.«t in it imint in sui'li ii «iiy Mint ii|i|iiiiiit«

aiiKlus are wiuiil tn on.; niuilliur. I'n.vu tluil. tlio linox nn; two anil
two, in tho Htune Mtruiglit line,

•I. If two ntniitflit lincB inlorswt, 8how tlmt tlm biiwcton. of verti-
cally opiwsito unglm urn in thn Niiin« Btiuiglit lino.

3. Tho opiKisito sides AB, CI) of n quiuiiilnteml ABCD are winiil,
anil the Btraight lines liiseiting AD, B(J .it riglit angles meet in ().

Show that the triangles OAB, OIK! uro .^p.iil in all ris|»)cts.

4. On a given straight line as iliagoniil, ronstruc^t nn eiiuiluteral

four-»iile(l figure (i.«., a rhoinhns), the siiles licing of given length.
What liniitjition is there us to lengths of tho sides?

fi. Stiow that in the rhomhus

(1) The op|K>site angles are ihiuuI,

(2) The dingonuls bisect tho ungles through which th. i jviss.

(3) The diagonals bisect one iiuothor u'., right ungles.

6. Construct a rhomhus with sides of given length, and with one
of its angles given.

Show that this angle with the other angle of tho rhombus make
up two right atigles (In., § 31).

7. In the preceding question, when the given angle of the rhombus
is a right angle, show that all the angles are right ongles, i.e., that
the figure you have constructed is a S(|nare.

8. On a given line as diagonal, construct a four-sided figure having
its op]>08ite sides eciual.

What limitation is there as tn lengths of sides ?

9. Show that in the quadrilateral with op|iositti sides equal, con-
structed in preceding question,

(1) The opjiosite angles are equal.

(2) A diagonal divides the angles through which it |iasses into

angles that are equal alterimtely.

(3) A diagonal divides the figure into triangles that are equal
in area.

(4) The diagonals bisect one another.

10. Construct a quadrilateral with opjiositc sides e<iunl and nf given
magnitude, and with one of its antrlos given.

Show that this angle with the other angle of the figure make up
two right aagles.
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1 1. On the oiraamference of a elrole whom oentrs in 0, three polnU
A, B, C are taken, nuch that the itmight lines AB, BC are equeL
Show thot OB liiMOts AC at right angle* | aim that OB biiecU the
angles AOC, ABC.

12. From the ends B, C of the hose of a triangle ABC, straight
lines are drawn intersecting in F and meetinif the opixMite sidon, or
opposite sides produned in I) and E. Show that if FBaFC, and
FD = FE, the triangle is iNoaceles.

13. A straight line AOB, in which OA»OB, rotates al>out the
Bied point O. Show that the perpendiculars from A and B on any
line through O are always equal to one another.

14. If in a quadrilateral ABCD, the sides AB and Ct) Iw equal,
show that the line joining the middle point, of BC unit Al) is etjually
iDcline<) to AB and CD. (Use preceding exerciso.

)

15. In a right-angled triangle the hypotenuse is double the line
from its middle point to the right antrle.

16. If, in a right-angled triangle, one of the acute angles be double
the other, show that the hyiKitenuse is double the smaller side.

How many degrtios are there in each angle of the figure ?

17. If, in a right-angled triangle, the hyijotonuse be double the
smallest side, show that one of the acute angles is double the other.

18. From two given points on the same side of a given line, draw
two lines which shall meet in that line and make eijual angles with it.

19. Through two given points on opiMsite sides of a given straight
line, draw two straight lines which shall meet in the given straight
line, and include an angle bisected by the given straight line.

20. Prove by superposition that if all the sides of one quadrilateral
be equal respectively and in onler to the sides of another quadrila-
teral, and if also an angle in one be equal to the corras|)onding angle
in the other, then the quodriUterals are equal in all respects.

21. In the quadrilateral ABCD, the sides AB and AD are equal,
and the angles ABC, ADC are equal ; show that BC and CD are equal.'

22. Construct a right-angled triangle, having given the lengths of
the hypotenuse and of one side.

23. If the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC be produced to D and E,
and if the bisectors of the angles BCE. CBD meet in O, show that the
perpendiculars from O on BD, BC, CE are all equal
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\
-ip

]<OCtlS of a point.— The loriis of a point is tht path
traml nut by the point when it motet in aeronlance teith

some fixed hiu>.

Thug if a point p move so that

its distance from a fixt>d point

is alwqyg tiie same (OP), the locus of

P is the circumferonco of the circle

whose centre is and radius OP.
The hue in this case is the con- \

staney of the distance of P from '••..,

the fixed point 0.
'

One of the most valuable ap- 'ications of the idea of

locus may he illustrated thus: bupimse the curve ABCD..
to be the locus of

a point which sat- »- —~
isflog one set of

conditions {i.e.,

follows one law) ; and the curve EBFD.. to be the locus

of a point which satisfies another set of conditions (i.e.,

follows another law) ; then the points of intersection of

the curves, B, D, . . i
evidently are points which satisfy

both sets of ccmditions, i.e., obey both laws.

Thus, if

one of these

circles be
the locus of

a pt. which

is at a dis-

tance of 20

millimetres

from A, and
the other
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circle be the looug of a point which ig at a diHtanno of 15
millunetreg from B, th.-n C and D ur., ,„,i„ts wlu,.fi fulfliboth condit,on8, U, are 20 miUinietrfg from A and 15
miUimetreg from B.

« « i.j

The student will at once «» that ag far l,a«k ag Prop
I. we were covertly using the noti..n of I.h-us Wewanted a point that wag at a distnneo c from B. anda digtance 4 from C. Aeeordingly we conHtructe.1 partof the loc-ug of po>„tg at a distance c from B, and partof the loeus of p„,„tg at a distance b from C The
•nte^e^tiou of thcHe loei gave the point A gought.M. J

.
10 find the. lm;,s of a point which motes so that

LnlT""" ^'Z
'"'" ""'"^ '""'<"'' '''""'' AB, CD are

equal to one another.

Evidently the loong
sought ig one or other of
the lines OP, OQ which
bisect the angleg be-
tween AB, CD.

It is left to the stu-

dent to show that, whatever be the position of p on
OP, PE = PF; and that, whatever be the position of O
onOQ, QG = OH.

^
Also that no point not on OP or OQ can be eqnallv

distant from AB and CD.
Ex. 2. To find the locus of a point which mores so that

%ts distances from two fixed points,

A and B, are equal to one another.

Evidently the locus sought ig

the linn pjj^ which bisectg at
right angleg the line joining A
and B.

It is left to the gtudent to
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show that, whatever be the position of p on Ifp
PA = PB.

'

Also, to show that no point outside of PH can be
equally distant from A and B.
Ex. a. To find a poiiU which is equidistant from three

given strnij/ht lines.

Let AB, BC, CD be the

three given straight lines.

Then if BO biseet the angle

between AB and BC, BO is

(Ex. 1.) the locus of points

equidistant from AB ai^d BC.
Also, if CO bisect the

angle between BC and CD,

CO is the locus of points equidistant from BC and CD.
Hence 0, the intersection of BO and CO, is a point

equidistant from AB, BC and CD.
What other locus than BO is there of points equidistant from AB

ami BC ;

What other locus than CO is there of iioints equiilistuiit from BC
and CU ?

Discover throe points in addition to O, which are equidistunt from
AB, BC, CD.

Ex. 4. To find a point which is equidistant from three
given points.

Let A, B, C he the three given

points.

Then if FO bisect AB at right

angles, FO is (Ex. 2.) the locus

of aU points equidistant from

A and B.

Also, if EO bisect AC at right

angles, EO is the locus of all points equidistant from
A and C.
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Hence 0, the JnterMectioii of PO and vn U . ,
equidistant fron. A, B au.l c

' '"""'

^B and c, and be described about the triingle

1. In ExeroJNu ,'J aliuve. shnw th,,t ;# « v t .

trLSretrar.„r '"^-""- '"« --'- -fa

form the right angle
"" '°'*---'^'-" "f the lines which

-tiength. r,:.t°h:'.z:rtr:s;::-::t:riB^" '' °' --

^
':";i:-:Xf;m°^ "

«'-« - «'- --» whieh

^.dthe'pli'iSthe^it^"' '""" ""' '^^«" '"^'"^ ^ ""' «•

8 A point is subject to the conditions, (1) that it lie, on H,. •

p..t^«ABi..,„,,,,^,.--.-J~
9. A iwn.t IS subject to the conditions, (I) that it H™pven line XY

, (2) that it is equidistant fmm fK
' "

lines AB and CD. Find the i^Zl^^ul ' ^™" '"~'^'''
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Angleii of a PoIyKon.

In § 31 of the Introduction it was shown that,

—

The three angles of any triattgle are together equal to

two right angles.

Two angles of a triangle are together less than tieo

right angles.

The exterior angle of any triangle is equal to the sum
of the two interior and opposite angles, and therefore is

greater than either of them.

Tho following, some of which have already been used,

are obvious consequences of the first of these truths,

—

If two triangles have' two angles of the one respectively

equal to two angles of the other, then the third angle of

the one is equal to the third angle of the other.

At least two angles of every triangle are acute.

In any right-angled triangle the two acute angles are

complementary.

If one angle of a triangle is equal to the stun of the

other two, the triangle is right-angled.

The sum of the angles of any quadrilateral figure is

equal to four right angles, for it can be divided into

two triangles.

The following is an important corollary to § 31,

Introduction

:

The stun of all the interior angrles of a poly-

gon of n Bides is equal to 2>( - 4 right angles.
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up'^r":^^."^" "' " "'-' ""^^ "^ '^^'^
^And the angles of each triangle are equal to 2 right

JiSXSe: "'''''' °' ''' » ^-^-'^^^ - ^^--^ to

^
Wjhese angle, the angle, at o make „p 4 right

gonttr^xran-^ir ^""""- -^'- °' ^''^ p«'--

e.^-r^.-jfraire;'^.^^--"--
Of'faTh'isrii'trntfr ** ^^^^^ ^''^ '^'-•^

2»-4 .—^ right angles.

are together e^^t^^'I'Z^t^^^^
^»"»«<»

JTo=iitssirnSr:rf- f-

marked at B. C. . . , into thrStLVS:"^""^'''^On retummg to the position AB. it has e^ie^^ ^^e
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a complete revolntion ; i.e., has turned through 4 right

uigles. Hence the sum of the exterior angles is 4 right

angles.

Since the sum of both exterior and interior angles

•t A, B, C, . . is 2» right angles ; therefore the sum of

the interior angles is 2n-4 right angles, as before

proved.

The preceding proposition continues to hold, even

where re-entrant angles occur in the polygon. In this

case, however, we must consider the exterior angle at

the re-entrant angle (D) to be negative, for there the

rotation referred to in the demonstration of the propo-

sition, is evidently in a direction contrary to the other

rotations. If therefore we wish to word the proposi-

tion so as to admit of no exception, we may say that

the algebraic sum of the exterior angles is equal to 4
right angles.

Evidently the exterior angle of any regular polygon

ia — of a right angle.
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ExerciMcg.

^^^^^
g". MOW OMy degnwa .„ th«« to «d. of u«

»r con.. . «,^ eo .He .J„;^V":^l^^r^'" "'

f«e„ofbetween thX^Blfc"^'^ " '^•"" '^ "'"' '"o <«'
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Certain Geometrical Ineqaalltles.

The next flvu theorems are illustrationg of geometrical

iuequalitieg. We have already had ex^imples of such.

Thus, from In., § 6, we see that any two sides of a
triangle are together greater than the third side, since

a straight line is the shortest distance between its

extreme points. Again, in § 31 of In., it was shown

that the exteiior angle of any triangle is greater than

either of the interior and opposite angles; and also

that any two angles of a triangle are together less than

two right angles.

Proposition XIII. Theorem.

If one side of a triangle be greater than
another side, the angle opposite the greater

aide is greater than the angle opposite the less.

Let ABC be a A having AC>AB.
Then the ZABC w > /^ACB.

From AC cut off AD=AB.
Join BD.

Then exterior ZADB is > the interior and opposite

ZACB. (In., § 31.)

But ..^ABD^ZADB, because AB^AS; (Prop. 2.)

.-. ZABD>ZACB;
Btill greater therefore is ZABC than ZACB.
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Proposition XIV. Theorem.

*«?*w t"*'^/^ " *'*''"«^^* ''« ^«»t" than
imother, the side opposite the greater angle
is greater than the side opposite the less.

Let ABC be the a having ZABC> ZACB.
Then the side AC is > the side AB.

At B make ZCBD= ZACB. (Prop. 5.)

Then DB = DC; (Prop. 3.)

AC-AD +DC =AD+ DB, which is >ab. (In., §6.)
That is, AOAB.
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Note. This Proposition is the converse of Prop. XIII.

CoROLUARY: The perpendicular is the shortest
line that can be drawn from a Riven point to
a given line ; and a line nearer to the perpen-
dlcnlar is less than one more remote.

II

s
—

For if ZADE be a rt. z, then ^AED is < rt. Z.

Hence AD<AE.
Also zAEF is an obtuse z, since it is > ZADE; (In., §31.)

.•. ZAEF> ZAFE, and AF>AE.

Evidently only two equal straight lines can be drawn
from A to BC ; »'•''•, on opposite sides of AD, and making
equal angles with it.

This corollarj- shows why we speak of the perpen-
dicular from a point to a line, as the distance from the
point to the line.

Exercises.

1. In a right-angled triangle the hypotenuse is the greatest side.

2. If one side of a triangle be less than another side, the angle
opposite the smaller side must be an acute angle.

3. ABCD is a quadrilateral of which AD is the longest side, and
BC the shortest. Show that the angle ABC ix giuater than the
angle ADC ; and the angle BCD greater than the angle BAD.

4. ABC is a triangle, and the angle A is bisected by AD, meeting
BC in D. Show that BA is greater than BD, and L.-\ greater
than CD.
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8. Every traight line drawn from the vertex of a triangle to the
bue, 19 le« than the greater of the two .idea, or than either of them
if they be equal.

6. The greateet side of any triangle makea acute anglea with each
of the other Hides.

7. The anglex ABC, ACB of the triangle ABC are biaected by OB,
OC. If AB be greater than AC, then OB n greater than OC.

8. In triangle ABC, aide AB ia greater than aide AC. The angleA 18 bisected by a line meeting BC at U. Show that BO is greater
than CD. (From AB cut off AE equal to AC, and join El)

)

The following are consequences of the fact that any two sides of a
triangle are together greater than the third side.

9. Show that the sum of the diagonals of any quadrilateral figure
is less than the sum of the sides.

10. Show that the sum of the diagonals of any quadrilateral figure
is greater than half the sum of the sides.

11. The sum of the diagonaU of a quadrilateral is leas than the
sum of any four lines tliat can be drawn from any point (except the
intersection of the diagonals) to tho four angular points.

12. If O be any point within the equilateral triangle ABC show
that any two of the straight lines OA, OB, OC are together greater
than the third.

13. The difference of any two sides of a triangle is less than the
third side.

14. In any triangle any two sides are together greater than twice
tho median which bisects the remaining side. (Produce median a
distance equal to itj join end to either extremity of base of triangle.)

5. In any rectilineal figure the sum of the disUnces of any point
from the angular poinU of the figure is greater than half the peri-
meter.

16. The sum of the two diagonals of any quadrilateral is greater
than that of either pair of opposite sides.

17. In the triangle ABC, the line AD bisecta the angle at A and
meets BC at 1>. Show that the difference between AB and AC is
greater than the difference between BD and DC.
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Pboposition XV. Theorem.

If from the ends of one side of a triangle
there be drawn two straight Hues to a point
within the triangle, these two straight lines

are together less than the sum of the two
other sides of the triangle.

Let ABC be a A, and from B, C, the ends of the

side BC, let BD, DC be drawn to a pt. D witliin the A.

Then the, sum o/BD, DC in lf>"< than the mm of BA, AC.

Produce BD to meet AC i" E.

In ABAE, BA +A£>B£.
To ea<!h add EC.

Then BA +AC> BE + EC.

Again, in ACED, CE + ED>CD.
To each add DB.

Then BE +EOBD + DC.

But it has been shown that

BA +AOBE + EC;

.•. , o fortiori, BA +AC> BD + DC.
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A

CoHOLLAav: If Unes BD, DE, EF, FC be drawn as
in the flgnre, there being m re-eHtraut aitgle, it at once
appears that BA + AOBG + GC>BD + DE + EF + FC.
Whatever be the number of lines BD, DE .... the
proof applies.

ExercineB.

1. In the Proposition, show timt tlie angle BDC ia greator than the
angle BAG.

2. In the Corollary, show that the an^le between any two of the
Unen within the triangle is greater than the angle BAC.

3. The sum of the diatancen of any point within a triangle from its
angular points ia leas than the |jerimeter of the triangle.

4. In the Proposition, show that the difference between BA + AC
and BD+ DC is less than twice AD.

6. Prove that the angle BDC is greater than the angle BAC, by
joining AD and producing it.

6. If two triangles be on the same base and on the same side of it,

and have equal vertical angl.- the vertex of each triangle must b^
outside the other triangle.

7. Show that the perimeter of a triangle ia greater than that of
any triangle which can he formed by joining any three points
within it

8. Two rectilineal figures are upon the same base, one of them
being entirely within the other and having no re-entraut angles.
Show that the outer figure has the greater perimeter.
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Proposition XVI. Theorem.

If two triangles have two sides of the one
equal to two sides of the other, each to each,

bat the angle contained by the two sides of the

one greater than the angle contained by the

two sides of the other; then the base of that

which has the greater angle is greater than
the base of the other.

A O

Let ABC, DEF be two A8, baviug AB^D£, AC-OF;
but the .^BAC > the ZEDF.

Then the hise BC »'« > the base EF.
Apply the AABC »o that A falls on D, aud AB on DE.

Then B coincides with E, bei-ausc AB = DE.
Let C fall at G.

If F falls on EiS, then evidently EG >EF and .'. BC>EF.
But if not, let DH bisect ZFDG, and meet EG in H.

Join FH.
Then in as FDH, ODH,

DF'DG,
DH is common to AS,

ZFDH=ZGDH;
.-. FH = GH. (Prop. 6.)

Tlit-ii EH + HG = EH + HF, which is >EF.
That is, EG (or BC) »» >EF.
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Pbopobition XVII. Theorem.

If two trlaaglea have two sides of the one
e<iua( to two sides of the other, each to each,
but th t;; jc of the one greater than the base
)f ;^ e <it>iet

; then the angle contained by the
bicicH ol thut .'hich has the greater base is
Kr-iat.r idav the angle contained by the sides
01 the v.h*v.

A

c c

F
Let ABC, DEF be two As, having AB = DE, AC = DF

but BC> EF.

TheH lite ZBAC > the ZEDF.
For if ZBAC be not >ZEDF,

it must be either equal to it or less.

But ZBAC eaunot be = ZEDF,
for then BC would be = EF, (Prop. 6.)

wliich is contrary to hypothesis.

Nor can ZBAC be < the ZEDF,
for then BC would be <EF, (Prop. 16.)

which also is contrary to hypothesis.

.". the ZBAC > the ZEDF.
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Exercfses.

1. ABCD !s a qoadrilateral having AB And CD equal, bub the

dia^nal BD greater than the diagonal AC Prove that the angle

BCD is greater than the angle ABC.

2. ABC is a triangle having the angle ABC greater than the angle

ACB. If AD he drawn to the middle point of BC, show that the

angle ADC is obtuse.

3. ABC is a triangle having AB less than AC, and P is any point

in the line joining A to the middle point of BC. Show that P is

nearer to B than to C.

4. ABC is a triangle having the sides AB, AC fixed in length, and
AB being greater than AC. The side AB remaining fixed in posi-

tion, draw the locus of C as the angle BAC varies from 0° to ISO**.

What statement can you make as to the changes in the length of

a line drawn from a fixed point without a circle to a point on the

oironniference, as the position of the latter point varies ?

ff. Thd same as Bxeroise 4, but with AB less than AC.

In the second part, the fixed point is now within the circle.

6. If one chord of a circle be greater than another, the angle sub-

tended at the centre by the former is greater than the angle sub-

tended at the centre by the latter.

7. State and prove the converse of Exercise 6.

8. The side AB of the triangle ABC is greater than the side AC
From BA, CA equal parts BD, CB are cut o£ Show that BE is

greater than CD.
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PARALLELISM.

Parallel Lines,

eguivalence op areas.
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Parallel Lines.

Proposition I. Problem.

To ihaw a slraight line thrniigh n given point, pnralhl
to a given strnighl line.

Let A bo the given point, ami BC the given st. line.

It is required to draw through A <« st. line
\\

to BC.
Through A draw any st. line, DAE, imtting BC iu E.
At the pt. A in the st. line DAE, make the ZDAF

= the ZAEC, and exterior to it.

Produce FA to G.

Then the st. lino GAF, drawn through A, is
||
to BC.

For tho St. line DAE, falling on the st. lines GF BC
makes the ext. ZDAF = the int. and opp. ZAEC;

.•. GAF, drawn through A, is
|| to BC. (In., § 29.)

Angles situated as GAE, AEC, are called alternate
angles.

Angles situated as FAE, AEC, are spoken of as the
two interior angles on the same side (of the
transversal DAE.)
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Ill :

PKOPO81TI0N II. Theorem.

Ifa stralgrht line fall on two parallel straight
lines, It makes (l) the alternate angles equal,
and (2) the two interior angles on the same
side together equal to two right angles.

Let the st. line EH fall on the
|| st. lines AB, CD.

Then (1) the alternate Zs AFG, FGD are equal; mid
(2) the two interior Zs BFG, FGD on the same side are
together = tu>o rt. Zs.

(1) Because AB is
|| to CD, and EH falls npon thein,

the ext. ZEFB is = int. and opp. ZFGD. (In., § 29.)

But ZAFG is = vertically opp. ZBFB; (In., § 13.)

.•. ZAFG = ZFGD.

(2) Because AB is
||
to CD, and EH falls upon them,

the ext. ZEFB is = int. and opp. ZFGD.
To each add the ZBFG.

Then ZEFB + ZBFG = ZBFG + Z FGD.
But ZEFB+ZBFG = two rt. zs; (In., | 18.)

.'. ZBFG+ZFGD = two rt. Zs.
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Moreover we have, ii. aU cases,

" + = 180'.
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Pboposition III. Theorem.

If a straight line, falling: oa two other
itmlvht lines, make (1) the alternate auRles
equal to one another; or (2) the two interior
angles on the same side together equal to two
right angles, then the two straight lines are
parallel.

Let the st. line EH, falling on the two st. lines AB,
CD, make (1) the alt. Za AFG, FGD equal, or (2) the

two int. zs BFG, FGD, on the same side, together =
2 rt. Za.

Then AB ts || to CD.

(1) Because ZAFG=ZFGD, (Hyp.)

and ZAFG=/iEFB; (In., § 13.)

.-. ZEFB=ZFGD.
Hence AB is || to CD. (In., § 29.)

(2) Again, because ZBFG+ ZFGD = 2 rt. Zs, (Hyp.)

•i:id ZEFB+ZBFG = 2 rt. Zs; (In., § 18.)

.'. ZEFB + ZBFG = ZBFG + Z FGD.
Take away the common ZBFG,

and ZEFB=ZFGD.
Hence AB is

|| to CD. (In., § 29.)
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Exerrlnes.

79

be'pe";„rr r„r:;2: r r't"™f^"- "-
others. Show abo that th„

T

. ,

P""''"'"''""'"'- to the

.re^lre;XlC,eZt? '^"^'- -"^ *" -"^" '"« ""««'

Sh!; "iw" '" '"t™""^ ""^ '*"' l"™""! '!"<« and i» bigoted at P

^how that the opposite sides of a *.bus are

angles are right angles.
^^ *" **

angles are right angles.
Pa™Jlel. and that aB its

hnea c»nnot bisect each other
stnugbt

14. Any straight line drawn parallel to the h.^ „f
triangle makes equal angles with^ aides

base of an isoBoetea

far additional ExtrcUa, an» «.
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IletM.

1. "Since parallel lines have the same diTeetion,

they each deviate by the same amount from any other

direction" (In., § 29). In making this statement we
assume that directions which are not the same, inter-

sect; i.e., that any two lines which are not
parallel intersect, such lines being produced, if

necessary.

2. If a transversal fall across two lines which are

not parallel, since the fo^r interior angles at the two
points of intersection are together equal to four right

angles, the interior angles on one side of the trans-

versal are together less, and those on the other side

are together greater than two right angles; for if on
either side they were equal to two right angles the

lines would be parallel (Pr<jp. 3, Bk. II.)

Such lines evidently intersect on that side

of the transyersal on which are the angles
together less than two right angles ; otherwise

we should have two angles of a triangle together

greater than two right augles. (In., § 31.)

As exercises, the student may now prove that BO,

CO (Bx. 3, p. 58) meet ; also £0, FO {Ex. 4, p. .58) ; and

later, when Prop. 13, Bk. II., is reached, he can show
that NA, LK meet.
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Pboposition rv. Theorem.

Stralsrht lines which join the extremities of
equal and parallel straight lines towards the
same parts, are themselves equal and parallel.

Let the equal and
|| st. lines AB, CD be joined toward

the same parts hy AC and BD.

Then AC and BD are both equal and ||

.

Join BC.

Since AB is 1| to CD, the alt. ^s ABC, BCD are equal.

Then in As ABC, DCB,

AB= CD,

BC is common to As,

Z. ABC =^1 BCD; (Prop. 2, Bk. II.)

.•. As are equal in all respects;

and AC= BD.

Also iACB=/DBC.
But these are alternate i s

;

: AC is
II to BO. (Prop. 3, Bk. II.)
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PBOPoeiTioN V. Theorem.

The opposite •Ides and angles of a parallel-
oflrram are eqnal to one another, and each
diagonal divides the parallelogram into two
triangles eqnal in all respects.

Let ABCD be a H", and AC its diagonal

Then AB>CD, AD^CB, IABC= ICDA, ^BAI>=
ZDCB; and the As ABC, CDA are equal in all reapectt.

In As ABC, CDA,

ZBAC=i ^DCA, being alt. Zs, (Prop. 2, Bk. II.)

ZBCA=ZDAC, " " ",

AC is common to As;

.•. As are equal in all respects. (Prop. 7, Bk. I.)

Hence AB=CD,
CB=AD,

lABC=iCDA.

Also, since lBAC= IDCA,

and IDAC^IBCA;
.-. whole iiBAD = whole Z.DCB.
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CoROLLARy 1
: If one of two llaet be divided

into eqtul tegmetits, and through the point*
of section parallel lines be drawn intersecting
the other line, the paraUel lines divide this
other Une into equal segments.

one another, and
Let AB, BC, CD . . . be equal to

BB', CC', DD-, . . . parallel lines.

Let B'K, C'l, . . be drawn parallel to AD.

aT'^v^^I^^'
••• ^''' parallelograms, and the lines

AB, B K, CX, • . . are all equal.
Evidently the ^.x, ABB , B'KC, CXD', ... are there-

fore equal in all rrapects.

Hence the lines AB', BC, CD', ... are all equal to
one another, though in general, of course, not equal to
the segments AB, BC, . .

.

Corollary 2: The preceding suggests a means of
dividing a given line into any number of equal part*
For let AD' be the given line. Through A draw any

Une AX, and on it take equal lengths AB, BC, CD^^om DD-, and through B, C, draw lines parallel to

Then by the preceding corollary the segments ofAD are equal.
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Bzerclses.

1 Show that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

2. Show that the diagonals of any rhombus (including a square)
bisect each other at right angles.

3. Show tlmt a quadriUteral is a parallelogram—

(1) If one pair of opposite sides are equal and parallel

(2) If pairs of op|»site sides are equal.

(8) If iMirs of opposite angles are equal.

(4) It the diagonals bisect each other.

4. Show that the diagonals of a rectangle are equal.

6. Show that if the diagonals of a iwrallelogram arc equal, it must
be a rectangle

, and that if, in addition, they are at right angles, it
must be a square.

6. Show that any straight line through the intersection of the
diagonals of a parallelogram divides the parallelogram into two
equal parts.

7. Through a given point D within a given angle BAC, draw a
straight line BDC, such that BD is equal to DC.
a If a diagonal of a parallelogram bisects the angles through

which it passes, the figure is a rhombus.

9. If two railway tracks of the same gauge intersect at any angle,
the figure thus formetl is a rhombus.

10. The diagonals of a rhombus bisect one another at right angles.
U. Draw a straight line DE ,«rallel to the base EC of a triangle

ABC, and terminated by the sides or sides produced, so that DE may
be of given length.

12. If two op[„site sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, and the
other two sides equal but not parallei. prove that the angles adjacent
to each of the parallel sides are equal.

13. Describe a rhombus having its. angular points on the sides of a
given larallelogrum, such that one diagonal of the rhombus passes
through a given point.

li Show that if the bisectors of the angles of a quadrilateral form
a rectangle, the quadrikteral must lie a parallelogram.
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15. AB, CD, EF are tliree imralltl straight lines, ACE being a
straight line, and also BDF. Show that if AC, CK are equal, so also
are BD, DF.

18. Find axes of symmetry, and also a ceutru of symmetry for,—
(1) square; (2) rectangle

; (.1) rhombus.

What sort of symmetry do you discover in an ordinary
parallelogram ?

^

I". What symmetry do you discover in the quadriUterol ABCD
if AB=AD, and CB^CD?

IS. ABC is a triangle, and through D, the bisection of AB a
line IS drawn [Mrallel to BC. Show that this line bisects AC also.

Conversely, show that the line joining the middle points of AB
and AC is parallel to BC.

19. ABCD is a iMmllelogram, and E, F are the bisections of the
sides BC, AD. Show that DE, BF trisect the diagonal AC.

ai. If the middle points of luljacent sides of a quadrilat«ral be
joined, the figure thus formed is a parallelogram.

21. The straight lines joining the middle [Mints of the opposite
sides of any quadrihiteral bisect each other.

22. In Exercise 1.1, show that CD is an arithmetic mean betweenAB and EF, i.e., that it is half their sum.

23. Any straight line drawn from the vertex of a triangle to the
base, IS bisected by the line which joins the middle points of the
sides.

24. The three straight lines which join the middle points of the
sides of a triangle, divide the triangle inU, four triangles which are
e<)ual in all respects, and each equiangukr to the original triangle.

2.'). If through the angular points of a triangle, straight lines be
drawn parallel to the opposite sides, the triangle so formed has its
sides double the sides of the original triangle, and its angles equal to
those of the original triangle."

Hence Show (Ex. 2, p. b9) that lines through the angular
points of a triangle perpendicular to the opposite sides
meet in a point.
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Equivalence of Arean.

Proposition VI. Theorem.

Parallelograms on the same base and between
the same parallels are equal in area.

Let ABCD, EBCF bo two H™ on the same base BC,
and between the same ||» AF, BC.

Then these H"" are equal in area.

In As EAB, FDC,

AB= DC, being opp. sides of a ||'«, (II., 5.)

int. z:EAB= ext ZFDC, (In., § 29.)

ext. jlAEB^int. ZDFC;
.-. AEAB=aFDC; (I., 7.)

.-. flg. ABCF less AFDC=% ABCP less AEAB;
that is II"' ABCD= 11"' EBCF.
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Corollary: Parallelograms on equal basesand between the same parallels are equal in

For BC and FG being equal, if the ||™ EFGH be moved
to the left, so that FG coincides with BC, tie con<]=»io„s
of the Proposition itself are realized, and -Jie pt o.elo-
grams are equal.

Area op a Parallelogram. T'
rectangle EBCF, being on the sai
base and between the same parpJlels,
are equal in area;

• area of ABCD = area of EBCF,

=BCxBE
= base X altitude.

Il"' ABCD and the

Exercises.

1. Construct a rhombus equal to a given parallelogram, andhavng each of ,ts sides equal to the longer .ide of the |«.rallelo^,n
2. In the preceding question, what condition is necessary that the

rh„,nl,us may be constructed with each of its sides equal to theshorter side of the parallelogram ?

onLff*;? '^"'"?'^ ^''*' '" " S'™" Parallelogram, and havingone of .t« sides equal to a side of the parallelogram
^

4. Show that if the lengths of the sides of u ,..r.iiioioBmm begiven. Its area will be greatest when it is a rectangle.
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8. Show that paraltelogramg with equal bases and equal altitudes
are equal.

6. Show that equal parallelograms with equal baws must have
equal altitudes.

7. Rjual i»imlIelogram« with the same altitude must lie on equal
bases, ^

8. Divide a parallelogram into four equal parallelograms.

9. Construct a parallelogram equal to a given parallelogram,
havmg one side equal to a side of the latter, and another side of given
magnitudB. What limit is there to the length of this latter side ?

10. Construct a parallelogram equal to a given parallelogram,
havmg one side equal to a side of the latter and an angle adjacent to
this side of given magnitude.

11. ABCD is a parallelogram
; AB, DP are drawn parallel to each

other to meet BC, produced if necessary in E, F ; Afi, EH are drawn
porallel to each other to meet DF, produced if necessary in G H
Prove that the parallelograms ABCD, AEHG ara equal in area.

To follow Exerciites on p. 79.

12. U from any point in the straight lino bisecting any angle, lines
be drawn parallel to the arms of the angle, these lines are equal to
one another, and the resulting figure is a rhombus.

13. Through eoch angular point of o triangle a straight line is
drawn parallel to the opposite side. Show that the triangle formed
by these lines is ojuiangular to the given triangle.

14. If two triangles have two angles of the one eijual to two angles
of the other, and be equal in area, then they are equal in all respects.

15. Find a point between two intersecting straight lines, such that
perpendiculars from the point on the lines may be of given length.

16. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the altitude, and
the length of the line from the vertex to the middle point of the base.

17. A straight line DE parallel to the base BC of a triangle ABC
makes the icngths BD, CE equal to one another. Show that the
triangle ABC is isosceles.
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Pbopositjon VII. Theorem.

Triangles on the same base and between the
same paraUels are equal in area.

Let the AS ABC, DBC l,e o„ the same base BC, and
between the same ||« AD, BC.

Then these As are equal in area.

Prodnce AD both ways to E and F

CfT^D^ ^"^ ^^ " *" ^"^^ """^ *'"°"^'' C draw

Tl^n the II- EBCA, DBCF, being on the same base
iJC, and between the same ||», are equal in area. (II., 6.)

But AABC is lialf H"" EBCA, (II., 5.)
and ADBC is half W^ DBCF"

.'. AABC= ADBC.
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CoKOLWRy
: Trianglf 3 on equal bases and

between the same parallels are equal In area.

For BC and EP being equal, if the ADEF be moved
to the left, so that EF coincides with BC, tlie coiiditionH
of the Proposition itself are roalized, and tlie triangles
are equal in areik
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PROl'OSITKiy S'lII. TllKOHEM.

Triangles, equal In area, on the same base,or on eqnal bases that are in the same straight
line, and on the same side of the base Hne,are between the same parallels.

to

Let ABC and DBC (or DEF) be two a« equal in area
on the same base BC, or on e.iual ba.ses BC, EF that
are in the same st. line, and on the same side of the
base line.

Thf>ithe,e .is are between the same ||«; that is, AD
ts

II
to BC.

For if AD be not
|| to BC, tlirougl. A draw AG

BC, meeting DB (or DE) in G.

Then As ABC, GBC (or GEF) are equal in area. (II 7)
Bnt the As ABC, DBC (orDEF) are equal in area

;
(Hyp

)
••• As GBC, DBC (or GEF, DBF) are equal in area

:

a part eqnal to the whole, which is impossible.
Hence AG cannot be

||
to BC.

Similarly it can be shown that no other st. line
through A, except AD, is

|| to BC

;

.'. AD is
II
to BC.
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ExerriReK.

1. Find the Iocu» of the verUii iif a triunftle whoiia haae i* giTen
and area conntant.

2. If two trianglOH havo e<|uiil altitudeH and equal areui, their
baaea rnuat be equal.

A mfdian m a /iile draimi/mm any imglr. of a Irinnijlt to the bueclion

qfthe oppoeUe tide.

8. Show that the median of a triangle divides it into two iiarta
equal in area.

4. In the triangle AB(;, BK mid CF, the medians through B andC,
intersect in O. Prove the following:

(1) Triangles FBC, ECB are equal.

(2) Triangles OFB, OEG are njual.

(8) Triangles OFB, OFA are ecjual.

(4) Triangles OFA, OEA are equal.

(«) If D be the bisection of BC, then AO, OD are in the
same straight line.

Hence the three medians of a trtanyle pass through the
same point.

5. Prove that a parallelogram is divided by the diagonals into four
equal areas.

6. ABC is a triangle, and AD the median through A. If E be any
point in AD, show that the triangles EAB, EAC are equal in area.

7. Prove by means of Props. VII. and Vin. that the straight line
joining the bisections of the sides of a triangle is parallel to the base.

8. On the base of a given triangle construct an isosceles triangle
equal in area.

9. If the middle points of the sides of any quadrilateral are joined
in order, show that the parallelogram so formed is half the quadrila-
teral, the quadrilateral having no re-entrant angle.

10. Two triangles of equal area stand on the same base but on
opposite sides of it. Show that the line joining their vertices is
bisected by the base or base produced.
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II T«„ trmn^l.., huve .»,. ,i,|,., „f ,„.. ,„ ,„„; ,„ , „ ,

the o,h..r. end. u, .„,.h, .„„, „,., ,„„., .,,,,,,,( .,1 ,,,..: i,

12. ABTI) I, „ ,,iralle|„^rarii, ,. , [ j, „„., ,„:,„ .

,
,„ >.,

thiit tii.triniiL'l.s ABI' AIll- ... i
' ' '

^''"'''

CBP, CDI-
' "I""' '" '""'• "'"' "1-" '!" <ria„;-l..,

i" Aa Draw I.F. E.! U.,„,i„at„l hy A(- „,„M, „. t -

.""-h that .1,,, „.ia„Blcs .)EI>. OF,; ,„„;,,„ ,.,|,„., i„
,.„7""'" '" "

IS. ABC i, „„v trinn^.1,., a„,| I, ,.„,. ,„i,„ i„ ^„ ^,„,„ ,, ,
.

"
r :^:

"""" ""• "»' ' ^>« into two ,.ns

«

, ;t
;j::""* •

Bi'I M^LILr.;;.^""""""
"^

" - '"*•'"' "> '^^^ «"- 't^"

17. If two triangles huve the «ame „lt,t,„lc, I.ut the 1»„h of „„<, !«.a multiple of the !««, of the other »ho«- that .1,. f / .

the «.me muUiplo of the latter.
'" '""'"•" '"""«'" '"

trilll" ?u1T
."'* '"'"" '" "'"'••' "'" "•«'""» AD, BE. CF of a

Co'l^f
.nter^et (Ex. 4), «how that AO..^,,, Bol/oE,
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I'KOI'dSITIIPN IX. TlIKOHKM.

If a triangle and a parallelogram be on the
same base and between the same parallels, the
parallelogram is double of the triangle.

Let the AABC mid tlif j|"' DBCE l>c on ll,,. sum.' Imw
BC, aud bftwccii tlic same li" DA, BC.

Then the \\"' is duitble the A.

Join DC.

Then As DBC, ABC me (qiirtl in mra. (11., 7.)

But II"' DBCE is d(.n1)lo of ADBC; (II., 5.)

.•. 11"' DBCE is double of AABC.
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10. In the preceding queBtion, what additional condition mast be

introducefl, tliat BO ami Fl> may be ])iirallel, if ]>araUelograms be

substituted for rectanglen ?

11. Through the angular pointH of a quailrilateral Htraight lines

are drawn iHirallel to the diagnniils. Show that the parallelogram so

formed is double the (quadrilateral in area.

12. O is any jwiiiit within the iiarallelogrum ABCD. Show that

the sum of the areas of the triangles OAB, OCI) is half the area of

the parallelogram.

13. From any point within a given efjuilatf-al triangle, iierpen-

diculars are let fall on the three sides. Show that the Hum of these

perpendiculars is constant for the sumo tsiuilateriil triangle.

14. If the sides AB, AI> of a rhombus be bisected in E, F, show

that the area of the triangle CEF is three-eighths of the area of the

rhombus.

15. ABCD is a parallelogram, and EF, parallel to BD, cuts CB,

CD in E and F respectively. Show that the triangles ABE, AFD
are equal in area.

16. If through the vertices A, B, C of a triangle parallel lines be

drawn intersecting the sides opposite these points in D, E, F, show

that the area of the triangle DEF is twice that of ABC.

17. Any parallelograms ABDE, ACFG are dascriVied externally on

the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC. and DE, FG meet in H. On
BC a parallelogram BKIX is constructed, having its sides BK, CL
equal and parallel to AH. Show that BKLC is in area equal to the

sum of the areas of ABPE and ACFG.

18. If P be a point within the triangle ABC, such that the sum of

the areas of the triangles PAB, PAC is constant, prove that the locus

of P is a straight line.

What does this proposition become when the point P moves

along its locus outside the triangle ABC?
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Proposition X. Theorem.

The complements of the parallelograms about
the diagronal of any parallelogfram are equal in
area.

IM ABCD l)e a ||« and BE, ED the complements of
the ||"'» abont the diaffonal AC, formed by drawing
PEG, HEK II

to AB, AD, rcspeetively, through any point
E on AC.

T?ien the complements BE, ED "re ei/iial in area.

Sinc(! AHEF is a ||'" and AE its diagonal;

.'. AAHE=AAFE. {II., ').)

Sinee EGCK is a ||"' and EC its diagonal;

.•. AEGC-AEKC.
Heu(?e AAHE + AEGC = AAFE + AEKC.

But whole AABC whole AADC;
.". the remainder, the complement BE,
= the remainder, the complement ED.
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Exercises.

1. In the figure of the Proposition, show that the triangles AED,

AEB are equal in area.

Also that the triangles FHG, HFK are equal in ai-ea.

2. Show also that HF and GK are jarallel.

3. Where must E he, that the parallelogrunis HF, (iK nrny be

equal?

4. Prove the converse of the Proposition,—tlmt if the areas of BE,

ED are equal, then E must lie on AC.

5. In the Pro|iosition, show tliat if ABCD Ix) a rhombus, so also is

each of the figures HF, OK ; also that if ABUl) Ipe a s<iuare, then are

HF, CIK squares.

6. If ABCU in the Proposition, lie a rhombus, show that BE, ED

are not only eijual in area, but can be made to coincide with one

another, ».e., are congruent.

7. In the figure of the Proposition, show that the triangles HEC,

FEC are equal in area.

8. In the same figure, show that Bl) aud (jl are parallel. (Both

are bisected by AC.)
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Proposition XI. Probleji.

To flescrihe a paraUflogrnm equal to a ijiven triangle,

and havituj an angle equal to a gieen angle.

Lpt ABC ^f tilt! given A, ami D Hip ffiveii Z-
It in reqiiinil to ciinsfriiH a ||'" eqmil to ABC and

hariiifi an z. tqnal to D.

Bisoet BC at E.

Joiu AE.
At the point E in EC maki' tlie ZCEF = the ZD.
Tlu-ciugh A tlriiw AFG II

to BC, and through C draw
CG II

to EF.

Then ECGF is tlie rctxuired ||'".

Because As ABE, AEC are on equal hnses BE, EC, and
between the same ||», tliey are eijiuil (II., 7, Oor.); and
AABC is douliU' of AAEC.

Al.-io. beeause AAEC "'"l II'" ECGF are on tlie same
base EC and l)etween the same \\«. tlie |j'" ECGF is double
of AAEC. (II., (I.)

..
II'" ECGF is = AABC, and it has ZCEF=ZD.
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Proposition XII. Problem.

To describe a parallelof/ram eqnul 1t> a given redilineal

fiijure, and hnvinij an angle, ejjital to a given angle.

D u

G B r

Let ABCD l>e t'n' given rectilineal flgnre, and E the

given Z.

It is required to desrrihe a ||"' eqmil to ABCD, and

having an Z. equal to ZE.
Join DB.

Through C draw CF ||
to DB, to meet AB produced in F.

Join DF.

Then A"OB=ACDB, (11., 7.)

and to each adding ADAB,

ADAF = figure ABCD.

Describe the H™ GFHL= ADAF, and having ZFGL =

given ZE. (H., 11.)

Then ||"' GFHL is enual to the given figure ABCD, and

it has the ZFGL equal to the given ZE.

In the same way, if the given figure have; five or more

sides, it can, by a repetition of the construction given

in the Proposition, be reduced to a triangle, and a

parallelogram may be described equal to it, with an

angle equal to the given angle.
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Exercliieg.

1. Construct a rectunglo etjual to the sum of twc given rectangles.

2. Construct a rectangle equal to the difference of two given
rectangles.

3. Construct a rectangle equal to the sum of two given squares.

4. Construct a triangle equal in area to the triangle ABC, but
haviTig one of its sides of given length BD. (Lay off BD on BC or
BC producetl.

)

6. Construct a triangle equal in at«a to a given triangle and
having a given altitude.

6. ABC is a given triangle, and D a given i)oint. Construct a
triangle etjual in area to ABC and hi-ving its vertex at D.

7. Construct a triangle efjual in area to a given quadrilateral
ABCD, the triangle having a given altitude.

8. Show how to divi.'.j a triangle into n equal [.arts liy straight
lines drawn through one of its angles.

9. Hence show how to cut off from a given triangle an nth part by
a straight line drawn through a point in one of its sides.

10. Construct a triangle etjual in area to the triangle ABC, and
having BD (in Bf; or BC prculuc^ed) for one of its sides, and one of its

angles of any given magnitude.
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Proposition XIII. Problem.

On a giivn straiijht line to ihsrrihe a parnllelngram

eqiiiil in una to a gioen triangle, and having an angle

equal to a giren angle.

Let AB l>o the given st. line, DEF the ftiven A, iiud

C the given L .

It i.i reijiiired to deserihe a ]|'" «« AB, equal to DEF,
and. huring an l. equal to C.

On BA prodniH'd eonstrn<-t a AGHA equal to ADEF.
(I., 1.)

Bisect AH in K. (I., 10.)

At A in KA construct the ^ KAM = ^C. (L, ">)

Through G tlmw GN || to AB. (II., 1)
Througli K, B draw KL, BN II AM, and meeting GN

in L and N, rt peiitively.

Join NA, and prodnee it to meet LK produced in p.
Through p draw PQR ||

to AB, and meeting MA
produced in Q, and NB prodneed in R.

Then AR is tlie ||"' re<iuiri>d.

For since AR and AL are coini)h'inents of the ||"^

about tlie diameter PN of tlie ||"' LR, tliey are equal

to one another. (II., 10.)

But since K i.s the bisiM^tion of AH, the ||"' AL is equal

to the AGHA (II., 11), this is, to tlie ADEF;
.•-

II'" AR- ADEF.
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Also it8 .QAB is = .KAM, which Ih = :C.
•• ll™ AR lins he«n dfucribcd ou AB, = ADEF, mid
with iQAB= LC.

Note. If, instead of a trianplo, tin- givfii fifruro be
any polygon, such polygon miiy he redneed to it triiiiigle

of eqnal area, and the construction nmy then i)rocced
as in the Proposition.

Exercises.

1. On each of two sides of iin wiiiiliitcnil triutiglo a |mmllelogram
is dewiilied. Show how to iip|>ly to thu third side a ijamlleloKram
whose area is eiiual to the sum of these two ureas, and having an
angle of given magnitude.

2. Construct a rectangle e<iual to a given wiuare, wliiri tlie length
of one side of the rectangle is given.

3. Descrilie a triangle equal to a given imrallelogram, having a
side of given length and on angle of given magnitude.

4. Construct a parallelogram «|uul in area to a given triangle
and having the same (lerimeter as the triangle.

5. Construct a rhomhus equal in area to a given iiarallelogram,
and having u siile common » itii the parallelogram.

6. On one side of a quadrilateral construct a rectangle e<)ual in
area to the given quadrilateral.

7. On a given hose make a rectangle equal to a given rectangle.

8. Construct a rhonihus e<|ual in area to a given triiinjile, and
having its sides equal to a given straight line. When does the con
struction heconie impossible ?

9. Show that the sides of squares of equal area are equal.

10. Describe a triangle e<|ual to a given parallelogram, and having
an angle equal to a given re<-tilineal angle.

11. The sum of the (wo parallel sifles of a trafjezium is tlouhle the

line joining the middle jioints of the other twn sides.

12. <Jiven the middle {joints of the sides of a triangle, (-onstruct

the triangle.
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18. If on the sides of a square, [ninta be taken equidistant from
each of tlie angles, taken in order, these [wints are the angular iioints
of another square.

14. If in the prececlinfj exercise the jwints be taken on the sides of
a rhombus, and joined, what is the figure so foi meil ?

15. ABCD is a parallelogram on a fixwl base AB, and of constant
area. Find the locus of tlie intersection of ila diagonals.

IB. If a <|u.«lrilaferal has one i»iir of opisisite sides |iarallel, and
two opiKwite angles equal, it is a parallelogram.

17. If a quadrilateral has two opposite sides ei|ual, and also two
opposite angles equal, Iwth being obtuse, then the Hgure is a
parallelogram.

18. ABC is a triangle. Cbnstruct a tiiangle etpnil in area, having
its vertex at a given jwint in BC, and its base in the same straiitbt
line as AB.

19. Construct a triangle, having given the [loints of bisection of
iwo sides, ajid a iKiint of trise<^tion of the third.

20. The triangle which has two of its side, equal to the tliagonuls
of tt quadrilateral, and the angle between them e<|ual to either of the
angles between the«^ diagonals, is equal to the quadrilateral in area.

21. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given triangle ABC
having its base in the same straight line as AB and of given length,'
and Its vertex in a given line not parallel to AB.

22. The feet of the perpendiculars drawn from A upon the internal
and external bisectors of the angles at B and C of the triangle ABC,
lie on the straight line joining the middle points of AB and AC.

23. Having given two sides of a triangle and the median from
their intersection to the middle point of the opposite side, con.struet
the triangle.

24. Having given the three medians of a triangle, construct the
triangle.

2.-.. Show that if the line joining the mi.ldle [wints of two op|K)site
sides of a quadrilateral bisect the quadrilateral, these oi.posiu, sides
ar« parallel

26. If two parallelograms have a common diagonal, the angular
points through which this diagonal does not pass ai-e the cornore of a
third parallelogram.
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IntnMliirtltm.

1. If t»-., .|ii,ii,titi.s. A iiii.l B, iiiv o," til.. «/«„. /•/«,/,

till' :>ii.' limy Im im.iii|.iii-..i1 with the >tliir.

Tills <'i>iii|mi'iM>ii iiiiiy c-misist ju .•.)iisi(l..|iii^r wli..tli..r

A is (riTalcr tlniii, niiiAl to, or less tliuii B.

rsiiiilly. liiiHwcr. a u,;v piolllnli! iii|„,ns..ii .oii-
sists ill n.iisi.l.Tiii;; li„rt- miiiiy tinirs A il.MlisB,"r
what iHU-t A i« of B ; <>r. siipiMisin^r a iukI B .X|.n.ss..a
ill tiTiiis of 11 i-iMiiiiioii unit, in .•.iiisiil..|iiiK what niiil-
tipl.', |)iii-t, .11- parts. Ih.. imiiiiImt rtpivsi.ntiiiK' A is of
that rciirc'si'iiliii); b.

Thus, if A ami B Ix' lines containiiij; a <M>iiiiiiiin unit
of U'linlh m ami ii tiiii... ivsi tivily. we i ivc a very
irorkiihh cDiiiiiarisMii ,,| A ami B from consi.lrrintf what
luultiple, part, or purt.s. m is <if w.

-• Ratio is the relation of two magnitudes of
the same kind to one another in respect of
quantity, the I'oniparison of th,. inafrnitiKh's hein);
math' liy iM.nsiihriiif; what iiiitltiiih; jmii or /xiHs, the
one is of till' oilier.

The iilea of ratio is cvnecdiiiffly fuinlamental. It is
not easy, in eonsiderinff niafjiiituile. to };et away from
the i.loa. It is with us when we speak of liiseetin;,' a
line or angle

;
or of ilividinj; a line info a niimlier of

ipial parts; or ahove. when we sjieak of expre.ssiii)r A
in terms of a unit

; or when we speak of a parallelo-
gram beiufr double of a triaiij,rl(..

The ratio ,if A to B is repre.sented liy tlie form A : B
or by III

: H, where «» and ii are numbers e-xjiressiiij; A
and B respectively, in terms of a eommon unit.
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Since the fraction — n-pn-wntH the muWph, part or

part», that m is uf h, it pxpit'HKCH thu r»tifi m : u, that

iti the mtio of A to B.

A aud B, or m and n, am callctl tlio terms "f thu

ratio. The flrHt term in called the antecedent; the

gecond term the consCQttent.

3. pROPOKTioN: Poor magnitadea are said to
be In proportion, or to be proportionals, when
the ratio of the first to the second Is equal to
the ratio of the third to the fourth.

TliiiK, if A, B, C, D ho the nia|;nitudeB

A : B = C : D.

A and D are trailed the extremes ; B and C the means.
It is said to be a fourth proportional to a, B and C.

If A and B, expressed in terms of a common unit,

be represented by a and 6 ; aud C and D, exjiressed

in terms of a common unit, b« represented by c and d,

we have

4. The truth of the following equations between these

symbols will be at once apparent as consequences of

the above equation

:

0(1= he,

a h

I'd'
n + 6 _ r + d

IT = "T

'

a - h r-d
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II -h

a + r

&

'

V -,V

,1''

V.

•>|imtioiis IhiUIk. tlu-n
Converw'Iy, if imj- of tlux..

a : h~c -.il, or A.B C : D.

5. In d.iilintr with mtio h,„1 ,,ro,,„rti„„. wo NlmllconnuW oun«.lv..H j„stift,..l in passing ..t „„..,. fn.m thr
letter-dPHi^nations „f mn^mUuh'*, to »!„. iM.n,l.,Ts
expreBKing tlio n.„trni(u.l..s in t.Tnw .,f knew.. ..nit or
un.tH, un.l r.V« verm. huhM, wo i.mv tr,„t th.- lotfr-
de8.gnati....8 of li..™, ..f., „« if tl.oy w..,-e „,.„,)«.,•«
expresH.ng tl.« n.H^nit...l,..s of tl.o lines, rt,.., ft,„l „„t
only add and subtraet but also in..ltiply and divide

C; Continued Proportion. Q.iiintitieM an- id to
be in co..ti..n,.d proimrtion whon the ratio of the ftrnt
o the 8..,.ond in equal to the ratio of the second to the
third, and so o...

ThnisifA:B = B:C = C:D = ...- then A BCD
are said to be in conti..,.ed p.'oportio...

''''••
If in the ,...ntin..ed proportion th,-..e q.mntifies only

are involved, A, B and C,-8o that A = ?, ^^^.^^ ^ .^^

the., c is said to be a third proporHonal to A and

I and c
" '

" "^*'' proportional between

7. If there be two rectangles of the same altitude ewhose areas are r.-presented by A «nd B, and base,, by
aaudft, thenA = «r, B = 6c;
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that is, rectangles of the same altitude are to

one another as their bases.

[This result is so fundamental and w) associated with

our every-day experience, being the principle rejjulating

the value of most articles that are sold by the length,

that some may think even the above simphi demon-

stration uncalled for. We must recollect, however, that

the truth of the form A = <ic depends on tlie tad that

by drawing two sets of parallel lines, A can be divided

into ac equal squares, and tliis in turn depends on

principles that have been developed in connection witli

parallel lines aud parallelograms. Or again, if we divide

the rectangles into equal parts by parallel lines drawn

thro\igh the ends of each unit of length of base, and

so obtain at once

A : B = " : h.

e must remember that our assurance that these parts

are equal comes from our knowledge of tlu' properties

of parallels and parallelograms.]
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lines in Proportion.

Proposition I. Theokkm.

«J^i"*'^^ °^ *^* »*"« a""ude are to oneanother as their bases.

A

th'";ir^:r ^'"^^ *•" -- ^«'"^- -ei,

BCFE, CDGF, ^m.h of Imlf tlio altitud,- „f tHe AsTlieu r,..t. EC = AABC, a..d rect. FD=AACD
'

And AABC : AACD = r,..t. EC : rect FD
= BC.CD. (III., lu., §7.)

11 nas, possibly, an advantasje over the nrm...,];., ,

bof°" is to? S'-'.^r' 'sr "' """^ """^ "'" ^•™-

of .

.

to .

.

is equal to the ratio^r Z' '^'w
'"'"' ''''''
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im

If

Proposition II. Theorem.

If a straight line be drawn parallel to one
side of a triangle, it cuts the other sides pro-

portionally.

And conversely, if a straight line cnt two
sides of a triangle proportionally, it is parallel

to the third side.

E P

Let DE lie ||
to BC, a side of the AABC.

Then BD is to DA «s CE w to EA.
Join BE, CD.

Because BC is
II

to DE; .'. AEDB=ADEC.
And EDA is another A.

.-. AEDB : AEDA= ADEC : AEDA.
But AEDB : AEDA = BD : DA, (HI., 1.)

and ADEC : AEDA = CE : EA;
.-. BD : DA = CE : EA.

('onversely, let BD he to DA as CE to EA.
TJifH DE i!<

II
to BC.

The same constniction heing made
since BD : DA = CE : EA;
and BD : DA= AEDB : AEDA, (HI-, 1.)

also CE : EA= ADEC : AEDA;
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•• AEDB
: 4EDA = ADEC : aEDA

;

uiid AEDB=dDEC.
And these As are ..i, flie sain.. l,Hse DE ;DE is

II
to BC. (II., 8.)

'

113

COROLliARV.

CE
.

'ea'

AE
EC'

-CE.
~EA'

CE + EA
" EA '

^AC
AD AE'

The same results may )..• ol.taine,! from the fibresby following the method of the Proposition
^ '

An indirect proof „f the eonverse may ea.lv bearrauged,-DrawDF parallel to BC, meS AC n Jand then show that F and E ..oinc'de ^ '

BookTtan'Ilt"'
".^"'"'""'" P-P-*'"-

"
afteriJooK v., IS an alternative proof of this theorem «nHmay be substituted for the ..receding 1 !

It h.s. possibly, an a^vant^..C ^ :^,^~™;;-
.u showing elearly ,.Hy the sides are c I prop^lnl^iy."

£!xerciseg.

2- If m a quadrilateral ABCD, tho side, AR rii l

that any st™ig,,t line ...al.el „ AB d.vfdt AD 7 « '
"™™

tionallv
uivides AD and BC propor-
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3. A fixed point O is joined to variou.<t jtoints in a given straight

line AB. Prove th-it all the {Kiints which divide the joining lines in

the same ratio, lie on a straiglit lino which is parallel to AB.
Express this theorem as a question in loci.

4. Show that the triangles into whit^h a quadrilateral is divided by
its diagonaln, form a proi>ortion.

5. If ABCD be a tr>i[>ezium having AB parallel to DC, and AC,
BD intersect in O ; show that the triangle OAl) is a mean propor-

tional between the triangles OCl), OAB.

6. The diagonals of a tra[)ezium eut one another proportionally

;

and any straight line drawn iinraltel to cither of the parallel sides

<mts the other sides in the same ratio.

7. The diagonals of a trapezium one of whose parallel sides is

double the other, cut one another at (xjints of trisection.

S. The medians of u triangle cut one another at a point of trisec-

tion.

9. ABCD is a parallelogram, and E, F are the middlo points of

the sides AD, BC, respectively. Show that BE, FD trisect AC.

10. In the flame parallelogram, if (J he the bisection of CD, show
that BE, BC trisect AC.

11. From any point O on the diagonal AC of a quadrilateral

ABCD, OP is drawn parallel to AB to meet BC in P, and OQ is

drawn parallel to AD to meet CD in i). Show that PQ is parallel to

BD.

12. The point D divide,'< the base BC of the triangle ABC in the

ratio m : n. If O be any point in ^i !), show that the mtio of the

areas OAB, OAC is m : ik Prove converse.

13. Find a (joint O within the triangle ABC, such that triangle

OBC- 2 triangle OCA ==4 triangle QAB.

14. In a triangle ABC, the lines AD, BE, CF, drawn to the

opposite sides intersect in O. If AF: FB=/*: q and BD: DC = q: r,

and the urea of the triangle OAF ha represented by pk, obtain the

following expressions for areas of triangles in the figure, —

OFB = qk, OAB = {p + q)k, OAC -= -(p ^ q\k, BOC - -{p + Q)*-:

Hence show that CE : EA -r\p.

Obtain expressions for areas of remainiiii; triangles in the figure.
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I'HoposnioN in. Theorem.

If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisectedby a straight line which also futs the base

lhV',!^^°\l°'
'""^ ''^^^ ^^^« the same ratio

E

Al» Which cuts tlie biisc in D.

Then BD is f,i DC «., BA /o AC
.
J^..-ou.h C dnnv CE

!| to AD, to meet BA ,.n.dueed

Tlion since AD is
|| to CE,

::ACE=^_CADi
also ZAi;C= _BAD;
•»it ..BAD= _CAD;

/AEC=i.ACE,
iiml AE= i AC.

hut BD : DC = BA : AE, si, .e AD is
|| to EC; (III o

,

BD:DC=BA:AC.

(iiyi'.)
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Conversely, if the segments of the base have
the same ratio which the sides of the triangle
have to one another, the straight line drawn
from the vertex to the point of sectiov bisects
the vertical angle.

Let BD be to DC as BA to AC.

Then AD Mseds the LBAC.

The same construction beinjr made,

since BD : DC^BA : AC, (Hyp.)

and BD : DC==BA : AE, AD being
|| to EC

;

AE= AC,

and ZAEC=.ACE.
But ;1AEC=:BAD,

and ^ACE=/DAC;
ZBAD=.DAC,

and AD bisects ZBAC.
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

If the exterior angle at the vertex of a tri-
angle be bisected by a straight line which
also cats the base produced, the segments of
the base have the same ratio which the other
sides of the triangle have to one another

c o-

Let the exterior i at the vertex A of the ^ABC be
bisected by AD, w'iieh cuts the ba.se in D.

Then BD is to DC as BA /o AC.
Through C draw CE

||
to AD, to meet BA in E.

Then, since AD is
|| to CE,

ZACE=:CAD;
also ZAEC= ZFAD;
but L FAD= .: CAD ; ( riyp.)

ZACE=iAEC,
and AE = AC.

But BD : DC =BA : AE, muce AD is
|| to EC; (III., 2.)

BD : DC=BA : AC.
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Conversely, If the segments Into which the
base is divided externally have the same ratio
which the sides of the triangle have to one
another, the straight line drawn from the
vertex to the point of section bisects the
exterior angle at the vertex.

Lit BD 1).. to DC us BA to AC.

Then AD hisrch llie ixlirior _ iit A.

Tlif snini' coiistnii'tioii licin;; niiidr,

since BD : DC = BA : AC, (Ihp.)

iiml ilD:DC = BA: AE, AD iMing
i|

lo EC;

.. AE = AC,

iiii.l ^AEC- LACE.

Hilt'. AEC=: FAD,

and _ACE= _DAC;

.FAD- ZDAC,

iiD(1 AD bisrets _CAF.

Propositions III. nnd IV. tnv in reality one iiuil the
same proposition. An emineiution applicable to botli

may be ^'iveii as follows,— // a alniiijlil line bixirl rifJifr

if the aiiyhs ichirh liro ulriiiijhf lines mule with otie

another, ami a trmixrersul full dtross the three, the

sei/Hienta uf the transrerxiil heticeeii lh<- hisecfiinj line iiml

the two ntniiijht liites, liore the same ratio an the interri/ils

made by the tratixvemal on the tiro straiijht lines. It is

to be not<'il that the wonl ' triangle " is not mentioned
in the preceding statement.

An analogous ennnciiitioii may be formed to inelnde

both eonveists.
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Note. The term tr,ws,er,„l is applied to » lino fallmg aero«« a number of other line., espeeiallv when these
latter men radiate from a point. Lines radiat.n. f„,ma point are 8uid to form a pencil „/ rays.

In Prop. III., BC h divided Mer,.,11,, „t D; in Prop.
IV.. exer^^nlUj at D; and in the latter case D i., ,..„,.
mdered as much a point of division of BC, and BD, DCas n>neh segn.ents of BC, as i„ the forn.er ease

m. and n. ,nto ,me, but it is at least no disadvantage
to the learner to repeat in IV. the reasoning he hasalready met with in III.

^
If both internal and external angles at the vertex are

b.He..ted, we obtain the following result.-

BD^BABD'.
DC AC ~DX '

DC DC.
bd"bd '

bc^jd bd -bc
BD Td^ '

BD '^ BD •

BD BC Be Bd'
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Hence,
, ^, are in Arithmetic Projnvnaion,

and therefore BD, BC, BD' are in Harmonic Proffn-HHion

;

and the straight line BC is said to be harmonically
divided.

Generally a straiglit line is hannonically divided
when it is divided internally and externally in the same
ratio. BC is tlius divided.

The points B, D, C, D' are said to fonn a hannonir
ranye ; and the lines AB, AD, AC, AD' a harmonic
pencil.

BxerclseK.

1. A imint D is taken in BC, a side of the triangle ABC, and tlie

anglen ADB, ADO ape l>iNet^t«l by l)K, I)t', nii)..tin({ AB, AU in E
an;! F, resixjctivcly. If EF be iwruUel to BC, kIiow tliiit 1) must be
the biHection of BC.

Prove aim the converae of this,—that if I) be the miilrlle |xiint of

BC, then EF in [larullel to BC.

2. If o, i, I- bo the sides of the triannle ABC, opjiosite the angles
A, B, C, and I>, D' the points wiiere the internal and external
bisectors of A meet BC, prove that

my 2a'ir
or -"'"-.

8. If BC be divided harmoiiicallv in I) luid V, show that

BU^BD' BO'

4. AD liiaects the angle A of the triangle ABC, an<l meets the bnse
in 1). E is the middle point of BO. Show that

ED -" '''-Zi''* or " •'"'''

Hb+c)' 2vi)+r)'

where a, h, c are the sides opposite to A, B, C.
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MImilar TrtaMcleii.

t./a' n''. ?*;'.""%? '"'";•' '-* """' ••• correspondto a Nido of th.. ..tluT, wh..|. the uiiKl,..s „,lj„,.,„t ,,,
.7°

Sides.
""'"' *"•'' """'-'^ correspoadlnif

«?J!l°*l""""^** ^S^'" »'« said to be similar

each sldeVth *''"*r^'«.
«^«<» the rat?o S'f

rtL"oth:f L'^thTsar.*'^
eorrespondln, side

(1) The fijr„,,..s „iM«t be equiansular.

Jnllt
"*'" ^''"""'" ""'*«?»"'"'» «i'l- ..u.«t be

Two fl^Muvs may f„im ,he K,.e„„,l co>.,lition .„ „«qm„-. ana a ,.ho,„b.,s. without fumilin, the «^f7;;„t«o fif„n-,.s ,„ay satisfy the first eondition, ..„., a s „and a reetangle, without satisfying the Jeeond
It will be shown, however, tliat in the particular easeof tnangh^s caeh condition involves the other
Fig,.re.s which are similar are, in popular language^^.. ..^having the same .J, 4ough S^
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In KtatinK tlit- proiHirtioimlity of the Hiiti'H uf two

triangleM ABC, DEF, thu fonii

AB:DE-BC:EF-CA:FD,
AB BC CA

'" DE'EF^FI)
IK preferable to

ABDE BCEF CA FD
Be~EF' CX~FD' AB^DE'

sincp till! foriniT KtHtemciit !« briefer, and niakeH promi-

nent the eouHtaney of tlie ratio between corresponding

sideM.
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I'KOIIPsniKX y. TllKllKK.M.

If two triangles are eqniangular, the ratios
of corresponding sides are equal.

Let ABC, DEF lie twi. ^s, in wliicli :A= .D, B
and _C= _F,

riieii AB i.v to DE us BC lo EF, ,is CA to FD.
Li't th,. ADEF 1h. ,,1, ! „„ jiABC, ,-. tlmt E eoi...

cKlfs with B, ED falls on BA, mid EF mi BC.
Let D', F' be the new iiositiiins of D, F.

Then niiico ^D = .A, D'*" is
|| t„ AC;

AB:DB=BC BF

;

i.e., AB : DE =BC: EF.
Siniihirly, by [.liifinj,' tlio ADEF on .iABC so that F

poi.KMdes with C, FE falls on CB and FD on CA, it may
be proved that BC : EF = CA ; FD.

. AB^BC^CA
' DE EF FD'

Hence As wliich are wiuiaiifrnlar have the ratios
between con-espondinjj aides etiual, and are therefore
similar, fji. 121

)

E
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Proposition VI. Theorem.

If the ratios of the three sides of one tri-

angle to the three sides of another triangle,

taken in order, be equal, the triangles are
eqaiangnlar.

A

Let ABC, DEF be two As, in which AB : DE =BC : EF
=CA : FD.

Then the As are equiangiilur.

On the side of EF remote from D, construct the

^GEF=-B, and the -GFE=-C.
Then As ABC, GEF are equiangular;

AB:GE= BC:EF. (III., 5.)

But AB : DE =.BC : EF ; (Hyp.)

GE = DE.
Similarly it may be proved that GF = DF.
Hen(rc the As DEF, GEF are equiangular.

But As ABC, GEF arc equiangular;

-. As ABC, DEF are equiangular.

Triangles, therefore, which have the ratios of the three

sides of the one to the three sides of the other, taken

in order, equal, are similar.

It will be noted that it is between corresponding

sides, according to the definition of corresponding sides,

that the ratio is cotistaut.

11]
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PRoy>'.iTioN VJi. Theorem.

If two triangles have one angle of the nt...

T'^. *5: °"« «««le of the other, and the sidesabont the equal angles proportionals the tri-angles are equiangular.

Let ABC, DEF be two As, in whicli A- n ^AB is to DE as AC to DP.
^ ^°' "'"^

M«t the As orp equiunijuUtr.

on A, DE ou AB, and DF on AC; and let E', F' be thenew positions of E and F.
i ' "t nie

Then since AB : DE=AC : DF,
i.e., AB:AE'= AC.AF';

•• E'F' is
II
to BC. (III., 2.)

Hence -B=z.E'=_E
and -C=^F'=^F;

and the triangles are equiangular.

Therefore if two triangles have an angle i„ eachequal, and the sides about these angles proportLnalsthe triangles are similar.
"ponionais,
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Proposition VIII. Theorem.

If the ratios of two sides of one triangle to

two sides of another triangle be equal, and if

the angles opposite to ont pair of these sides

be equal, the angles opposite to the other pair

of sides are either equal or supplementary.

Aaa
Let ABC, DEF be two .

^s, iu which AB is to DE as

AC to DF, ami ZB= ZE.
That either the Zs «< C «'"' F "« equal, ami :. the.

AS equUuKjular ; or ZC+ZF = 2 rt. Zs.

If ZC he not = ZF, then ZA i» not = ZD.

Make then ZEDF'= ZBAC, and produce EF, if neces-

sary, to meet DF' in F'.

Then As ABC, DEF' are eijuianfinhir

;

.-. AB : DE = AC : DF'. (HI., 5.)

But AB : DE = AC : DF; (Hyp.)

.-. DE = DF';

and .-. ZDF'F=ZDFF'.
Hence ZC= ZDF'F= ZDFF ='- rt. Zs- ZDFE;

and ZC +ZF = 2 rt. Zs.

Therefore, if the angk'S at C and F he not supple-

mc-ntary, the triangles are equiangular and therefore

similar.
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It may he that something in the datu resijcctiiig tho tnnn.'lus will
show that the angles at C and F cannot lie supplementary, L., that
the triangles are simitar.

Angles which are supplementary are both right angles, or one is
acute and the other obtuse.

Hence, if tho given angles at B and E 1» right angles, or obtuse
angles, the angles at C and F must bo both acute, and .«,not be
supplementary

; and the triangles are similar.

Again, it AC 1« greater than, or dual to AB (and therefore DF
greater than, or equal to DE), the angle ABC is g.eater than or
e<,ual to the angle ACS, and the angle DEF greater than or e,,ual to
the angle DFE. Hence both the angles ACB, DFE are acute i and
the triangles are similar.

Lastly, if for any reason we know the angles ACB, DFE to he
both acute, or both obtu.se, they ca.mot 1« supplementary , and the
triangles are similar. If one of the angles ACB. DFE be known to
be a right angle, the other is either e,p,al to it, or supplementary,
t-e., agam equal to it ; and the triangles are similar.

Trioovometrical Ratios. If BAC be any an^rle, and
If from any point P in AC or AB, a perpendicular PN

be drawn to AB or AC, the following name.s are given
to the ratios of the sides of the right-angled triangle
PAN, to one another:
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PN
The ratio ." is called the sine of the i A, written mn A.

AP
"

AN
AP

li eosiv* " " cos A.

PN
AN

u iangeut "
, " tan A.

AN
(t coOinijiKt "

,
•' eot A.

AP
AN

it St'VUhl
" " sec A.

AP
PN

il cosecant '•
, " cosec A.

s^ix 1atios are ealleil tlie trigonometricalTheses

ratios of the ZA.
It will bo ohserved that though three different tri-

angles, PAN, are eonstru<-ted, they arc all similar to one

another, and each of the above ratios has the same

value for all of them. In other words each of the above

ratios is constant for the same anyle.

Coustrnet angles of 29, :!.V, 43, 57°, C9", 75°; for

each acfurately form the right-angled triangle PAN;

measure accurately the lengths of its sides to the nearest

millimetre; and calculat<^ to two decimal places the

numerical values of the six trigonometrical ratios for

each of these angles.

The best results will be obtoiincd by nniking the

triangle PAN somewhat large,—say with a base AN of

about 100 millimetres.

Exercises.

1. If ABC, DEP be similar trlanerles, and the ratio

between eorrespondlnjr sides be represented by i, show

that any two eorrespondlng lines In the two flgares are

in this ratio i ; for exairple,—
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(8) Medians from corresponding angles are in the

(4) Unes bisecting corresponding angles and t..

to thJ"""
""^ bisections of corresponding sides

•Vs^rrrtrrarr'""^ <" -----

J"' rstr"avrc„rj^i„r---
Z- If any straijjht line EF, i«r.l|,,| t,, „, , ,,,, ,

ABC, cut AB AC i„ P i ,

"'" '"' "f •'• ''i.-inj-Io

AOB. Show tl„t AG : OB-CO OU """ """ ""^ '"""' « '"

-^^'^e'Te^rSrs.irrr "r^T '- "^

ADB are .similar, a„a ti,. AB " '"" """"'''"* ^^'^•

and AD.
'" " '""'" l'™l«"io"al l^tux..,, AC

ang.^Te!;::::,'"'"
'"""^"^^ '^'"-^'^ -^ "^"'>-. ^f their ^rtiea.

stant. '^ iiKtut (MHiit, IS tH)n-

9. ABCD is a quarlrilateml in whiih ar : n ,

10. ABCD i, a quadrilateral l,.,vi„,. ,!,„ =i,,e, .\B CI) , „hhow that the line ioinin^ the n.-.ni " , .

' l""allel.

mgouais, will, in Uing j.reducal, hi,sect AB.
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I I

11. ABC 18 a triangle, and perpendiculars AD, BE are drawn to

the opiiosite sirt 3s, intersecting in P. SUdw that AP. PI) = BP.PE.

12. Throe Unas AB, AC, AD jiass through a [wint, and imrallel

linos are drawn intersecting them. Show that the segmentM into

whicli AC ilividcs tlio [Kirtion.s of the iiarallelH intercepteil hy AB,

AD, are in a constant ratio for a given direction of the parallels.

13. AB and CD are two |mrallel lines, and CD is bisected at E.

AC, BE meet in F, and AE, BD meet in G. Show that FO is

pixnlllel to AB.

U. AB, CD are two parallel lines, and AD, BG intersect in O.

Show that the triangles A< IB, AOC, (,'()l> form a continued pioiwr-

tion.

15. In the figure of the preceding question

aAOB^BO^AB_
AACXJ oc cd'

aAOC_AO_AB
aC01)~0D CD'

What therefore is the ratio of the areas of the triangles AOB, COD ?

What sort of triangles are these ?

If two triangles ABC, DEF 1« similar, place them so as to form

a figure aimlogous to that in the prece<ling question, and hence show

that their areas are as BC" to EF^

.

16. Through any point D in the baae BC of the triangle ABC, DE

and DF are drawn [mrallel to AB, AC, meeting AB, AC in F and E.

Show that the triangle AFE is a mean projiortionttl between the

triangles DCE, DBF.

17. From a figure calculate the cosine ond tangent of 27°, and

apply your results to find ABand BC in the triangle ABC, where

A= 27°, C=90% AC=230 feet.

18. From a figure calculate the cosine of 70°, and apply your result

to the solution of the following problem : To find the distance of an

object B from A, a ba.se line AC is measureil and found to be 750

feet ; the angles A and C are measured and found to be 70° and 90°

respectively. Express AB in feet.

19. From a figure calculate the sine of 73°, and apply your result

to the solution of the following problem : In a triangle ABC, the

sides AB, BC are 720 and 480 feet resi«jelively, and the ;- B is 73°

;

find the length of the perpendicukr from A on BC, and calculate the

area of the triangle.
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20. In a trinnyle ABC, if b ,„„l ^ 1„ tlio len-tlis nf (I,., .i,I

r^rinr '^—"'^ .,::'rLro;t

^^Exerclses such as the following are of great practical

21 P i„ a distant ol.ject. A L,.so line AB of 720 feet is me,i.sur«land t,,„ ,,, j,,B, PBA arc fn„„d to !« 7,V and SO' res~h'By eo er„et„,g
,. fianglo PA'B' c.uiangular to i-AB, having A B^

the i,r„|H,.,tj of Mnnlar triangles to Knd ap,,r„xi,nately PA and I'B
22. Similarly, AB is 200 yards ; anfrles PAB, PBA are SO' an.l 85"

^»,.et,vely; AB' is 80 nriUi.netres." Find a ,proxi„; te y PA IdPB l,y me.as„r,ng tho lengtl.s of P' A', PB' in millimetres.
23 Similarly, AB i, .<80 feet

; tho angles PAB, PBA aro r,.r and70 res,«e.t,vely, A'B' is 3., millimetres. Find a„,no,i,natelv PAand PB by measuring the lengths of P'A', PB' in millimetres

"^

21. In the ,,reeeding ,|uestio„, test the aecnraev nf your resnlt hvconstr„etn,g P'A'B' with B'A-=100 milii.neires, '„r Initm,l meres measuring P'A'. P'B' in millimetres, and thenee againby simd.ir triangles, fin.ling PA and PB.
2.1 The triangle ABC has iA = li.r, AB = -270 ft., AC-480ftConstrnctatriangle ABC with ,, A' .H5", AB' .•., in A'C -7^,

angles to find approximately cB, c (J and side BC.
26 The triangle ABC has z. A = .57% AB = 340yd»., AC= ifiOvdsCo„.struet a triangle A'B'C with ^A'-W", A'B'Ios. AC ^2m. limetres, whieh thus is similar to ABC. Emplov the simihirityof the triangles to find app.oximately ^ B, ^ C and .side BC.

Crs'truet"
'"'"'^'' ''^'' *"" '-" = ^'°' AB = 7.'-,Uft.. AC = nO.)ft.Construeton pa,wr a simihir triangle, and nse tho simihiritv of thetrmngloH to fin,, approximately /_ A, . C and side BC

In such numerical exercises as the seven precedingthe teacher should solve the triangles by the usufl

asTthe H„'f
""""";*; ''"'' "« ""^y inform the c as

f„«.
"'«.<' °s«"ess of their approximations reached byInstrumental methods.

=»>."ou uy

defin'!i^^
"™'"™' '"'"'"' '^'' °' "•""'"• '« """"Pl-d i-
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Proposition IX. Probij3I.

To dmde a given straight line similarly to a given

divided straight line.

Let AB be the given st. Hue to be divided, and AC

the other given st. line divided at D and E.

It is required to divide AB similarly to AC.

Let AB, AC be placed so as to be coterminous at A.

Join BC.

Through D and E draw DF, EG ||
to BC.

Then AB is divided at F, G similarly to AC.

Through D draw DHK || to AB.

Since HE is ||
to KC

;

.-. DH : HK=DE : EC. (IIL, 2.)

But DH = FG, lind HK= GB; (IL, 5.)

.. FG :GB =DE;EC.

Again, since FD is ||
tc GE;

.. AF:FG =AD:DE. (IIL, 2.)

Hence AB has been divided at F and G similarly to

AC at O and £.
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Corollary. If i, be requirod to divide n given lino
in a given ratio, us ilio ratio AB : BC, let AB, BC be

placed HO as to be in a straight line, and dividi! tlie given
line simUarly to AC by the method of the proposition.

NoiB. When AB Iws been divirtcl similarly to AC. whatever
relation exists between the segments of AC, tliu siimo rclution exists
between the corresijonding setniients of AB. Thus, if A, D EC
form a harmonic ranfe-e, so also <lo A, F, G, B. If AE is <livi 'id'atDm that the rectangle AE.EDe(iuals the «<iuare on AD, then also
AO.GF = AF" ; and so on. This proposition is most easily s*en in
its general form, ivs follows : U,t a, h, r, ... 1» the segrnonts of AC,
and o', 6', c', . . . the correspomling sugnients of AB. Then

a h

J -,,,= .. -i-.say;

so that a=o'i, h-h'h, , . .

The relation between a,h,.. will tw expressed by an C(|uation
which must be homo): icons, for wo could not have an expression in
which lines would be added to rectangles, and both to culjcs. .Sub-
stituting, then, a'i, b'k, . . tor a, I,, . . , we shall tinil that k divides
out, and shall have the original equation, but with a', b' , . . rei lac-
ing a, 6, . . .
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PnoposmoN X. Phobi.em. •

Tn finil II fourth jiroporlioiinl In three (jiren straight

lintn.

Li't A, B, C be tlic^ Wvciv (;ivon st. linos.

It is required to find a fourth proportional to them.

Draw the lines DE, DF.

Take DG = A, GH - B, nnd DK= C.

.Tdin GK, iukI draw HL ||
to GK.

Then KL is a fourth jjroportional to A, B, C.

Sinee GK is
'J

to HL

;

.. DG : GH = DK : KL. (TIL, 2)

Ilenee A: B =C:KL,

and KL is a fourth ])roi)ortional to A, B, C.
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CoilOLL.\RY. The j)rniioHitiiiii ini-liidc!) tlio fluiliiif; iif n
third proportioiml to two pvcri lirifs, A, B. Fur rci>ciit

the lino B, and find a fourth ,)ropi)rtional to A, B, B.
Let this bo C. Thou A:B=B:C; i.e., C is a tliird

proportional to A, B.

RxercUeH.

1. IS any [miiit in the lino AH. In AB lirmluccil, finil ii |Kiint. I)

such thut

AD^AC

2. If A l>e a [loint without a circle, whoso centre is O, nnd lines

drawn from A to the circumference lie iliviiled in il constant ratio,

show that the locus of the imint of division is a circle whose centre in

the point where AG is divide<l in the same ratio.

3. Given the sum of two lines un<l their rutin ; find the lines.

4. Given the ditference of two lines and their ratio ; And the lines.

6. Find the locus of a |K)int which moves ho that the jieriien-

dicuhtrs from it, on two given straij^ht lines, are in a given ratio.

6. Fnid a |H)int O within a triangle ABC, suih that if [lerpen-

diculars lie dropjied on the sides a, fi, r, the ratios of the [M3r|)endicu-

lara may l»e tt : It: c.

7. Find three lines which are to one another as three given
rectangles are to one another. {Prop. 10, Bk. II.)

8. Divide a triangle ABC into three trian^'les OBC, OCA, OAB,
such that these triangles may lie in given ratios.

9. OX, OY are two given straight lines, and OA, 08 are taken on
them resjjectively, so that the sum of OA, OB is constant. Lines
are drawn through A and B |iarallel to OY, OX j show that the

locus of their intersection is a straight line.

10. ABCD is a iiaralielogram, and DEF is drawn cutting AB in F,

and CB pro<luced in F. bho»/ that UF is a fourth proportional to

EA, AD, AB.

11. If the perpendiculars from two fixed ((oints on a straight lino

passing between them be in a given ratio, the straijiht line must
pass through a third fixcl |)oint.

12. Find a straight line such that the ]ier|tendicnhirs on it fi-oni

three fixed points may be in given ratios to each other.
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PhoPOWTION XI. TllKOKEM.

If two triangles are similar, the ratio of their
areas is equal to the ratio of the squares on
their corresponding sides.

e H

Let ABC, DEF hu similar As.

The ratio of their areas in equal to the ratio of the

squares on rnrrespomling siiles.

Lot AG, DH he tlic oltitiulfs of tlie A.s.

,p,^^jj
AABC_ jBC.AG _BC AG
iiDEF ^EF.OH EF " DH*

But siiipe i B = i- E, and i. G = ^ H, tlu^ As ABG, DEH
are similar

;

. AG
DH

AABC
adef'

AB
'de
BC
EF
BC
ef"
BC^
EF-

AB
i)E'

BC
EF
^CA2
FD-"

AB^
DE'^"
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KxerplHes.

1. Muko n triuriglo »imiliir Id amitliur triangle, iinil four timra iU
HiTAi.

2. Sliiiw tlml two niinilur triungli'K aro to iiiio aiiollicr a» tlie

W|iiali's iMi tht3 iitiHlijuis from corr('s|NiiMliii^ ari(r|i,>M.

3. ABC i» It trianjrie, ami AD, CF aru |iir|»iniliciilar-. from A and
C on B(J aiHl AB ri»|«(tivLly. Sliow that tlio triani;l(3» ABI), CBP
aru in tlio ratio AB^* zBC.

•). ABC in a trianglii, and AD, BE, CF are the (wriieniliculapt
from the nni;nhir |joiiitH on the o|)iio«ite niilea. Sliow that the ariiiM

of tho trianglun ABC, DBF uro to one another «» the «iuarus on AC
anil DF.

5. If one of two -limilar triangles has its siiles '25 |>er cent, larger
than the corris|K)niling siilis of the olhtr, what in the ratio of tho
areas ? What if 2R |K>r cent, less ?

0. ABC, DEF aro two similar triangles. Finil two lines whoso
lengths are in the sumo ratio us tho areas of these triangles.
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Proposition XII. Theorem.

In a right-angled triangle, If a perpendicular

be drawn from the right angle to the hypoten-

use, the triangles on each side of it are similar

to the whole triangle and to one another.

Let ABC be a A, having C a rt. i ; and let CD be Xr

to AB.

Thun the. As ADC, CDB are similar to the whole AACB,

and to one another.

In As ADC, ACB,

iA is common,

rt. ^ADC= rt. ZACB;
.'. the As ADC, ACB are similar.

In like manner the As CDB, ACB may be shown to

be similar.

Heuce the As ADC, CDB are similar.
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CoROLLABY 1. Sinco the As ADC, ACB are similar,

In like maiiiier BC'' = BD.AB.

CoROLLAKV 2. Since tlie As ADC, CDB are simUar,

AD^DC
DC DB"

Hence DC is a mean propoHionnl between AD and DB.
Accordingly, to find a mean proportional between two

given lines AD, DB, place them in the same straight
line. On the line which together they fonn, describe a
semicircle, the angle in which may readily be shown to
be a riglit angle. Through D draw DC'perjwndicular
to AB, to meet the semicircle. DC is a mean propor-
tional between AD and DB.

Corollary 3. Evidently DC= =AD.DB, so that the
construction in Cor. 2 gives us the means of finding the
side of a square equal in area to a given rectangle.

Hence we can describe a .sijuare e(iual to a given tri-

angle, first describing a rectangle equal to the trianirle
(H., 11.) ^

Hence also we can describe a square equal to a given
rectilineal figure. (II., 12.)
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Relation between Squares on Sides of a Triangle.

Proposition XIII. Theorem.

in a right-angled triangle, the square on the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares

on the other two sides.

Let ABC be a A having the rt. LACB.

Then the square on AB is equal to the sum of the squares

on AC aud CB.

From C draw CD perpendicular to AB.

Since the As ADC, ACB are similar, (III., 12.)

AC'_AADC
AB' AACB'

Since the As CDB, ACB are similar,

BC^_ ACDB
AB»

Hence

AACB

AC + BC» aADC + ACDB
AB» AACB

But AADC + ACDB= AACB

;

-. AC»+BC" = AB».
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Note. The largest square may be cut up so as to
form the two other squares, as indicated in the foUowiu<r
figure

:

"

to AC, and the lines
The lines DK, EH are drawn

EF, AG, BH
II to BC.

The triangles AGD, DFE, BHE are readily shown to
be equal in aU respec'ts to the triangle ACB, and in
the process AK, KE are shown to be the squares on
AC, CB, respectively.

The triangle AGD may be turned about A, in the
direction indicated by the arrow-head, into the position
ACB

;
the triangle EFD may be turned about E, in the

direction indicated by the arrow-head, into the position

Thus the largest square is transformed into the
squares AK, KE, which are the squares on AC, CB
respectively.
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Exerrl»iefi.

1. The Biilo of H right-an(rIoil isosceles triuiigle is tn tlio liyiwtcnuse

OH 1 tu ^'-.

Show how to liisect il triunjjle liy ii lino |iiirallel to ii sije.

'J. Filui a line which bears to u given line the nitio ^:t to l.und

also the ratio 1 to ^13,

(Jiveti a S4iuare, construct a miuaro three times, and also another

one-tliinl tho given one.

3. Constrnct a square e(iual to the sum of thre" given squares.

4. Descrilw a square equal to the ililference of two given s<iuares.

5. AI) is the |>er|ien(licular from A on the side BC of the triangle

ABC. Show that tho difTerpnce hetween the stiuares on AB, AC is

equal to the difference between tho squares on HI), DC.

6. ABC is a triangle having the right angle 0, and CI) is |)eriien-

dicular to AB. Show that tho stiuare on AB exceeds tho squares on

AD, DB by twice the square on CD.

7. If a quailrilateral has its diagonals at right angles to each other,

show that tho right-angled triangle formed with one jmir of opposite

sides has its hy|)Otenuse equal to tho hypotenuse of the right-angled

triangle formed with the other pair of opposite sides.

8. Divide a given straight line into two segments, such that the

square on one segment is double the square on the other.

(Find two lines which arc as v'l to 1, place them in the same

straight line, and divide tlie given line similarly to this.)

9. ABC is an e<iuilateral triangle, and AD is the [wrpendicular

to BC. Show that the sides of the triangle ABD are in the ratios

1:2:V3.
10. The sum of the squares on the sides of a rhombus is equal to

the sum of the squares on its diagonals.

11. If similar triangles be described on the three sides of a right-

angled triangle, the triangle on the hypotenuse is equol in area to

the sum of the two other triangles.

12. Divide a straight line into two parts, such that the sun of

their squares may be wjual to a given square, when possible.

(At end of line make an angle of 45", etc.

)

13. The square on the side opposite the obtuse ancrle of an obtuse-

angled triangle, is greater than the sum of tho squares on the sides

containing the obtuse angle.
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14. If the squiire on one si.Ie of a. trinngle 1« less than the sum of
the 8,|uure8 on the two other si.le.,, the un^le contained l,y the«e
«des 18 an acute angle

; it greater, an olituse angle. (Use Proj). IS,

15. Given (2n + l)= +(2ir +2«y =(2«' + 2«+ 1)',
by assigning to « in succession the values 1, 2, 3, . . , form i .series
of whole numbers, in grou,« of three, such that each group gives the
lengths of the sides of a right-angled triangle.

16. Prove by an application of the Proimsition, that if in two
nghf angled triangles the hy,x.tenusos are oc,ual, a.id a side in one
equal to a s.<le in the other, the triangles are equal in ,11 .•esi«;cts.

17. If ABCD lie a quadrilateral and AB= +00" = AI)s +B(;2, then
AC, BD are at right angles.

19. It a square and a rectangle have the same area, the iierimeter
of the rectangle is greater than that of the square.

20. In the triangle ABC a perpendicular is drawn from A to BC
meeting it at D, between B and C. Show that it AD is a mean pro^
portional between BD and DC, the angle BAG is a right angle

The projection of a terminated straight line on any
other straight line is the length intercepted between
the feet of the perpendiculars from the ends of the
terminated line on the other.

X c H L N MY
Thus the projection on XY of AB is CD, of EG is

EH, of FG is FH, of KM is NM, etc. The projections
of both EG and FG on HG is HG it.self ; and similarly
the projections of both KL and KM on KN is KN.
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Proposition XIV. Theorem.

In any triangle the square on the side oppo-

site any angle, according as the angle is obtuse

or acute, is greater or less than the sum of the

squares on the sides containing the angle, by
twice the rectangle contained by either of these

sides and the projection upon it of the other.

Let ABC be a A, and from C let CN be drawn Xr

to AB, so tliat AN is the projection of AC on AB,

Then BC=+2BA. AN=BA2 +AC=, according as the LA
is obtuse or acute.

At A make ^BAA, = Z.C, and Z.CAAj=Z.B, so that

the As BA,A, AA^C are similar to the ABAC, the la

at A,, A2 being =iBAC.

Thus AA,A, is an isoscck-s A, and the Xr AN,

bisects it.

Then
^„^'A^BA«^

^jjj^ jj
j

and

ABAC BC

AAA^C^AC" .

ABAC BC '

ABA,A+ AAAiC_BA° +AC
ABAC BC»
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or

or 1 + ;

Bnt ^i^
AN

ABAC+^AAjA, ^ BA" +AC°
ABAC BC-

gAJf, BA'^+AC-
BC BC-

or BC« + 2A.N. . BC = BA^ + AC-

ANj
CN

= BA
BC'

•Hcncft A,N,.BC = BA.AN,

and BC- + 2bA, AN = BA- + AC-.

Note. The preeedinp: dimonstration includes Prop.
XIII., for if the ZBAC be a right angUN the triangle

(III., 1.)

A^+A(

,
from similar As AA,N,, CAN;

AS CNB, AN,B being similar.

AA1A2 vanishes, and we have x_BA^ +AC''

BC-
Iiideed

the above proof shows that 47th. Book I, and 12th
and 13th, Book II., of Euclid, may all be regarded as
one and the same proposition. It has been thought
well, however, from its extreme simplicity, to make a
.separate proposition of the case in wliich the angle
referred to in the enunciation is a right angle.

Proposition 12 of "Additional Propositions" after
Book v., is an alternative proof of this tlieorem, and
may be su>)stitnted for the preceding d(!mon.stration.

The construction in the Proposition suggests gener-
alizations of certain propositions which are usually
stated with reference to right-angled triangles. Thus
AB is a mean proportional between CB and BA, • AC is
a mean proportional between BC and CA.. ; AA, ('=AA )
is a mean proportional between BAi, and A C.
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!

The proof is shortenpcl if the truth stated in Ex. 1,

page 128, be assumod ; for then, after

BC=t2A,»,.BC = BA=+ACS

from similar As BAiA, BAC,

we have^ =^, or A.H, .BC = BA. AH,

and BC' T 2BA. A» = BA" + AC".

Corollary. If the sum of the squares on two

Sides of a triangle be equal to the square on

the third side, the angle opposite this third

side is a right angje, for when the angle is obtuse

or acute, the Proposition shows that another equation

holds.

Exercise*.

1 In a triangle in which A is an acute angle, and o, b, c are the

lengths of the sides opposite to A, B, C respectively, show that

a'=b'+c' -iiccM A.

2. If ABC he a triangle, and AD be the medUn to the middle

point of BC, show that

AB«+AC'=2AD'+2DC«.

3. If AD, BE, CF be the three medians of a triangle ABC, show

.3(AB'+BO«+CA')= 4(AD« + BE'+CF').

4. The sum of the squares on the sides of a parallelogram is equal

to the sum of the squares on the diagonals.

5 In a quadrilateral the sum of the squares on the diagonals is

twice the sum of the squares on the straight lines joinmg the m.ddle

point« of opposite sides.

6 In the figure of Prop. xiv. , if the angle BAC becomes more and

more obtuse, until A finally coincides with BC, what does the pre-

ponition become ?

7. The sides of a triangle are 5, 2 Jfi, 9. Find the Pe'-If"^^!"

on the longest side from the opposite angle, and thence the area of

the triangle.
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8. If a, h, c Iw tlio Miles of a trianglo, iiiiil y. Iw thii |iur(ienilicular

on c, show tliiit

Hence show tliut

4<;«

'.) (« h (. - <•)

4 arai = J(a + /) + c) ('. + c - a) (c + n -
/,) (,, (. /, - r).

9. Tlio sum of tlio wiuurcs on tlio sides of iiiiy iimulrilnUiml is

equal to the sum of the s<iunres on the <liii(;oiial», toplhir wifli four
times tlio Kiuaio on the straiifht line joining the niiilille iHjiiits of the
diagonals.

10. Construct a. triangle, having given its liase, iti arai, and the
sum of tho squares on its sides. (By Kx. 2, the ni<:.lian to centre of
base is given.

)

11. If from an end of tho liaso of an isosceles triangle a jierjion-

dicular 1« drawn to tho opimsito side, then twii o tho reeUiiigle eon-
tained liy that side and its segment adjacent to the liase, is equal to
the square on the base.

Vi. Find the locus of a i«)int which moves so tliat tlie sum of the
squares on lines joining it to two given points is ronstant. (Use
Ex. 2.)

13. What is the magnitude of tho obtuse angle of a triangle, when
the square on the siilo opposite the obtuse angle is greater than tho
sum of the s<jnarcs on the siiles containing it, liy the rectangle con-
taincfl by these two sides ?

U. If squares lie described on the three sides of any trijingle, and
periiendieulars from the angles on tho ojiliosite sides he eontinuwl so
as to divide each s<iuaro into two rectangles, tlicn any two rectangles
having anguhir jmints at the same angle of tho triangle aro equal.

15. Make the figure and go through tho demonstration of Prop,
xiv., when the angle at A is less than each of the angles at B un<l C.

16. If a, h be the sides of a right-angled triangle which contain tho
nght angle, and p tho iieriiendicular from the right angle on tho

hypotenuse, then h— =—

.

a" (i« y)"

17. If the nie<lians of a triangle ABC intersect in O, pravo that

AB' + BUS +CA- = 3(OA- +0B' +0C»).
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i

18. Throonh a given point O draw three lines OA, OB, OC ol

given lengtliB, hucli tliut tlio |ioint» A, B, C may be in the ttme

straight line, and one of them {loints eijuidistant from the other two.

19. ABC in a triangle, «nd PE, varying in jKiHition, is drawn

parallel to the Imae BC. Show tlmt tlio locus of the interaectloa of

BE, CF is tliu median through A bisecting BC.

30. If the bisectors of the angles A, C, of a quadrilateral ABCD
meet on tlie diagonal BU, sliow that the bisectors of the angles B, D,

meet on the diagonal AC.

21. ABC is a triangle, and the perpendiculars AD, BE, CF, from

A, B, C on the opixjsite sides, meet in O. Show that AO.OD=
BO.OE = CO.OF.

22. D, E. F are points on the sides of the triangle ABC. The angles

which FD, ED make with BC are etpiulj likewise those which DE,

FE make with CA j and those wliich EP, DP make with AB. Show

that AD, BE, CF are perpendicular to BC, CA, AB, respectively.

(Prove that equal angles at D are each = /. A, etc. Then show that

angles BFC, BDA are equal, tx.)

28. ABCD is a quadrilateral whose diagonals AC, BD, intersect in

O, and the angles ABD, ACD are e<iual. Piove that the triangles

OAD, OBC are equiangular.

24. A triangle ABC, whose angles are of given magnitude, has A
at a fixed point, and C moving along a fixed line EF. Show that the

locus of B is a fixed line. (Construct a triangle ABC with angles of

given magnitude, and having BC coincident with EF. Then the

locus required is the line through B, making an angle B+Cwith EP.)

25. If two triangles are to one another as the squares on their bases,

and have an angle in one atljacent to the base equal to an angle in

the other adjacent to the base, the trianglcK are equiangular.

26. If two isosceles triangles are to one another as the squares on

their bases, show that the triangles are equiangular.

27. A, B, C re three fixed points. Through C draw a straight

line so that the (larts of it intercepted between C and the perpen-

diculars on the line from A and B, may be in a given ratio.

28. ABC is a triangle, and the angle BAG is bisected by AD,

which meets BC in D. The middle point of BO is E. Show that

ED is to KB as the diflereuco between As A1X3, ADB to A ABC.
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iMtrodartlon i Hrmmuitrj.

1. The cireld Iium already Im-cii dcflni'd, as well a« itfi

variouM parts and Homo of the liius that are aimociated
with it.

Having the notion of locus, wo may define the circle
ss the locus of a point which moves so as to be at a
constant distance from a fixed point.

2. In considering the form of the curve, wo readily
see that a Straight line cannot meet It in more
than two points, or, no three points on it can
be in the same straight line; for example, the
three points A, B and C. For each angle at B, being an
angle of an isosceles triangle, is

less than a right angle, and
therefore their sum is less than
two right angles, and BC is iu-

dined to AB at an angle less

than 180°. This result is true,

however small AB and BC may
be, which shows why we say

the circle Is everywhere
concave to its centre. Of course we have here
proved that no part of the circnmference of a
circle can be a straight line.

3. The fundamental quality of the circle, next to the
equality of its radii, and as a consequence of the equality
of its radii, is its symmetry.

Ceatnil Sjanwlrr.

4. In the first place, every line drawn through the
centre, from circumference to circumference, i.e., every
diameter, is bisected at the centre. This is caUed
central symmetry.
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Other figures than the circle have this centml sym-
metry. Thus every line through the intersection of the

diagonals of any parallelogram, and terminated by the

periphery, is bisected at such intersection.

Axial 8/iiMell7>

5. In the second place, every
chord drawn at right an-
gles to a diameter Is bi-

sected by that diameter.
This is called axial symme-
try, i.e., symmetry with respect

to an axis. Thus let the chord

BDC be perpendiculai^ to the

diameter XY; then BD=DC.

For, in As ODB, ODC,

rt. Zs at D are equal;

also v OB = OC, ^OBD=ZOCD;
.. ZDOB=ZD0C.

Also sides DO, OB= sides DO, OC;

.. BD=DC. (I., 6.)

Thus wherever there is on the circumference a point

B on one side of a diameter, dirc(!tly opposite, on the

other side of the diameter, and at the same distance

from it, is another point C, also on the circumference.

AUemative Proof of Prtceding Theorem :

Suppose the circle folded about the diameter YX.
Then the point B must fall on the circumference at

the other side of XY; for if it fell outside or inside,

we should have radii of unequal lengths! Let B faU
on C. Wlien the circle is unfolded, BC must be at right
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angles to XY, for if it cut XY
obliquely, the process of folding
would not bring B and C to-

gether. Also, that B and C may
fall together, BC must be bi-

sected by XY. That is, XY
bisects BC at right angles.

6. This symmetry with respect
to a diameter, holds with respect

to every diameter. Thus there
is an infinite number of axes with respect to which the
circle is symmetrical and the circle may be said to have
infinite axial symmetry, or to be infinitely symmetrical.
It IS in this infinite axial symmetry that the circle differs
from all otl: r figures.

Other figures enjoy axial symmetry to a limited
degree, i.e., with respect to a limited number of axes.
Thus the isosceles triangle is symmetrical with respect
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to one axis ; the rectangle with respect to two ; the eqni-

lateral triangle with respect to three ; the square with

respect to four; the regular pentagon with rtspect to

five ; and so on. The circle alone is symmetrical with

respect to an infinite number.

The following consequences of this axial symmetry

may be noted :

7. If a circle be folded about any diameter, one semi-

circumference completely coincides with the other, each

point on the circumference coinciding with the corre-

sponding point on the opposite side of the diameter,

for each chord perpendicular to the diameter folds over

on itself, its ends coinciding. In axial symmetry, the

point which corresponds to another is often spoken of

as its image.

8. If from a point without a

circle a line be drawn to the

centre, and on opposite sides of

this, making equal angles with

it, lines be drawn to the circum-

ference, the corresponding seg-

ments of these lines are equal.

Thus if the angles at A be equal,

AD and AE are equal, and also

AF, AG. For, folding the figure

about AC, AD falls on AE, be-

cause the angles at A are equal,

and one semi-circumference on

the other. Hence the points F and G coincide, and also

D and E, since the figure on one side of AC coincides

completely with the figure on the other side.

In like manner, it the point A be within the circle,

and the angles at A be equal, on folding the circle about
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AC, F and G must coincide, and
also E and D. Tims AF =AG
and AE = AD.

9. The converse to the propo-
sition that a diameter bisects all

chords at right angles to it, is

also true, viz.,—a line bisect-
ing any chord at right
angles is a diameter, for
such a line is the hmm of all points at equal distances
from the ends of the chord, and therefore must pass
through the centre. It follows that a diameter
through the bisection of a chord is at right
angles to it.

10. If two circles intersect they cannot have
the same centre, for then having equal radii (the
line from common centre to point of intersection) and
8 common centre, they would bo entirely coincident.
Also if two circles iutersei^t in one point they must

intersect in another, since they are closed figures.
11. Let the two circles

whose centres are A and
B, intersect. The line

throngh A and B, since

on it lie diameters of both
circles, is an axis of sj-m-

metry for both circles.

Hence if C bo a point of
intersection, i.e., a point
common to both (nreles,

then C's "image'- on the
other side of aB must
also bo a point common
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to both circles. Hence,—If two circles intersect, the
line joining their centres bisects at right angles
the line joining their points of intersection.
Of course, conversely, as has already been shown,

the line bisecting at right angles the common
chord passes through both centres (§ 9).

12. It follows that two circles cannot have more
than two points common, for if they had three

common points, C, D and E,

then both centres would lie in

the lines bise(rting CD and DE at

right angles, and as these lines

can have oii'y one common
point, we- should have inter-

secting circles with a common
centre, which (§ 10) has been

shown to be impossible.

m 1

li:

Humocencltr or ClKannmara.

13. Thirdly, there is an important correspondence

between an arc of a circle and the rest of the circumfer-

ence of the same circle, which may be stated as follows

:

If an arc of a circle be supposed rigidly connected

with the centre, and to rotate about the centre, it con-

tinues, during such motion, to

coincide throughout its entire

length with the circumference.

Thus, if the arc AB be sup-

posed rigidly connected with the

centre 0, and to rotate about 0,

it will, throjighout its entire

length, continue to coincide with

the eircumference.
"*' ^
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tIZT/'^^. "*•*'" ""^ '" "°y '"-'^ P"«i«o». could

«il?t
*''«..'"^""""f'-»-, as AG, since then weshould have radu OC, OD of the same circle uncqull

IZ,17
'"*"'"• ^""^ •="» 'h« «rc cnt thecircumference as at G, for th-.n part of it would Uewithout the circumference, and part within

iZT^ r- T^ r^ ""*' "'« circumference of any

11 the rl" '' homogeneous,-each part is the saZ
Important consequences follow from this:
14- In the same circle,

equal arcs subtend equal
angles at the centre. For
Jet AB, CD be equal arcs, and
let AB be turned about Q until
A coincides with C ; then B will
coincide with D, and the angles
AOB, COD coincide with one
another and are equal. „
Conversely, in the same circle if two" angles atthe centre be equal, they are subtended bv

rotating AOB about 0, when OA coin<,ides with OC Acoincides with C, OB coincides
" OC, A

with OD, and B with D. Hence
the arcs AB, CD coincide, and
are equal.

15- In the same circle, ,,.
' chords cut off equal ' ' ^^ '""

3 chords

equal
arcs.

.^,y,..
be equal, the triangles QAB
OCD, having all their other sides'

CE
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eqnsl, are equal iii all respects. Turning, then, OAB
about 0, wlicii A coincides with C, B coincides with D,

and the arcs AKB, CLD coincide and are equal.

Conversely, in the same circle, if two arcs he

equal their chords are equal. For if the arcs

AKB, CLD be equal, turning AKB about 0, when A
coincides with C, B coincides with D, and the chords

AB, CD coincide and are equal.

16. Evidently also, equal chords in a circle are

equally distant from the centre. For if the chords

AB, CD be equal, the triangles OAB, OCD, having all

their other sides equal, are equal in all respects. Turn-

ing, then, the trianglp OAB about 0, it can be made to

coincide completely with OCD, and the perpendiculars

from on the coincident bases, coincide and are equal.

Conversely, chords which
are equally distant from

the centre are equal to one

another. For, let the chords

AB, CD he at equal distances,

OM, OH, from the centre. Let

the figure OAKB rotate about 0,

until OM coincides with ON, and

M with H. Then AB and CD
will fall together, being both perpendicular to the same

line ; also A and C must coincide, and B and D ; other-

wise we should have the same straight line CD (AB)

meeting the circumference in more than two points.

17. If two circles have equal radii, they are equal ;
for,

placing them so that tlieir centres coincide, their circum-

ferences will also coincide, because the radii are equal

The preceding six properties, though demonstrated of

the same circle, are also true of equal circles, as is evi-

dent if the circles be placed in coincidence.
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ChordM and Badlmt-Vectoni.

Proposition I. Problem.

To find the centre of a ghm circle.

Let ABC be the given ,;ircle.

It is rehired to find its centre

circle
^- ^'"'° P '** 'he centre of the

.'. the cvntre lies in EC-and .-. must be at F, its point of' bisection.
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CoKOiiLART. , If only an arc of the circle be given,

80 that the line which bisects the chord at rt. Li may

not meet the arc in two points, the following constrno-

tion will give the centre:

Draw two chords AB, BC

;

bisect them at right angles by

the lines DF, EF, intersecting

in F. Then the centre lies on

each of the lines DF, EF ; and

therefore must be at F, where

they intersect.

Tliis gives the solution of the problem,—An arc, or

a segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle

of which it is the arc, or segment; for, the centre being

found, the circle may be completed.

Exercises.

Sim. In the exercises, the results of the preUminaty discussion

on the symmetry of the circle may of course be employed.

1. The locus of the centres of all circles which pass through two

given points, is a straight line.

2. The locus of the middle points of all parallel chords of b drde,

is the diameter perpendicuhir to the chords.

3 The straight lines bisecting at right angles the sides of a

quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, all pass through the same point.

4. Describe a circle with a gi>fn point as centre, and cutting a

given circle at the ends of a diameter.

5 AB AC are two equal chords in a circle ; show that the

straight line which bisects the angle BAG passes through the centre.
'

6. Describe a circle which shall pass through three given point*

that are r ji in the same straight line.

7. Describe, when possible, a circle that shall pass through two

given points, and h.ive a given radius.

8. Through a given point within a circle, draw a chord tl»t> ihaU

b« bisected at that point.
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ferences of two toi.ccntrio circlra are e.iuul.

10. The line joining 0,« middle jwint, of two i,.,,.!!..! <.|,„„1, i„ „circle, ix««,, through the centre.
I«""». I <I,onN .„ „

U. IWihe a circle whinh slutll ,«„ through ,.o ^iven ,«,i„uand hove its centre in a given line.
'

12. Two chonlK of a circle, AB, AC, ,„ake c.uul ,.„,-l„, with th.rad.ua through A. Show that AB AC.
"'"l,'i^« "ith the

1.1. If two ..ircles cut one another, any two parallel «trai.-l,t lines

o;:i::,ar;ti!''^
""""'

"'
'""^""^""'" """ '- ^"'

-^ "^

angteJt'tl'^t;."'
"" '"""' "^"' "'""^"''^ "" '.'-'<'-

ei.!^;,':"^chlttt:et''""^^
""''"^" "-'--'—"' '-

coilI;::'cti:,'.°^'
distance between the circumfe^nce, of two

thraui^^K* ' P"."'"^'"*™"'' »"<> » "Circle i» descril«I to ,««,through the three po.nt. A, B, O (Ex. 6). Show that it cannot Lsal«. through D unla,« the ,„rallelogran, be a rectangle.
^

th!"'-
", '"? " '^'"' *'"'°'" * '^''^'«' '*" "l"-' '!-"« he drawn tothe crele and produced, they areeciually di»tait f,om the eentrl
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Pb<)W>siti()n II. Theorem.

If from a point within a circle more than

two eqnal straight lines can be drawn to the

circumference, that point is the centre of the

circle.

Let ABC be the circle, and let the three lines OA,

OB OC, from the point within the circle, to the

circumference, t)e equal.

Then »»««' ^ '** cetitre of the circle.

Join AB, BC.

Because OAB, OBC are isosceles As, the st. lines bisect-

ing at rt. 1. s the bases AB, BC, must pass through the

vertex of each, which is the point 0. (Loci, Ex. 2.)

But the St. lines bisecting at rt. l% the chords AB,

BC intersect in the centre of the circle (IV., 1, Cor.);

.•. is the centre.
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ExerrlMcm

only one cirelu lun tw <lruM'ii.

8. Show how to bisect any given urc of a circle
7. Divide the cir..„,nf„„„ce of . cinle into twelve equal arc
8. The middle jwint, of all cho.U, „f .. circle, whirh are of th«name length, lie on a concentric circle

•»"'"•'« of the

dlntlheetle:'"""^ " " '''"'''• "'«""-"' "»" -'''o„.

.i.r^n":^:^trct^;;:r:;r -"---
J^'^Z"" .""* '^"^"^ ""* ''™'"""-' •"" -nt the m,MM,it„de8 of

di^n!^ 3::t^,^jr*^' "• - "'-'- "*"- «- -^
13. The centre „f a chord of a circle being given, and the mdiu, ofthe crcle. detcrn.ine the area within which the centre may lie
14. In a given circle draw a c1„.,t1 of mvcn len,»H. ,.„f ™ .

thanthediameter.^othatitseentremayhe'onlSn'ihl.^ "
'
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l'U()IM)SITI()N III. TlIEORKM.

If a chord of a circle move parallel to Itaelf

from the centre to the extremity of the diame-

ter to which it is always at right angles, it

continually decreases and ultimately vanishes.

Lot the chord AB, of the circle ABC, move pwaUel

to itHflf from the <'eiitre *«> t'le extremity of the

diwiieter EF, to wliich it is always at right angles.

Then AB continually decreases and uUhmtely vattiahe*.

Join OA.

Then since :.ORA is a rt. i.

.-. ON-+NA''=OA=.

But OA" is always of the same magnitude,

since OA i« radius of the circle.

Heuee ON'^+MA'- i» always of the same magnitude.

But ON- contiuuiiUy increases since ON Aoes;

.". NA- continually decreases;

and .-. NA continually decreases.

Hence the whole chord AB continually decreases.

Again, since ON'+NA^-OAS
when ON becomes OF, = OA, then ON''=0A- ;

and NA- must vanish ;

and .-. also NA, and AB, niust vanish.
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Corollary 1. Sii tl... rlmnl .l,..-r..a«..s ,ih it mov.-n
from tho eciitro in luiy .lirt'ctiofi, it in (frciitfst wlim it
pasK^N through th« ....ntr... .ir the diameter is the
greatest chord in a circle.

Corollary 2. If qh 1)« .i „h«ia nearer to the eentro
than LM, i.e., the iwrpendieiil ng I.-hk than OR- then
let OH with OK rotate uiit^i .,k i„I1s „: oF, and QKH
takes the ,.oKition OXH'. C K M and :.Rjf ., ,. ,.„raUel,
and .•. by the I-ropositio- CH i.^ .,' nr. il, ,, fv si„ee
.t 18 nearer to the cent,,. ',.,„.

• u ; 1r>rd .vhich is
nearer to the centre is « eater i; •,,

, ae more
remote.

Corollary 3. Couve.>,l.v. il CH 1 -iven greater
thanlM, on rotating it into the i .si:i ., giCH' it numt
be nearer to tl c centre than LR.',T, - ..,•,.. t.v tl,e Proposi-
tion, the chord decreases ax it recedes pariillel to itself
from the centre. Hence the greater chord is
nearer to the centre than the less.

EsercUei*.

1. Through a givea point within a tirclo draw tlie shortest .hord.
2. In . given circle draw a ..honl „f ^,ive„ ],;,^tK not greater than

the dnimeter, so that one third may he cut oir l.y a ^-iv ,i, cl,or,l.

3. What is the lo<,us of the nii.ldle jwiiits of e(n,al chords of a
circle ?

4 If the shortest chords which can l)c drawn throu-h the [x-ints
A, B within a circle, are equal, show that A, B ai

from tho centi-e.
e<iuallj- distant

Iraw
5. Through a given point, within or without a given cir.l.

a chord of length equal to that of a given chonl.

l-K- (A
; dftav CN periicndicular tu chord, and construct triaiiirlo

on tA equal to triangle CBN.

)
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6. Through a point A within a circle, two chonls are drawn

equally inclined to the dinmetor through A. Show that lliciie chords

are equal.

7. Two eiiual chords, AB, CD, of a cin^lo interseit in O. Show

that AO is eijual to CO or OI).

8. Tlirough two jKiints on a diameter of a cinile equally distant

from the centre, two pirallel chonls are drawn ; show that the chords

are eiiual, and tliat they are divi.led Iiy the diameter into equal

flegmentn.

9. If, in the figure of the preceding question, through the jmints

on the diameter, another yaur of jKirallol chonls he drawn, a line

joining tho ends of the i;hnnls thronjjh one iKiint is piirallel to a line

joining the ends of tho chords through ttie other i«)int.

10. In a given circle draw a chord equal to one given chonl and

parallel to another. i

11. Through the bisection of the line joining the ocntn-s of two

equal circles, a stmiglit line is drawn cutting the circles ;
show that

the circles intersect etiual chords in it.

12. PQ is a fixed chord in a circle, and AB is any diameter ;
show

that the sum or difference of the jierliendiculars let fall fnnn A and

B on PQ, for all iMsitions of AB, is equal to twice the distance of

the chord from the centre, and then loi - constant.

13. Are wo ever certain of the magnitude or jKMition of a circle

from knowing the magnitudes of any numljor of its chords?

14. A chord of a circle is given in magnitude, and a iioint through

whiJh the circle jMisses. Find the locus of the centre of the least

circle that can be described with these data.

1.5 The centre of a cin^e is given, and the length of the shortest

chonl thatcan be drawn tlnough a given i«.int. Describe the circle.

16 If two iioints be given and the lengths of the shortest chonls

that can be drawn through these ix.ints, thechonis being ootermin-

ous, show that the centre of the cin'le occupies one of two positions.

When docs the construction become impossible?
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Peoposition IV. Theorem.

If one end of a straight Une be fixed and the

?^V. *"* "°^* °° **** circmnference ofa circle,
the line Is greatest when It contains the centre,
and least when, on being produced. It passes
throngh the centre; and as the moving end of
the line advances from the latter to the former
position, the Une continually Increases.

Jj_ ^ W
A \ .

/^ V
O

¥(
o -X-^F

V
c

—^D
c

°

n. 1. Flu. 2.

Let A be the fixed end of the line, and CFB tlie circle
on the eircun-ference of which the other end moves.

Then the line is yrealent in (he position AB when it
contains the centre, 0, and least in the position AC when
on being produced, H passes through the centre; and as
the monng end of the line admnces along the circumfer-
enee from the position C to the position B, the Hue con-
tmually tncreases,-thus G heing a point on the circum-
ference farther from C than F is, AG is greater than AF.
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Let AD, AE be any two iwsitions of the line.

Join OD, OE, OF, OG.

Then AB =AO + OB = AO + OD>AD.

Hence the moving line is greatest in the i)Osition AB,

which contains the centre.

Again,—
Pig. 1.

OC = OE<OA + AE.
Take away the coraniou

part OA, aid

AC<AE.

Fig. 2.

AO<AE + EO.

Take away the equal

parts CO, EO, and

AC<AE.

Hence the moving line is least in the position AC

which, on being prodiioed, passes through the centre.

Again, because in As AOG, AOF,

AO, OG are = AO, OF, respectively;

but ZAOG>ZAOF;
.-. AG>AF.

And therefore as the moving end of the line advances

along the circumference from C to B, the line continually

increases.

Note The proposition holds good if A oe on the

circumference. AC then becomes zero, and AB becomes

the diameter; and the continual increase of the hue

becomes the continual iuorease of the chord of a circle

as it gets nearer and nearer to the centre.
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AngleN In a <'lrrle.

Proposition V. Thkorem.

The atiRle at the centre of a circle is double
of any angle at the circumference, standing
on the same arc.

Let ABC be a cirrle with centre 0, and let ADB be
an an:, and C any point on the rest of the cir<-uraferen(«.

Then the ZAOB at the centre in doitbJe the ZACB at
the circumference.

Join CO, and produce it to E.

Then . OA = OC, the ZOAC=ZOCA.
Bnt ZAOE= ZOAC+ ZOCA;

.'. ZAOE = twice ZOCA.
Similarly ZBOE = twice ZOCB.

Hence, adding in Pigs. 1 and y, and subtracting in Fig. 2,

ZAOB = twice ZACB.

Note. In Fig. 3 the zAOB referred to, is the reflex
angle at 0, which in the figure is marked.
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Proposition VI, Theorem.

Angles in the same segment of a circle are

equal.

Let ABC be a circle; and let ACB, AFB be Zs in the

same segment.

Then the Zs ACB, AFB are equal

Let be the centre of the circle.

Join OA, OB.

Tlien the ZAOB at the c('ntre is double of each of

the zs ACB, AFB at the circumference; (IV., 5.)

.-. the Zs ACB, AFB are equal.
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(Hyp.)

(IV., fi.)

The conv«r«o of this i)r<)i)osition is tnic,—
The vertices of all equal angles, standing onthe same base and on the same side of It lieon a segment of a circle passing through'the

extremities of the base.
For, let ACB, AFB 1><- two „f

the equal zs on the samp hasc
AB, and on the wiinc siih> of it.

Let a circle ha (lescribcd to
pass througli tlie three points
A, C, B (lioci, Kx. 4) ; aM<l if

this docs not pass thronjfli p,
let it cut BF in G.

Join AG.
Then ZACB =

Also ZACB =
.. ^AFB-

whii'h is iinpossil)le

Hence circle throujjh a, C, B, must also pass through F.
In the san,e circle (or in e,,„,,l cin.Jes), eqnal angles

at the circumference stand on equal arcs. For
these arcs subtend

, .jual annh's at the centre, sin,-e tlio

r?i?*f
"" «"-<^-'>"f'''v«ce are equal

; and therefore
(5 14) the arcs are equal.

Also equal arcs subtend equal angles at the
circumference. For. the ares l.ei.f. e,,„al. the angles
at the centre are e.,ual (§ 14). and therefore the auRles
at the circumference are e(iual.

Exercises.
1. What .,,«.i.I ™s., of P,.o„. V. .„.,„„, ^.|„,. „, ^„„, ,

the same .straight line?

2. Show liow U) divide ji m\t'it ..ii.^.i.. ;.,... .

th^ „„„!„ , ,

*" '" ' '"" «W"i!"ts .to thatthe anglo n> one shalllH^ .louhle the auylo m the other.
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3. C i» any [Miint on the are of a segment whose chord in AR
Show that the Bum of lh« «i>gle» (JAB, (JBA is (constant.

4. A circle is divided into t»o wpnents by a c^hord equal to the

radius. What is the angle in each segment f What relation do you

note Ix-twoen these two anjjles »

rt. ABCl) is a quadrilulerul in a lirile, and the sides AB, CI) are

«iual. Show that BO is (.irnllel to A I >. an.l that the diagonals are

cfiual.

6. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the locua of

the vertex

7. Two circles intersect iit A and B, and a chord XAY, is drawn

terminated lioth ways by the circumferences. Show that the angle

XBY is constant.

8. AB, CI) are two chords of a circle which intersect at E. Show

that the triangles AED, CEB are e<iuiangul«r, and also the triangles

AEG, DEB.
9. Two circles intersect in A and B. Through A two chords,

CAD, EAF, are drawn, terminated both ways by the circumferences.

Show that the triangles BCD, BEF are equianguUir.

10. Two circles intersect in A and B. Through A two chords,

CAD, EAF, are drawn, terminated l>oth ways by the circumferences.

Show that CE, DF subtend equal angles at B.

U. The base and vertical angle of a triangle are given ; find the

locus of the intersection of |)eriK!ndiculars from the ends of the base

on the opposite sides.

12. The base and vertical angle of a triangle are given ; find the

locus of the intersection of the bisectors of the internal angles at the

base of the triangle.

13. ABC is a circle, BC a fixed chord in it, and A any point in

the segment BAC. BA is prmluced to I), so that AD= AC, and DC

is joined. Show that D lies on the circumference of a fixed circle

through B and C.

14. Hence show in the figure of the preceding exercise that the

sum of the sides BA, AC of tlie vjirying triangle BAC, is a maximum

when the jwint -\ lies on a line bisecting BC at .ght angles.

13. If the sum of the squares on two line' ' e given, their sum is a

maximum when the lines arc equal.

16. If two straight lines AEB, CED, in a circle, intersect at E,

show that the angles subtended by AC and BD at the centre are

together double of the angle AEC.
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Proposition VII. Tiikokem.

8cJt^/fr*"? T^^^^ "^ * quadrilateral In-

^et ABCD be a qnadrUateral inscribed in the eirele

Then its opposite Zs are together e,,„al to two rt z»
Join B an,l D to the centre of t).e eirele , an,I representthe angles so formed at the centre by p „„a q_

Tlifin ZA is one-half of ZP
and ZC is oue-half of zQ;

=
J of four rt. Zs,

= two rt. zs.
Similarly it may !« sliown that

^B+ZD = 2 rt. zs.
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The converse of this j)roiM>siti<iii is true,—

If two opposite angles of a quadrilateral be

together equal to two right angles, the circle

which passes through three of its angular

points also passes through the fourth.

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral, and let the ^s A and C

be together eciuiil to two rt. Zs.

Thm the circle through A, B, «»'« D, «««'> i>«»»<»

through C. ,..,..«>
Take any point E o» the are of tins circle cut off

by BD, and on th(! same side of BD that C i"

Join DE, £B.

Then ZA+ ZC -•i rt- /»• (Hyp)

Also ZA+ ZE = 2 rt. Zs. (IV., 7.)

Hence ZC=/iE,and .-., by converse of Prop. VI., C

lies on the .irele through D, E and B, which is the

circle through A, B and D.

ExerciMM*

1 If a triangle be inscribe.1 in a circle, si.ow that the sum of the

angles in the three segments exterior to the triangle » e.,ual to four

right angles.

•> If one side of a quadrilateral inscrilwd in a circle be produced,

show that the ext..rior angle so formed is equal to the mtenor

opposite angle of the quutlrihiteral.
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oircumferenco of the circle.
""^

r«'
^''^'^' «1»'«'ril''ten>l inscribed in a circle, «nd the Mm DA

8. Hence show that EB.EC=EA.ED.

th!;
""^ '' * '™"^''' ""' '" ^^' *^ <»'»»» "• E a™ taken. .„ch

AB^AC
,

AE AD

'

show that the point.. B. C, E, D lie on a circle

through B and C vaHee. the linemtlJZ^:Z Lu"
'"^"'

»«it i"bZiI:!rT'
'"""•'''' " '"""**' '" ""'"'" «'."w that theangle subtended at any point on the nimnmference by one of the

:SsC ""'"' '"'"*"*^ "' '^^ ^'"' '•y «'"- -" "-« 'w

o

13 If the exterior angles of any quadrilateral be bisected bvonr s, he ,i„ ,he quadrila^™. forn,e.l by these .JIZTJLcyclic, i.«., a circle may be described about it.

14 From any point P „„ the circumference of a cinlo r>eri«n
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i
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Proposition VIII. Theobkm.

The angle in a Bcmicircle is a right angle

;

the angle in a segment greater than a semi-

circle is less than a right angle ; and the angle

in a segment less than a semicircle is greater

than a right angle.

Let ABC be ii circle, and ACB an L in the segment

ADB.

Then the . ACB in equal to, less than, or greater than

art. . , aemrdhig as the se.jmeni ADB is n semicircle, or

greater than, or less than a semicircle.

Let be tlie centre of tlie circle.

Join AO, OB.

Then the L AOB at tlie centre is < 2 rt. Z s,

».2^ording as the segment ADB is > a semicircle;

.-. the LACB at the circumference is < 1 rt. /,,

>

according as the segment ADB is > a semicircle.
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ExrrrlMm.

-how that t ,,, «„Kul„r ,.„„„ „,,,.«i,« n,„ ,,,.,.„„„„^, ,, ,.„
oirclo .i..«;nl«,l 0.1 the l>j-,.,u,„u«, >« .h,i,„„U-r

m^rl!::;;fw"""' "" "-'•'"" -' ""^' ' '^^^ -"•

otL'^^IMM*"
"''' '*" '""""""" "' " "•'''•'• l«n«n.li,M.I.,r ,., emhother. If I (K.,.„y,«„„t on tho .i„„,.,f..n.„>.,., ,„„v., thul !•(, PI.are the luter.iul ui»l external bw^'torM „f the an^-lj AI'H

miilille iioiiit uf the riKl • • me

AD are draw,,. Show that C, B, I) are i„ tl,e ».„.o »traight line.

6 F,„.I the locuH of the ,„i,l,lle ,„i„l,, of -honlH of a ein.Ic .|„.w„through u hxe<l iwiiit.
•••"u

okVT"'^''
""" "' "'" '"""^ °' intersection of two eirHes ,l.aw achord of one cn-le whi,.h sh.dl 1« bi»„eU,l hy the other eirele

aalr'^'"^ f"'r
"" "''»--il«.l. eaeh „aK,i„^. tlAoagh two of theangular ,.„n^ of a tnangle and the inters^.tion of the hise-to,, of

and two, „, A, B „„.l C. P, Q nnd R are the cent,.-, of tU. , nTe"U,ro,,gh B and C. C and A. A and B r..„«c.tive.v. Show hROQA ,» a rhombu,. and hen™ tlu.t PQ i, e,|U,d and ,„.,aUel to AB
Also show that O i„ the orth.,,entre of the triangle ABC

!b= "
+fc™""'' •

"* "" "" "" '-—'«— Sl'ow that

P "and A»* Rc"
"^1'° ^.•^"'"«r«'- "A. CI), pnKln.ed, n„.,.t inP

,

and AD, BO pro, uc«l, meet in Q. Aln.nt the triangles ADPCDQ crcles are described
; show that they i„te,-,ect on 1^

12. The bi„e<,.tors of the angles for„,e,l by ,„.,«l„oi„g o,,|„site ..ursof s,des of a cyelio quadrilateral are at right angles.
'
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Proposition IX. Theorem.

In equal circles angles, whether at the cen-

tres or at the circumferences, have the same

ratio as the arcs on which they stand: so also

have the sectors.

T-pt ABE, CDF be equal circles, and let AGB, CHD

be ^8 at the centres, and AEB, CFD Ls at the c.rcmn-

ferences.

n«« ^ AGB : ^CHD = ore AB : arc CD

;

Z.AEB : ^CFD = arr. AB : arc CD

;

sector AGB : sector CHD = arc AB : arc CD.

Let PQ he an arc which is contained m times in AB,

and n times in CD.
rT> rnJoin GP, GQ.

Suppose the arc AB divided into m arcs, each equal

to PQ, and let the points of division be joined to G.

Then each of the Is so formed at G will be equal

to the IPGQ; and each of the sectors will be equal to

tl*6 s6ctor PGQ>

Hence the I AGB contains tlie IPGQ m times; and

the sector AGB contains the sector PGQ m times.

SimUarly the LCUD contains the IPGQ n tmies; and

the sector CHD contains the sector PGQ n tunes.
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ZAGB : lCBD= m : >i = are AB : iirc CD;
and sector AGB : sector CHD= »i : » = arc AB : arc CD.
But I AEB at circumference is half of I AGB at centre

;

and ^CFD is likewise half of ICED;
I AEB: /:CFD= arc AB : arc CD.

Note. The Proposition is demonstrated of equal cir-
cles and not of the same circle, rather from the con-
venient figure which is thus obtained. It is manifestly
true of the same circle, and indeed it is witu the same
circle that the Proposition is usually associated.
That the arc is proportional to the angle it subtends

at the centre, is our justification for taking arcs to
measure angles.

Similar Segments. Suppose the segments ACB, DFE
contain equal Ls; and let AB : DE=»i :n.

Construct the equal .Is BAC, EDF. Join BC, EF
Then since the ^s at C and F are equal, the As CAB,FDE arte equiangular, and

ACDF = AB:DE = ,»:»i.
Similarly, if AG, DH make equal ^s with AB. DE

respectively, then

AG : DH=m ; n.

And in general any chords drawn from A and D,
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making eqiinl angles witli AB aiul DE respectively, are

iu tliis constant ratio m : m.

Such scgni.-nts are called similar segments. It is

usual to define similar segments of circles as those

which contain equal angles, but it is ratlier from the

property we have just demonstrated that suiai segments

are thought of as .si«ii7«»- ; namely, from the constancy

of the ratio of corresponding radius-vectors.

The points A and D may be culled corresponding

points.

An infinite number of such corresponding points exists.

For take any point P. Join AP. Make the -EDQ

= -BAP, and take DQ of such length that AP : DQ=

VI : n. Then it is easy to show that,—

PB:QE =»«:«,

PC :QF = j» : w,

PG : QH = m : H,

and what was true of A and D is also true of P and

Q ; namely, that corresponding radius-vectors from P

and Q are in this constant ratio m:n; i.e., P and Q

are also corresponding points.

ExerclseH.

1. Show that similar segments of circles whose chords are equal,

are congruent.

2. If in two circles equal chords suhtend equal angles at the

circumferences, the circles arc eciual.

Show also that if the angles at the circumferences lie .supple-

mentary, the circles are eciual.
, . t,„ , r.

8 AB AC are the eciual sides of an isosceles triangle A BC, anit l>

is any point in BC. Circles are descrilied aliout the triangles ABD,

,\CI) Show that these circles are equal.

4 By drawing lines from A and D, making equal angles

with AB DE pespeetively. In the similap segments AGB,

DHE, show how to describe In these segments two simi-

lar pectlllneal figures. (Page 121.)
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Tangrents.

Definit,...v (,f Tan.iknt. If one of the two points
in which a secant cuts the circumference of a

«„'oAl "*'Jt "P *° ^^^ "**»"' the ultimate
position of the secant, when the points coin-
cide, is the tangent to the circle at the point
of coincidence.

Thus, if tlie point Q of
the sppuiit PQ move aloiii/

the circmnfrrmce until it

becomes indefiiiitely m-nv
to P, the ultimate position
of PQ Js the tangent at P,
as PT. P is culled tbe
point of contp -if tl\e

tangent.

In this motion of Q, it is not suppose,! actually tobecome the »ame point as P, but to stop when it i^ the

through two "consecutive points" on a circle.

A tangent and a secant, then, both meet the einOe
in two points but in the ea.se of the tangent the two
points are indefinitely close to one another. Ilenee a
tangent could not meet the circle at any point other
than the point of contact, for it has met it there intwo points.

In like manner two circles are said to touch oneanother, or to be tangential, when their point.s of
section move up to. and become indefinitely close toone another.
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Thus if one, or both, of the circles move so that P

aud Q become consecutive points, the circles are said

to touch one another, at P.

Evidently the secant PQ ultimately passes through

two consecutive poiuts on each circle, and therefore is

a tangent to each circle. So that if two circles

totich they have a common tangent at the

point of contact.

Also, since two circles can meet one another at only

two points, two circles which tonch cannot meet

one another at any point other than the point

of contact, for thoy meet there in two points, though

these points we indefinitely close to one another.
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Proposition X. Thforem.

A t?.tigent to a circle is at right angles to
the radius drawn to the point of contact.

Let P, Q be two points on the eircurafereHoe of a
circle whose centre is 0.

Join PQ, and produce it both ways to S and T.

Join OP, OQ.

Since OP=OQ;
:OPT=::OQS.

Let now P and Q move up indefinitely close to one
another.' Then OP, OQ coincide in. say, OP, and ST
becomes the tangent at P'.

Also the /.s OPT, OQS become the Zs OPT', OPS';
and these are adju('ent l>i;

' they are rt. .Is.

Hence the tangent SPT' is at rt. is to OP', the
radius to the point of contact.

ttr
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CoROLLA-.Y 1. Sinec only one strnifrlit lino can be

drawn at right angles to a given straiglit line at a

given point, only one tangent to a circle can be

drawn at a given point.

CorolIjARY 2. For the sumo reason the perpen-

dicular to a tangent at its point of contact,

passes through the centre.

Corollary 3. Since only one straight line ean lie

drawn perpenditHilar to a given straight line from a

point without it, the line drawn from the centre

perpendicular to a tangent passes through the

point of contact.

I?

.!
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I'lM'rslTIO.N- Xr. TllKOHKM.

If two circles tooch, the straight line Joining
their centres, produced If necessary, passes
through the point of contact.

Let PAB, PCD be two eireles toucliing at P ; mid let

E, F be their centres.

Then EF, produced if necesnary, iiiixsex thrnuyh P.

Since the circles touch at P, tliey liuvc at P a com-
mon tangent. (Page 182.)

Also the radii PE, PF are both Xr to this common
tangent at P; (IV., 10.)

•• E, P, F are in the same st. line.
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I

•

pROI-OSniOU XII. PROBMIM.

To draw n tangent to a given rirrle from a gii-en point.

(i) If the ffiven point bo within the given circle, since

a line through a point within a circle cuts the circum-

ference in two points necessarily at a finite distance from

one another, no tangent to the circle from the given

point can be drawn.

(ii) If the given point be on the circumference, the

straight line drawn from the point at right angles to the

radius to the point, is the required tangent. (IV., 10.)

(iii) Let A be the given point without the given

circle BCD.

It is required to draw from A a tangent to BCD.

Find E, the centre of BCD.

.loin AE.

On AE as diameter, describe a circle cutting BCD at

B and C.

Join AB, AC.

Then AB, AC are tangents to the circle BCD.

Because ABE, ACE are semicircles;

.-. the ^s ABE, ACE are rt. /-s; (FV., 8.)

and AB, AC are tangents to the circle BCD. (IV., 10.)
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^
('(.n.M.i.AUv. Sinn. (IV, In,, i II) ae, tlii-.>„^l, il„.

eciitivs of thi' ciivU.H, is iin iixis (if Kyimncln for l.otli,

and B, C
. '•iniaffs" of ..ii.;li oilnV, tijcivfoiv if tlir

fiKiir." l«i fo' 1 about AE, tli,. \wva AB :in<I AC I'oiii-

•'•1'' »'"' "' I"'il- Tli.it is, two taiiK-'iits drawn from
an external point to a circlo arc ecinal.

KxervtMON,
1. Show that nil (Kiuiil chonls in a gi„,|i cirdo Inui^li n hxcil •..ii-

centric circle.

2. Througli tt given ,«int out,i,le a (.iv.r, uinl,-, ,ln,w a s,,„i.-l,(
line, such ttmt tliu |«irt of it intcrccprt-l l,v the ,iv,.|e shall Imn- a
given length, not greater tl.'.n the diameter of the lirele.

3. Through u giv,.n i«>int oi.t.Hido a given eii.I.-, draw n strai. -lit
line, such that the part of it iriluiceitol hy the cin^e niav siihlJiid
at the centre an angle of tia°.

4. In two coiicentno ni;.los any chord of the ..ul.r circle wliich
touches the inner, is hist'ctisl at the iKii.it of icMitai'f.

5. Draw a tangent to a given circle iwrallel to a given straight
line.

^

6. Draw a tangent to a given circle, making a given angle with a
given sticiight line.

7. If two circles are c„noe:i;,ri,.., all tangents drawn from |Kiir,lson
the circaiiifereneo of the outer to the inner are eijiial.

8. Find the lix;us of t.'ie centres of all ciriles which touch each of
two [larallel lines.

9. In any ciuadrilateral (les(;rilie<l almjit, a circle, the sum of one
pair -if opiiosito sii.'cs is cipial to the sum of the other |«iir.

10. Descrilw a circle of given radius to toui^h each of two given
straight lines.

11. If a imrallologram can he descrihed aliout a ciiije, it must ho
e<piilateral.

12. If quadrilateral he .hsciiliel ahoot a circle, the siui. of the
angles subtended at the centrj l,y each pair of opposite sides i.s

equal to two right angles

18. Find the locus of the extremities of tangents of fixed length
drawn to a given circle.

14. In the diamete- of .-i circle pro,;,i,.ed, determitru a point such
that the two tangents drawn from it may cntairi a given angle.
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Proposition XIII. Tiikorkm.

If a straight line tonch a circle, and from

the point of contact a chord be drawn, the

angles between the chord and the tangent are

equal to the angles in the alternate segments

of the circle.

Let ACB be ft tangent to the eircle CDE at the pt.

C, and let the ehiiril CD be drawn, dividing the circle

into segments in whieh are the Ls DFC, DEC.

Then Z.DCB=.DEC, (ind .:DCA=£DFC.

Produce CF to G.

Then _s DEC, DFC together = 2 rt. La.

Also _s DFG, DFC together = 2 rt. 's;

.. ^DFG=:lDEC.

Let now F move down to C ; then CG coincides with

CB, and I DFG coincides with L DCB and is equal to it

;

.. iDCB=:DEC.

In like manner we may prove

IDCA=Z.DEC.
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IH'J

BzercliM,

AODJ,<,.Iraw„, M„.w ,l„a tl,o t, gl„, A(H, A HI) „,„ .,, .k.,,,,.,.

Hcnco dhow lliiit An» = AC. AI).

eirelo from »i. ,.xl,rr,„l |H,i„t, aro f(iii„l.

8. State iinil |irovo On convetso of Prop. xiii.

4. U two ..ir-l,,, ,„,„.l, ,„ p, ,„„, ,,,„„,„ ^p
through tl,„ ,,m.t of ,,„,tact, tl,..n A(; HI) ,.ro |,.,mll,.|.

B If u trinjh 1« i„«;ril«,I i„ a circle. h„,1 t,.,„-cnU to M,o ,|rcloh« draw,, ,.t the ,.„«,.,„ ,K>.„t,, the ,.„«1™ .,, „,„ „,.„,„„ „, ,„Z.re the »u|.,,lcn>e„„ .., twice the ,»,^Hes of the former trkngle.
6. If two cinlc, to,>ch r„o „„„thur, nn.l thro„„h the |K,i„t ofcontac u HtruiKht li„e h- l,,.wn, the t„„gc„,., ,,t its end „ „pnrullel to one another.

thele™ Show tlmt th„ ch„„l is ,livi,tc,l «t it, ,K,int of contact into

S:t:r" ""'^"" ""-" •""'- ^' '' > ''•- -"- "«= two

tri!„!!!h"'H'""*'*'
'"""''"'' "' " K'""' ""«'» "•« equilateraltriangle ban the rnuxin.um perimeter.

sumo^thi' 'f"°'™
'"'""*' "'" ""'"' '•""" ""' ™'-"™'

""K'-'. tl.eBum of the ,„Ie, .s a mnximutn when the triun„lo i„ isoscclen.

J?L^' ^ "? ""*;T '*''"'' "" "* =i:-c...„ferencesof two,egn._.nt,

thtV
''^,''™ "^'"'^ '> '«" «"-"iKl.t lines meeting in Z. Showthat the angle A2B is constant, and e(|u,,l to

J (\ + Y)

tion'of^''

i»« fixed chord ,„s»ing ,hr„„„h c', the ,K,intof intcrseo-
t on of two circles APC, QBC, u.d Pc« any other chor.1 of the
rcles passing throu.-h C Show that AP, BQ when p™,luced meetat a constant angle.

la Describe u circle which shall |«ss through a given point andtouch a given straight line at a given ,«i„t.
^

'

•i given straight line and a given circle.
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Pboposition XrV. Problem.

On a giwH straight line to comiruct a segment of a

circle, containrnj an angle equal to a given angle.

Let AB be the given st. line, and C the piven angle.

It i.1 reqiiiretl to describe on AB a segment of a circle

containing an i. equal to C.

At A make --BAD= -C.

Draw AE Xr to AD.

Bisect AB at F.

Prom F draw FG Ir to AB, to meet AE in 0.

Join BG.

Then GA=GB. (Loci, Ex. 2.)

Hence we can describe with centre G and radius GA,

an are of a circle passing through B.

Let it be described on side of AB remote from D.

Then because AD is at rt. ^s to AG,

AD is a tangent to the circle.

Hence i- in segment AHB= ^BAD= ^C;

and segment required has been described.
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Bzerclaes.

AOB^'b^Voa ' ° '^'^'" ' '"""ff'" ^^- ""^ ««" 'he angle,AOB, HOC, COA are equal to one another.
*

^-t~ rj™-iszf "' " ">'- " ""
..fi.?.""",;."'"'""

'"""'" " >"« "'«' -,"

.„'l\h°Tr'\"''"^'"' '"^'•"K given the ba«, the vertical aneleand the d,.tanoo from the vertex to the middle ,„i„t of tlVetL^
'

and ,^''™'™'='
f '"-g'o. h-ing given the bale, the vertiringleand the sum of the remaining sides.

"""angle,

a Four circular coins of different sizes are lying on a table e«/.h

J„; f

'*''""'.>»''«"''. "nd a straight line bo drawn through the,K,,nt^of contact, .t divides the circles into segments that ar: Im"::

11. There are two con«ntric circles, and a straight line ARP .. ,

a't^B" ndc""":
^ "f J-^

"''-' '" « '"" '^^ Showll" he tangent

12. A circle [«isses through a fixed ,K)int P and cuts « fiv„l

a fixed ,It ' "'"'" "^'^ "" «"'• "'^"'S'" '"'« i"

triiL^"""
'.'"

r"'"^
""*'''' "" I•«"n«'«^ and the altitude of a
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PEOPOsmoN XV. Probmim.

From a given circle to cut off a segment cmttaining an

angle equal to a given angle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and D the given L.

It is required to cut off from the circle ABC o segment

cotttaining an L equal to D.

Draw EAF, the tangent at A.

Draw the chord AB, making the Z.FAB= ZD.

Then ACB is segment required.

For iD=iFAB (const.^

= ^ in alternate segment ACB. (IV., 13

)
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EserclHeit.

1. Make the constructiun required in the Proposition without
drawing a tjingcnt.

2. The chord of a segment of a given circle is produce,!. On thewhole hne so pr«luced describe, with the simplest |K.ssible co„.
struefon a scgnient of a circle containing an angle equal to the
angle m the segment of the given circle.

3 Through a given point without a circle draw a straight line that
will cut off a segment containing an angle e<|ual to a given angle
4 If a j»int be within a circle, what is the greatest and what the

least angle in a segment cut off by a chord through it

'

5 Draw a line parallel to a given line and cutting off from a given
circle a segment containing an angle cpial to a given angle

6. By using an angle double the given angle, make the construe
tion required in Prop. xv.

7. In a given circle describe an isosceles triangle equiangular to agiven isosceles triangle. = -i e

S. From two given circles cut off similar segments
In these segments describe two similar quadrilaterals (Ex. 4 p.180), and show that the ratio between cor„.»,„ndi„g .,id„, ^f \L

quadrilaterals is equal to the ratio tetween the ra,lii of the circles

ci,!l n" "[•"""'f
™™ "f " «'''•= P I"*"*" through the centre of a

circle Q. Show that the tangent, to Q, at the points of intei^ction,
meet on the circumference of P.

inrontwrfi*'!' ,*•
"'

""l 1 ^"'™ '™^"'' """'"' «"'"' •'» «"''» -«'-ng on wo fixed lines which intersect in O. Show that the locus ofthe centre of the circle through the ,K.ints O, A and B is a ci.vle

Jonp"^T,
'" ^ '="•'-'''• TP. TQ, intercept I^tween them thearc QOP

;
and from O per,«ndicnlars OL, OM, ON „,, drawn t. Ty,

,o A •
^ '" " """'" I'™l'"'tion"l l>ctw«,n OL and 0.M12 A ,8 a fixe.1 [Kiint, and from it lines ABC, ADE, are drawntomeet two fixed lines in B and C, 1) and E. If circles 1« describedabout the triangles ABD. ACE, show that they intersect at a c™!scant anj^le.

13 Two circles BPQ, CI'Q are tangential to two fixed lines AB,AC at the fixed points B and C. Show that, as the circles vary iiy l« on the circumference of a circle through B and C, then Q is alsoon the circumference of a circle through B and C.
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Proposition XVI. Pbobuol

In a given circle to inscribe a triangle equiangular to

a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the given A.

It is required to inscribe in the circle ABC a A equi-

angu'- • to DEF.

Draw a tangent to the circle at any point A.

Draw a chord AB, making Z.GAB= ^F,

and a chord AC, making iHAC= <iE.

Join BC.

Then the AABC is equiangular to ADEF.

For Z.F= LGAB=i<^ in alt. segment;

and Z.E= IHAC= LB in alt. segment,

.-. remaining /.EDF= remaining Z.BAC,

and AABC is equiangular to ADEF.

!
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Exereiseg.

thLH°T.T'''/°"r'"'"""""""'""'™ '" "« Prot-ositio,,, thatthe 8,des of the tnangle ABC muy te ,„,allel to those of OEF?

of DEfT
""' "" ""'" "' ""^^ ""^ ** P«''»..dicukr to the .ides

8. If a circle oe deajribed about the triangle DEF show thnt th»

ci.tkABc"'! "^rf" ^"*''"S«'- to DEF iK, i„^ril«d i„ the

6. I„scril« an equilateral triangle iu a givencircle, and show that

»=-';tiat::i'^''™"""''^«
">---- "-«-S

thl'gi^nttirigtnn::"''^ * "'""^"' ^"-^ '"- »- ^"'"^' -
7. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, show that iU

area is -j--* ,•', where r is the radius of the circle.

8 In a given circle .nscnbe a triangle ABC, such that the angle A
.8 of g,ven magnitude, and that the sides AB, AC pass throuJhg.vea points D and E re„«ctivcly. Is problem alw.l^s ,S,le' ^

9. Two circles intersect in A and B «nd nn : . • , ,.

Urinate, both wa.s b, the circu^nf^^ ^^pLri^ :^r-CAD, that the urea of the triangle BCD may be the greatest i«ssi>

Jl n^l^^'^
ortl-ocentre of the triangle ABC, and the ,».ral.gmm OBPC >s completed. Show that AP is the diameter of fcircle Hbout the triangle ABC.

'"meter ol u.v

11. In a given segment, BAC, of a circle, place two lines AB ACsuch that their ratio may l» c.ual to a given ratio. (Wvi'lo BC inhe given ratio in 1), „„d on BD or DC describe a segmen tift^i"mg an angle equal to half of angle in BAC.

)

™ntam

P, and CPD , drawn meeting tlie circles i„ C and 1), .m,ow thatthe triangles API), UPB are eijual in area.
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Proposition XVII. Probi.em.

To find the Ion of the centres of circles touching two

given straight lines.

Let AB, CD be the two given st. lines, intersecting

at E.

Tt is required to find the loci of the centres of circles

touching AB and CD.

Bisect the Ls AEC, BED by the st. line FEG; and

from any pt. P on FEG, draw PM, PN at rt. is to AB,

CD respectively.

Then PM=PN; (Loci, Ex. 1.)

and circle described with centre P and radius PM will

pass through N, and touch AB, CD at M and N, because

the /.s at M and N are rt. Ls.

Hence FEG, bisecting one of the L s between AB and

CD, is a locus of centres of circles touching AB and CD.

Similarly HEK, bisecting the other L between AB and

CD, is a locus of centres of circles touching AB and CD.

Note. A circle is said to be inscribed in a rectilineal

figure when the circumference touches all the sides of

the figure.
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Proposition XVIII. I'robu:m.

To inacnbe a circle in « yifen triangle.

Let ABC be the given triangle.

It is required to inscribe a circle in ABC.
Bisect the is ABC, ACB by tlie st. lines BD, CD,

intersecting at D.

Then BD is a locus of centres of circles touching the
sides BA, BC. (IV.. 17.)

And CD is a locus of ceutr,.s of circles touching the
B1Q6S CA| Go.

Hence D is the centre of „ circle which can be
described to touch AB, BC, CA.
From D draw DE ±r to BC, and with centre D, and

radius DE, describe a circle. It will touch AB, BC. CA •

and be inscribed iu AABC.
'
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If the sides AB, AC bo produced, nnd the exterior

angles at B and C l)e hiKoetcd by straight lines BL, Ct

meeting in L, then L is the centre of

a circle which may be described to

touch tlic productions of AB, AC and

the side of BC remote from A. Such

a circle is called an escribed circle.

Evidently circles may also be escribed

to the sides AB, AC. We thus have

four cir(^les touehing the sides of the

triangle. Indeed, the problem of the

Proposition stated in it's general form

is,—To describe a circle tonchlng three inter-

secting straight lines, and we have four different

circles as solutions of the problem.

Note. A circle is said to be described about a recti-

lineal figure when the circumference passes through all

the angular points of the figure. To describe a

circle about a triangle, see Loci, Ex. 4.

Gxerclses.

1. In the figure of the Pro[)ositioii, show that A"^) bisects the angle

BAC.

2. If A he joinetl to the centre of the escribed circle touching BC,

show that the joining line imsses t)irough 1).

8. Show that the line joining the centres of any two esorilwd

circles posses through an angle of the triangle.

4. It four circles be described touching three intersecting lines,

prove that two centres of circles and a (loiiit of intersection of the

lines, are always coUinear.

5. If f be the radius of the inscrilicd circle of a triangle whose

sides are o, 6, and c, prove that

area of triangle = J r (o+6+r).
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8. Show that all the «.do« of the trian^-lo Ruhlen.l ohtns,. „„(rle, at
the centre of the inacrilxHl cin^le, their valuiv. Ixjinir HO" i * A Ddj-
}B, »(r + JC.

* 1 '«<• +

7. Show that if the l«ae and vertical anijle of a trianKlu l,u jfiven
the locus of the centre of the in«iil>e<l cnrcle in a circular an-,

8. Show how to rtescrilm a ,.irclc whi.l, shall cut off c<,ual chords
from the sides of a given triantrle.

9. If perpendiculars he drawn from the centre of an escrihe<l circle
ofatnangleto the sides of the triangle, two of the antics hctwecn
these i«rpendiculars are e,,ual to angles nf the triangle, and the thinl
is efjual to the supplement of the thini angle of the triangle.

10. Con' truct a triangle equiangular to a given triangle, and hav-
ing a given circle for one of its escrilied circles.

11. With the .irtices A, B, C, of a triangle as centres, describe
three circles, each of which tou.'hes the other two.

12. If, in the figure of the Proposition, a triangle 1« cut off at each
angle by a tangent to the circle, the sum of the ,«,ri,ueti.rs of the
three triangles so eut off is eciual to the ,«rimeter of the original
triangle.

13. Without producing two straight lines to meet, find the
straight line which would liisect the angle between them.

14. If two aides of a triangle whose ,Brimeter is constant are given
in iKjsition, prove that the third side rolls on u cert^iin circle.

15. If a triangle Is, formed by joining the |K,ints of conflict of the
inscribed c.rele, the angles of the triangle so formcl are i (A + B),
3 (B+C), J (C + A).

Show that this triangle is equiangular to the triangle forme.1 by
joining the centres of the escribed circles.

16. If in the Proiwsition the circle touch the sides AB, AC in Hand (!, show that the middle ,>oint of the arc H(l is the ccr,lre of the
circle inscrilied in the triangle AHO.

17. If a. I,, c be the sides of a triangle, prove that tho segments of
the sales made by the points of conta.t of the insi-riWl circle are

Hh + c-a), i (c + a-h),
J (a + ;,- ,.).

IH. Given the Imisb of a triangle, the vertical angle, and the radius
of the inscribed circle ; construct the triangle.
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Proposition XTX. Pbobij!m.

Ahout a gireti circle to deieribe a triimgh equiangular

to a given triatujh.

S~t r~H LA M

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the given A.

It is required to describe about ABC a S equiangular

to DFS'
Produce EF both ways to G and H.

Take 0, the centre of the circle ABC, and draw any

radius OA.

At in AO make the ^AOB= IDFH, and :AOC =

IDEG, B and C bi-ing on the circumferencH'.

At A, B and C draw tangents LM, MK and KL to

the circle, forming the AKLH.

Then AKLM is equiangular to aDEF.

Because Zs ut A and B are rt. ^s;

.-. ^s AOB, AMB together = 2 rt. ^g;

but Z.8 DFH, DFE together = 2 rt. /.sj

and IDFH- _AOB;

.. /1AMB=.:DFE.

Similarly .ALC=.DEF;

and • the remaining :K=remaining ID',

and AKLH, described about the circle ABC,

is equiangular to ADEF.
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ExrrriM>it.

1. Ill the I'rn|K».itinii bIiow 'hut if » lirtli, U< ,,!«, jiiMTilit^l in llio

triangiB IIEK, tlio riitia iif tin riulii in r|iiiiI to tlio nitio of cor-
rMpondiii)^ Hiiti-H of thif tri-ip uh,

2. If driles Iw iIiwHIkiI ulmiit twii tii|iiiii>i;/iiliir lriiiii({li).H, »lii)*

thnt tliii niti.) nf the nulii is niiiul tn lh« rulici i.f icri<«|»iiiiliii^r „i,lt.»

of the triiiii^U^s.

3. If almthir lriaii(.'lij «|iiiiui)fiilur tc. DKK 1k> ilistiilKil iilKiiit the
oirelo AMC, show that the twi> tiiiiiiKh» hIkiuI the lin le me eipml in

all reH|ie4-tt«.

4. In the tijrure <if the l'rn|iii»iiiiiii. AO is prmliieisl tci meet the
cirelo ugiiin in 1', iinil thrmigh I' ii limgent is.lrawn nicetiiij; KL,
KM in Q unil K resiieetively. Show that the triuuglo KQH is

equiungultir to DKF.

». In the I'io|in»ition show thiit the tiin^'ents iii, A, B itnd C
interaect so its to form a triangle iilxiut the einle.

6. Oivi" a circle, draw tangents to it so as to form a triangle to
which the cirile sliuU lie escribeil, the triangle so tornieil lieiiig

equiangular to a given aoalene i , ami with Biim of »i,l, * least.

7. Ahout a given circle deacrilie a quiulrilateral e<|iiiangular to a
given quiMlrilateral.

8. If an eciniluteral triangle iw descrilied ahout a circle, and the
fnints of contact lie joined, the triangle so fi rnied is also n|uilat>'nil.

9. If the triangle formed liy joining the [siints of contact A, B, C
in the Proixisition, he etiuiangular to the triangle KLM, then lioth

triangles must lie e(]Uilaterul.

10. If the centres of three of the circles which touch the sides of a
triangle lie given, construct the triangle.

11. Ill the figure of the Pro|iosition, iiiscrilie within the circle a
triangle e<iuiaiigular to KLM, and having its siiles [lurallel to those
of KLM.

12. Find the rB<liu» of the circle ABC, such that when KLM,
equiangular to I)EF, is described about it, KLM shall lie in area
double of UEF.
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Berments of InteitwetlnK Chorda.

A gtraight line may be dividi'il into legmeutH exter
Dally aa wuU ax internally. Thua the line AB in inter-

AC B D

nally tlividi-d at C, giving the wgrncnta AC, CB J and
externally divided at D, giving the gvgmenta AO, DB.

Proposition XX. Theorem.

If two cLords o^ a circle Intersect, eltber
within or without the circle, the rectangle
contained by the segments of one is eqtial to
the rectangle contained by the segments of
the other; end if the point of intersection be
without the circle, the rectangle contained by
the segments of a chord is equal to the square
on the tangent from that point.

Let the chords AB, CD of the circle ABC intersect in E.

Then the rertatigJe nmtained by A£, £B t» equal to Ihs

rectangle contained hy CE, ED.

In the As EAD, ECB,
.:D= /B, since they gtnnd on same arc AC;

and L s AED, CEB are equal,

being either vertically opposite or coiucldent;
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^H EAO, ECB lire ••i|iiiiiiiKiilar;

CE EB
that is, AE.EB CE.ED.

Affain, in tho m.«..i„l flp„r,., l,.t fl„. K..<.,iiit ECD turn
about E, and »«.,,«„« th.. tan^nit ET, tl... two ,,„in,Ht and D couicidintf '» T, tin, sr^in.nts CE, ED 1«,th
Ix-eommK ET, and tli.t rectangle CE.ED, tla-rtfore
beconiiutf ET'. *

Then AE.EB = CE.ED, always,

= ET".

The Prop««ition may he otherwise expressed as fol-

fixed point, the rectangle contained by these^ents of the chord is constant, and is eqnal
to the square on half the chotrl bisected by the
point, if the point br witain the circle, and tothe square on the tangent from the point, ifthe point be without the circle.
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Proposition XXI. Theorem.

If OAB and OC be two straight lines, and

OA.OB=OCS then OC is a tangent to the circle

through the points A, B and C.

Let a circle be described passing through A, B and

C, and suppose OC to cnt this circle again in D.

Then OC==OA.OB, (Hyp.)

= OC.OD; (IV., 20.)

. OC=OD;

that is, the two points C and D are coincident.

OC therefore can meet the circle only in coincident

points, and is a tangent.
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of'prop^Xx''"""
'' *''" ''""^""' "^ *''" ^''**"' P"""'

The point D could not foil „„ the other side of 0,for then would be within the circle; but it must be
external since it does uot lie between A and B.

If lie Mwem A and B, and OA.OB = OC% thenOC IS half of the chord through C and 0, of the circle
through A, B and C.

Kxerclses.

CE.ED, show that the four points A, C, B, I) are ooncvelic.

anL'^f^a'b" "iu""'"
'''^''" """''"" "' '^ "»'• «0 '" drawn at rightangles to AB. Show that CD= = AD.I)B.

AB trT- 1 "
'"r*'"'

'^"'' "^^ "^^ "'"' "™''" I«^P«"'li™l«r to AC,AB, and intersecting m O. Show that BO.OE = CO.OP.

1; 17° f°^^
'"""'"'" "' ^ ""'' *J' ""d '''rou^rh any'point in PQ

lT^.^^r
^'"='"='-"'= '"o- '- '"e -d»of theae chords

S As an immediate deduction from Prop, xx., show that tangentsto a circle from the same [mint are eiimil.
^

6. If the common chord of two Intersecting circles isppoduced to any point, the tangents to the ?wo e wlesftom this point are equal.
circles

oL}L *h^
'*"«*''*^ '™'n any POlnt to two Intersecting

^h'^rrp^^dur'-
'""^ "'"»' "•"'' "« - ^'•o -—

°

Hence And the locus of the point from which eaualtangents can be drawn to two given IntersecTlng circles
This locus is called the Radical Axis. The locus isalso a straight line when the circles do not Intersect

8. If the common chord of two intersecting circles he produced tocut a common tangent, it will l,isect it.

the same'';::„t°'"
'"''"='' '''' ''"^ """"""" '^'"'^^^ ">-«"

^ !
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10 A number of circle, all i».s, through two g.ven pomt, A and

B and from a point in AB „r«luce<l, tangent, are drawn to the

circles ; find the locus of the i«int8 of contact.

n If two straight lines AB, CD, produced, meet m O, and

OA bB = OC.OD i
show that A, B, C, D are concycl.c.

,2. If two circles intersect, and through a point on their common

"'TrT<. straight line be divided into two parts, show that the

line as diameter.) ,,

,

14 Through a given point without a circle draw, when ,»s„Me, a

straighttne'cut^ng th^T circle so that the part with.n the crol.

may equal the part without.
.n »« „f

15 If BE, CF are drawn at right angles to the sides AC. AB of

the triangle ABC, then AF.AB= AE. AC.

16 Fr^m a given point as centre, describe a circle cutting a g,ven

"
n."pr^re a given straight line AB to C. so that the recUngle

AC CB may be equal to a gi ven square.

18 The tangent, from a fixed point to a series of 'nt^^-^''"/

circles art eTu'l to one another. Show that the common chord of

each imir of circles losses through this i«mt.

19 Each of three given circles touches the other two • show that

the common tangent! at the three p>ints of contact w.U meet m a

t"'"''
r 1 « J R r D •-. such that B

20. There is a series of circles A B, C, U,
• .

^'^T^'^^tr.^-^-^-^-- iTXhrLies

=

Z:Se tan;r; at the ^ints of contact of the circles all pass

"Tl"tw^o circles touch one another at P and are cut by a thirdjn

the points A, B and C, D res,«ctWely. Show that AB and

intersect on thecomm.m tangent at P.
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PROPOsnioN I. Problem.

To conalruct a rectilineal figure similar to a given recti-
hneal figure, and having its sides to those of the git-en
figure in a given ratio.

Let ABCDE be the given reetiUueal figure, and m : »
the given ratio.

It is required to construct a figure similar to ABCDE,
and having its sides to the corresponding sidej of ABCDE
in the ratio m : n.

Take any point 0; and join OA, OB, 00, OD, OE.
Take a line OK'K ; and let OK' contain m units of

length, and OK n units of length.

Divide OA at A' as OK is divided at K' (III 9^ • so
that OA':OA^m:«. > >,

>"^

Draw A'3'
|| to AB; B'C

|| to BC; CD'
|| to CD; D'E'

II to D£.
Join A'E'.

Then A-E'CD-E' is similar to ABCDE, and has its sides
to aiose of ABCDE in the ratio r,i : n.

Since AB' it parallel to AB, OA' : OA=^OB' : OB*
" BC' . BC. OB :oB=oc ioc.'
" C'D' " CD, OC :0C =0D :0D;
" ^'^' " DE, OD :0D= 0E':0E.
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Hence OA' : OA=OE' : OE, and A'E' is
||
to AE.

Accordingly the sides of A'B'CD'E' are ||
to those of

ABCDE, and the two figures ai^ equiangular.

Again, since the As OA'B', OAB are similar,

.. A'B' : AB= OA' : OA= m : n.

Also OB : OB =OA ; OA'=»n : n.

Then from similar As OB'C, OBC,

B'C : BC =0B' : OB = m : n.

In like manner we may show that

CD' : CD= »J : ii = D'E' : DE=E'A' : EA.

Hence the figures A'B^CDE', ABCDE are equiangular,

and correspondipg sides are in the same ratio, »« : n.

They are therefore similar, and corresponding sides

are ia the ratio m'.n.

The point is called a centre of siiilUtude, and

in this case is said to be external.

If in the construction AO had been produced to A',

so that A'O : OA=m : », and the construction proceeded

with from the point A', the point would be an

internal centre of similitude. In this latter dm-

gram, if A'B'CD'E' be turned thi-ough 180% it is placed

with respect to ABCDE as in the former diagram.
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If any line OM'M (MOM) be drawn through 0, the
points M', M, in which it cuts corn-spouding' sides,
may be called correspondinsr points.

Cob. 1. Evidently, from similar As, OBM', OBM
OM':OM=OB':ob = »»:m.

If any other line ON'N be drawn,
ON: OK =»,:«.

Hence As OWN, OMN are similar,

and MTf' :MN= »»:«,

•

that is, lines joining pairs of corresponding
points are in the ratio m : n.

Cor. 2. We may readily describe on a line of given
length a polygon similar to another. For between OA
and OB place a line A'B'

parallel to AB and of the
given length, as suggested
by t'ic annexed diagram. Oy
OG is drawn of the given
length parallel to AB, and 6^

GA' is drawn parallel to OB. Starting, then, from
B', we proceed as in the Proposition.

Note. It is important to observe that not only are
such points as A and A', B and B', . . . , M and M', N and
N', corresponding points, but also that to every point
yrithiH the perimeter of ABCDE there exists a correspond-
ing point within the perimeter of A'B'C'D'E'. For within
the perimeter of ABCDE take any point X. Join OX

;

and divide OX at X' so that OX' : OX =m : ». Then X, X'
are corresponding points. If Y, Y' be also correspond-
ing points, obtained in the same way, evidently XY' : XY
= »*:«, the con.stant ratio between corresponding dis-
tances in the two figures.

tl>t,;
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PROPoniTioN II. Theorem.

Two similar polygons may be so placed that

the lines joining corresponding angnlar points

are concurrent.

Let ABCDE, A3'CD'E be two similar polygons, and

let A'B'C'D'E' be so placed that A'B' is |!
to AB, and B'C'

II
to BC.

Then the lines joining A and A', B u,. ' B', ..., are

concurrent.

Since the polygons are equiangular, CD ,
DE' and

E'A' are |1 to CD, DE, EA respectively.

Join AA', BB' and let them meet, if nrcessary when

produced, in 0.

Let »» : n be the ratio between coiTespond-ug sides.

Then since A'B' is
I!
to AB,

OB' : OB=A'B' : AB=»» :
«

ALso B'C : BC='» : »;

and A» OB'C, OBC are equal, since B'C is
II

to BC;

.'. AS OB'C, OBC are similar. (III., 7.)

Hence the ^s B'OC, BOC are equal,

and OC, OC are in the same st. line

;

that is, CC passes through 0.

Similarly DD' and EE' pass through 0.
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Cob If pointB M, M' be takon in any corrp«p„„,linK
8id«8 AB, AB', such that AM' : AM = ,„ : „, evi,l,.ntly th!-
As OAJf', 0AM ar« similar, ami MM' passos through 0.
Thus M, M' are corresponding [mints, us .l.'fine.l at the
close of the preceding proijositiou.

It is to be observed that we cannot always make the
corresponding sides of two similar figures 'parallel by
turning one of them through an angle in the plane in
which they both are. Thus the two triangles ABC

A3'C', supposed similar, can only bo mad» to have cor-
responding sides parallel by lifting one from the plane
of the paper, turning it over, and then adjusting it.

If two similar figures are su.'h that without taking
either from the plane of the paper they can be •' similarly
placed," they are said to be directly similar ; if thev
are such that they can b» similarly placed <mly after
one 18 lifted from the plane of the paper, turned over
and then adjusted, they are said to be inversely
similar.

nv
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ExerrlMM.

1. Havini; con«trnrtcd two Bimiliir iiolyif""". <!»•* I"'" "' '^•

rOHiiondiiii; iioiiiU not on tlio iwiimetem of tlio iwljgoiin. (8«o p.

IW).)

2. Slinw tluit tlio Iino« joiiiini? sud. c(.rro»i«iKluii,' |»""tH \,iM

thniugli tlio loiilro n( nimilitmlo.

(Olmcrve that a centre of similitude in where correnpondinR

pointii coincide.)

8. ABODE lieing a jiolygon, and A'B' a line in the same KtmiRht

line with AB, construct on A'B' a polygon similar to ABCDK, Hrst

finding a point which shall'be a centre of similitude for the two

figures.

4 Construct an irregular pentagon ABODE, and on AB construct

an equal and inversely similar pentagon BACD-E'. (The construc-

tion will be facilitated by drawing a perpendicular to AB through Its

middle point, and imrallels to AB through 0, D and E. The inter-

sections of BC, etc., with the [lerpciiiliculttr, determine the direc-

tionn of AC, etc. ; and the parallehi fix their lengths.)

6. Construct a penUgon inversely simiUr to, and with linear

dimensions half those of, the i.reguhir pentagon ABODE.

6. On AB, A'B', two lines which

are not i>arallel, construct two

directly similar triangles OAB,

OA'B'. (Let AB, B'A' meet in X ;

and about AA'X, BB'X descrilie

circles intersecting again in O. Then

OAB, OA'B' are equiangular and

similar ; and OA : OA' =OB : 0B' =

,AB: A'B'=?n:Ti.)

7. ABODE, A'B'C D'E' are two directly similar polygons whose

coriesponding sides are not parallel. Find a point O such that

OA:OA' =OB:OB' =00:OC'= ... =m:n,

the ratio between corresponding sides of the jiolyfcons.

(O is said in this case to be the centre of similitude of the two

polygons which are not "Bimilarly placed.")

8. In the preceding exercise, how many centres of „imiUtude are

there for the pentagons t
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centi^'^^^Lllr^"''™
«'"»''"•""« ""'«« •««•»<. I«rallel, th,centrea of nimilitude move into coincidciiLo.

)

M» centre «f ...nil.tude. Make the «m„ „,„„rn..,i„„ f„r two
regular hoxugoiiH.

„l,illTTh""
"""'""•''' ""'«- "< »*» «»"'"• l«.l.v«o,„, ,i„„|,.rlv

placed, i. the Mine und even, how ,„,.„y centre- of .i,„ili,,ul,. ,„,.
vntti'o r

pil/l'Cr""'""
"'"'" """"'"" '*" "'"""' """ - »•

What point in the oentm of aimilituile '

mrJ'Z'f'' "*""?" **"" '*" '"""* '•"I"'"'""' "B ratio lK,tweon
corresponding Bidea?

•^•'™ii

12. A circle being regarded u a polygon with «„ inHni.e „,„nl»,rof gidcH, show that circle, are similar figures.

The ratio between what lines rep™«nts the constant ratiobetween corresponding lines in two circles ?

the «1^T""" "".!*"""''" °' t^o similar ,«lygon» is eqnal tothe ratio of corresponding sides.

ratio oTl™';^-
"•"'"=•"»'""-' "f '- -•-- i- «...a. to the

IS. If AB. CD be two lines in the same straight line, and on ABa segment of a circle be constructed, use the principle of centre of
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I'UIIIHlSlTION III. TlIKOHKM.

The areas of similar polygons are as the

sqnares on corresponding sides.

Lei, ABCDE, AB'C'DE !)« two Himilur polyKous.

Then their nreim are ;;.i tiie s,, ' 're* oh cirreHpomling

riden.

Join AC, AD, AC, AD'; and let tlie ratio of com^

gpouding sides = »» : ».

Then since (V., 1, Cor. 1) the ratio of lines joining

correspond ing vo!-'ts = m : », the As into which ABCDE

has b.'en divided are similar to the eorresponditiK tri-

ttn(;l.'s into which ABCDE' has b.«n divided. (III., 0.)

Hence AABC : AABC-AB" : A'B'-' ='»- : ""! (HI., H.)

AACD : AA'C'D' = CD- : CD- = '»- :
"';

AADE : AA'D'E' = DE- : D'E'' =»«- :
«-;

and .-. ABDCE : ABODE' = m^ :
w-,

= AB- : AB'^.
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Cor. 1. If BlmUar polygons be described on
the sides of a right-angled triangle, the area
of that on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum
of the areas of those on the two other sides.

Por«.AB\ R AC.
P BC= P BC-'

P BC"

Cob. 2. If three sfraiffht liuoH, n, b, r, ho proper-
tioiiulK, and Hiii:ilftr polygrou,, p^ q^ be descrilwd on the
first and Heeoiid, then

P_n2_a n a b a

Q^b'~b'b'l'c"c'
That is,—If three straight lines be p-.por-

tionals, as the first is to the third, so . any
rectilineal figure described on the first to a
similar and similarly described rectilineal
figure on the second.
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Exercises.

1. Two similar ptilygoii** beings given, conatruct a similar polygon

equal to their 8um.

Also one equal to their difference.

2. The areas of circles are to one another as the squares

of their radii.

3. The areas of segrments of two dltferent circles con-

taining equal angles, are as the squares of the radii of

the circles.

4. The areas of two sectors of circles having equal

central angles, are as the squares of the radii.

5. If on the [jetimeter of any i)olygon three points be taken, and

on the [Kirimeter of a simihir polygon the three corresponding points

be talien, and a triangle be formed in each [jolygon by joining these

points, the areas of the triangles are as the areas of the polygons.

6. A trapezium whose parallel sides are a and c, is divided into two

similar trapeziums by a line i> parallel to a and c Show that a, b, c

are in continued proportion. Hence show that the two smaller

traixiziums are equal in area respecLtively to the two triangles into

which the whole traiiezium is divided by either diagonal.

7. If four straight lines, a, b, c, d, be proportionals, the similar

and similarly desi;ribed rectilineal figures on a and h are to one

another as the similar and similarly described figures on c and d.

8. The triangle ABC has AB divided into four equal parts, and

through the three points of division lines are drawn parallel to BC.

Conqwre the areas contained between successive parallels.

9. Two similar polygons which are equal in area are equal in all

respects.
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PltOi'. SITION IV. Pli()llI.E.M.

ToJ:,'i fhe mea, proportional hetimm two yimi straight
lines.

Let AB, BC be the two given st. line.s.

It is required to find the mean proportional h, Iween them
Place AB, BC in a straiglit line, and on AC Ueseribe

the seraieircle ADC.
Througli B draw BD at right angh« to AC.
Then BD is tlie mean proportional between AB and BC.

Join AD, DC.
The .lADC, being in a .semicircle, is a rt. ' (IV 8)

and DB is the Xr from the rt. .. to the base;
''

•• DB is tlie mean proportional between AB 'and BC
(III., 12, Cor. 2.)

This i)roblem is dealt with in Cor. 2, Prop. 12 Bk
III.; it is repeated here b..eause it had not then 'been
formaUy shown tliat the angle in a semicircle is a right
angle.

As stated in Cor. .3, Prop. 12, Bk. III., the pro),lem
affords the means of describing a square wjual to a
given rectilineal flgnre. The general probh-m, however
of describing a rectilineal figure of any given shapj
and size will presently be dealt with.
In the Proposition, note that AD is the mean pro-

portional between AB and AC; and that CD is the
mean proportnmal between CB and CA.
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Proposition V. Problem.

To cmisfnict a rertilhical figure similar to a given recti-

liiiml fifjiire, and siifh that the areas of the figures shall

be in a given ratio.

I A '"--J P ^
l ^. 1
V »
\ \
\ \

L

Let ABCDE l>e the given rectilineal figure, and m :
n

tlie giv-.m ratio.

Tt is required to construet a reetiVnieid figure similar

to ABCDE, uud stieh that ABCDE sludl lie to it in the

ratio m : n.

In AB produced, take BK, sncli fliat AB : BK = «» : n,

as in Prop. 1, Bk. V.

On AK (leseribe ii semicircle ALK, and draw BL ±r

to AK; so that AB : BL-BL : BK. (V., 4.)

Take B« = BL, and draw ae, ed, dc parallel to AE,

ED, DC respectively.

Then aBede is tlie rectilineal figure required.

For ABCDE and oBede are similar l>y construction,

B being the centre of similitude ("V., 1), and

.-. ABCDE : «B(* = AB'' : "BS
= AB- : BL-,
= AB : BK, (shown in V., 3, Cor. 2.)

= »i : n.
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Proposition VI. Problesi.

To describe a rectilineal Jigvre which shall be similar
to me and equal to another given rectilineal fiyttre.

~M It

Let ABCDE and X be the two given r"ctilineiil figures.
It is required to describe a figure similar to ABCDE

and equal to X.
'

On AB describe the rectangle AM = ABCDE (II. 12) •

and to BM apply the rectangle BJnrK = X (II., 13).'
'

On AK describe a semicircle ALK, cutting Mtin L•
so that AB : BL = BL : BK.

'

Take Bo = BL, and draw ae, ed, dc || to AE ED DC
respectively. ' '

Then OQcde is similar to ABCDE and equid to X.
For since ABCDE, nBcrf« are .«imilHr by construction

B being the centre of similitude (V., 1.), '

.'. ABCDE : aBcrfe = AB- : «B%
= AB^ : BL%

=AB : BK =AM : BN =AM : X.
But ABCDE is =AM by construction;

.-. «Bf* is = X, and it is similar to ABCDE.

't

fi
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If iustoad of tho aroa X 1»'">f,'
giv<->i i" t^" ''<""™ °* *

rectilineal flsfure, it, be given as, say, 3 square mehes, the

rectauglc BMHK is coustnieted of area 3 square inches,

an<l the constrnetion proeeeds as before.

In familiar lanjjuatte the Proposition may be enun-

ciated: To describe a rectilineal figtire of given

Siae and shape. It is evidently the general T>r"P<'si-

tion of which "To describe a square equal to a givea

rectilineal figure" is a particular case.

Exercises.

1 Construct a squHre wh*w area Aall Ik, Imlt that of a given square

2 An a..Klo of a imrallologmn. is 6e\ ,uhI the sirtes conUnnng ,b

are 2 ami .S inches. Construct a similar ,«uallclograni whose area

shall be one thiol that of the former.

3. Construct a ,»ntugon and also a similar ,..nt«gon whose a,«.

shall lie to that of tho former us 2:3.

4. Construct a re,:tanglo c.ual i.. area to a g.ven s.,uar., and

having its wljacent sides in the ratio 2 :
.1.

5. Construct a triangle sirular to a given triangle and equal .«

area to another triangle
^^^ j^^^,,. c„„.

6. The triangle ABL has A- /.)
,

.<ir> -.
.i,/_m»

struct a triangle A'B'C ciual in area to ABC and havn.g B -70 ,

""'x'Sn^truct a triangle ABC having AB=1, B0 = 1J. CA= 2

inches, and make an ciuilateml triangle equal to it m area.

8. Construct a triangle similar to ABO in Exere.se 6. and equal to

ABC in Exercise 7. .,..,. • i„

9 Construct a sciuare equal to a given equdateral triangle.

10. Construct an equilateral triangle equal in area to a given

"'n.^Constmct an isosceles triangle equal in area to a given scalene

triangle, and having n common vertical angle.

(Lei ABC 1« scalene triangle. Construct isosceles tn»ngl« ABD

with sTme vertical an.le A. I.t AE "oe mean p.oi»rtional between

AC AD. Draw EF i»rallel to 1)B.)

,2. Find two straight lines which have the s«.ne ratK. to one

another as two given rectilineal figuies.
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Additional PropoititionH.

In the theory of parallels the three foUowinff pro-
positions, with the ae<'ompan.ving definition and
axiom, may be substituted for §4 28-30 of the Intro-
diietion, Note 1, p. 80, beiiifr omitted.

Dep. Parallel straittht lin..s are straight lines in
the same plane, whieh do not meet however far they
are produced in either direetion.

Prop. 1. if a straight line felling on two
other straight lines, make the exterior angle
equal to the interior and opposite angle on
the same side of the line, the two straight
lines are paraUel to one another.

Let the straight line EH, falling on the two straight
fines AB, CD, make the exterior ^EFB equal to the
interior and opposite ZFOD.

Then AB n || to CD.

For ifZEFB=ZFGD, then also (In., § 13) ZAFG =
ZFGD.
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Let now the figure rotat.', through two right angles,

about the middle voin* °* ^G-

Then F takes the place of G, and G of F.

Also Vcause ZAFG= /IFGD, therefore FA coincides

with the former position of GD, and GD with that of

FA.

Honee the lines AB, CD coincide with the former

positions of DC, BA.

Therefore if AB, CD meet, when produced, on one

side of EH, they meet also, wlu'n produced, on tlie

other side of EH.

But this is impossible. (In., § S.)

Hence AB, CD, when produced, meet on neither side

of EH ; and they are therefore parallel.

Note Evidently the first part of Prop. 3, Bk. II.,

has here been demonstrated, and therefore may sub-

sequently be omitted.

Playfair's Axiom, Two straight lines which inter-

sect cannot both be parallel to the same straight line.

Prop. 2. If a Straight line faU on two paral-

lel straight lines, it makes the exterior angle

equal to the interior and opposite angle on

the same side of the line.

Let the straight line EH fall on the two parallel

straight lines AB, CD.

Then the esUrior /EFB is eqiml to the. interior atut

i^posite ZFGD.
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For if ^:EFB l).^ not e<nial t<> ^FGD, let ZEFL l>e
equal to ZFGD.

Tlieu (I'rop. 1) kFL is paralUl tii CD.

That IS, the straiffht Hues AB, KL which iiitorsoct,
an. hoth parall.)! to the same straight Uue CD; which
is impossible. (Playfair's Axiom.)

Hence ZEFB=ZFGD.

Prop. 3. Straight Hoes which are paraUel to
the same straight line, are parallel to one
another.

For if they ho not parallel they intersect; and
tiierefore two intersecting straight lines are paralh-l
to the same straight line, which is impossible. (Play-
fair's Axiom.)

Hence the straight lines are parallel.
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The following five propoHitions afford geomPtrical

illuNtrntioiis of certain alKflirnic identities.

Prop. 4. If there be two straight lines (AB, BC),

one of which (BC) is divided into any number

of parts (BD, DE, EC), the rectangle contained

b:^ the two straight lines Is equal to the sum
of the rectangles contained by the undivided

line and the several parts of the divided line.

Evidently, AB. BC = AB.BD + AB . DE + AB.EC;
which is the algebraic identity,

k(a + b + e)^ht + kb + kc.

Prop. 5. If a straight line (AB) be divided

into any two parts (AC, CB), the square on the

whole line is equal to the sum of the squares

on the two parts, together with twice the

rectangle contained by the parts.

c b B

AC-CB
—:'

PB'

/
AC-CB

Evidently, AB» =AC + CB» + 2AC . CB

;

which is the algebraic identity,
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Prop. fa. If a Btraight line (AB) be divided
into two eqnal parts (AC, CB), and also into two
unequal parts (AD, DB), the rectangle contained
by the unequal parts, together with the square
on the line (CD) between the points of section,
is eqnal to the square on half the line.

Jf g DS±B
AOOB

96'

The rectangle AS is equal to the rectangle DF, and
• the rectangle AL is equal to the figure CGK.

Hence AD . DB + CD» = CB" ;

which is the algebraic identity,

{a + b) (a-b) + h'^a'.

The same identity will ulso be found to be the equi-
valent of the proposition,-If a Straight line be
bisected and produced to any point, the rect-
angle contained by the whole line thus pro-
dticed, and the part of it produced, together
with the square on half the line bisected is
equal to the square on the line made up of the
half and the part produced.

iJl

M_
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Prop. 7. If a straight Une (AB) be divided

Into any two parts (AC, CB), the sum of the

squares on the whole line and on one of the

parts Is equal to twice the rectangle contained

by the whole line and that part, together with

the square on the other part.

^ »* c
r

" 9

BC*

Evidently each of the rectanglis AD, CE is the rect

angle AB . EC ; so that the figure ADF with CD is twice

the rectangle AB . BC.

Henee AB= +BC' =2AB . BC + AC» ;

which is the algehraie identity,

a» + i»=2nl + («-?»)',

or {n-hf^a'-^ab + b^

AB being a.
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1 KOI.. 8. If a straight line (AB) be divided
Into two equal parts (AC, CB), and also into two
unequal parts (AD, DB), the sum of the squares
on the two unequal parts is double the sum of

/5l "?"*" °" ••a'f tl»e line and on the line
(CD) between the points of section.

a
P

b P Orl

co»

DB"

CD"

e

£F^AG=:AC^
Hence 2AC-' + 2CD» =AD- +DB'

;

which is the algebraic identity,

2<««+26> = (n + i)» + («-J)>.

The same identity wiU also be found to te the eom-

wlTA "I 1
P~f«iti<'",-If a straight line be

Jl^hl ^1 ^f°^T^ **> *°y J»o*«t. the squareon the whole line thus produced, and the squareon the part of it produced, are together doubleof the square on half the line bisected and ofthe square on the Une made up of the half andthe part produced.
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Pbop. 9. Triangles of the same altitude ate

to one another as their bases.

Let the As ABC, ACD have the same altitude, namely

the Xr from A on BD.

Then the aABC is io the AACD as BC to CD.

Let BE be a common measure of BC and CD ;
and

let it be contained m times in BC, and n times in CD.

Divide BC into m equal parts, each = BE, and CD into

n equal parts, each = BE.

Form As by joining A to the points of division of

BD. These As are all equal, since they are on equal

bases and between the same « ; and there are »» of

these As in AABC, and »» in AACD.

.-. AABC : AACD=m : n=BC : CD.

Prop. 1, Bk. III., is also i demonstration of this

theoi-em. The preceding proof nmy be substituted for

that given on page 111.
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Phop. 10. If a straight line be drawn parallel
to one side of a triangle, it cuts the other
sides proportionally.

And conversely, if a straight line cut two
sides of a triangle proportionally, it is parallel
to the third side.

Let DE be
||
to BC, a side of the AABC.

Then AD is to DB as AE is to EC.
Let AF be a common measure of AD and DB; and

let it be contained i» times in AD, and n times in DB.
Divide AD into m equal parts, eacli = AF, and DB

into n equal parts, each = AF.

Through the points of division of AD and DB draw
lines

II
to BC. These lines intersect AC in points which

divide it into equal parts, AE containing m of such, and
EC containing n; (II., 5, Cor. 1.)

.-. AD : DB = »> : »i = AE : EC

AD

Evidently also,

AB = »> : »» + »» = AE AC.
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Conversely,

—

Let AD be to DB as AE to EC.

Then DE is \\ to BC.

For lot DG be ||
to BC-

AUo let AD : DB=m : »=AE : EC;

then AD : AB=m : »m +»=AE : AC.

Also since DG is ||
to BC,

AD:AB^AG:AC;
.. AE^AG.

Hence E and 6 coincide, and DE is
II
to BC.

Prop. 2, Bk. III., is also a demonstration of this

theorem. The preceding proof may be substituted for

that given on pages 112-3.
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The following is tho usiml flgiiro and demonstration
of Prop. 13, Bk. III. The proof here given may, of
course, be substituted for that on page 140.

Pkop. 11. In a right-angled triangle, the
square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum
of the squares on the sides containing the
right angle.

Let ABC be a right-angled A, having tlxe rt. ZACB.
Then the square described on AB is equal to the sum

of the squares described on AC, CB.

On AB, BC, CA describe the squares AE, BG, CK.
Through C draw CM II

to AD or BE.

Join CD, BK.
Because the ^s ACH, ACB are right Zs,

.'. HC, CB are in the same st. line.

Similarly AC, CG are in the same st. line.

Now rt. .^KAC = rt. ZDAB;
to each add .^CAB;

.•. ZKAB=ZCAD.
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Then in As KAB, CAD,

KA=CA,
AB=AD,

.. aKAB=ACAD.

But sq. CK is double AKAB, since they are on same

base and between same parallels.

For a similar reason |h AM is double ACAD.

Hence sq. CK-H" AM.

In the same way by joiijing CE, AF, it may be proved that

sq. BG=||'" BM.

But 11"" AM, BM make np the whole sq. AE.

Hence sq. CK + sq. B6= sq. AE;

«.«., the square on AB is equal to the sum of the squares

on AC, CB.
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Pb(..-. 12. In any triangle, the square on the
side opposite any angle, according as the angle
is obtnse or acute, is greater or less than the
sum of the squares on the sides containing the
angle, by twice the rectangle contained by
either of these sides and the projection upon
it of the other.

Let ABC be the A ; and from C let CN be drawn Xr
to BA, 80 that AW is the projection of AC on AB.
Represent BC by a, CA by \ AB by c, and AN by x.

Then a> = (c±a:)»+CN», (III., 13.)

= (c±xY + h' -x^,

= c»±2c« + :c^ +ft» -a;>, (5 & 7, Add. Props.)
= h' + c^±2cx.

Prop. 14, Bk. III., is also a demonstration of this
theorem. The preceding proof may be substituted for
that given on pages 144-5.
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Tlie foUowiiiM: is «» immediate deduction from the

precediug propositiou,—

B N D C

ABC i« "".v fiiiiiBle having the Begments of its

base, BD : DC = "» »» "'" " ^D = '" DC.

'^''*'"

AB-AD^+BD'^-2BD.DH; (1)

AC'' = AD^ + CD-^ + 2 CD . DN. (2)

Mtiltiplying (1) by » a.id (2) by m, a..d >«ldiug, we

have, since ttBD = »»DC,

n AB= + '» AC= = (»'• + «) AD^ + >< BD'^ + '» CD-.

If ,„ = », i.e, if BD = DC, then adding (1) and (i),

AB^+AC-— 2AD^+2BDS

a result whieh occurs as an exercise on page 14C.

Exercises.

1. ABOD iH .iuy rect«..«lo, ...ul E any lK,int. Prove tlmt EA« +

EC' = EB' + EI)'.

•2 If the square, on the Hides of a qu«lriluU,ral .ue together e-i-ul

to the «u,„ o7the «l«are, on it. diagonals it must 1« a l«rallelo,™n.

I It is easy to show tlmt middle I»3int8 of diagonals must couic.de.

)

3 The squares on the equal sides of an iso«.eles triangle are

together less than the squares on the two si.les of any other tnangle

on the same Ijaso and having the same altitude.

4. On the side BC of any triangle ABC a square BDEC is described.

Showtliat
i,A,+AC' = EA'HAB'.

For what quadriUtoralBDEC, other tlian a square, will this

equation hold ?
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PROP^la To du-Uh a .tmight line ,0 that the rectumjle
ooHtamed by the ,ehole line „«rf one seg„^nt may be equal
to the »qmre on the other seynmit.

Let AB be the straight line to be divided.
Draw AC Xr to AB and equal to oue-half ABW,th centre C describe circle eaD. Join BC, meeHng

the circle in D and E; and from BA cut off BP = BD
2'A«n BA.AF-BF''.

GH to K
^^ ^''"'"^* "^°'^' ^' "' """^ P"^""*

Evidently ED = AB, and HI, =AF
Also, since AB is a tangent to the circle,

EB.BD = AB=;
.-. rect. EG = sq. El;

.-. sq. DG = rect. KL;
t.e., BF»=BA.AF, and AB is divided at F, as required.

We have BA : BF = BP : AF, so that the whole line isto the greater segmeat as the greater segment to the less
Such a hne is said to be divided in medial section
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A BtraiBht lin« may »1«.. be .livide.l eternally iu

medial Boction.

.For let AP( = AB) ^e ^-do"! 'n rnodial He^io. m

0, so that PQ-PA.AQ. Jom BQ, and let PF,

jLraUel to QB, meet AB produced lu F.

1 = -pQ^ PQ PQ

=^,.||: a"' 2-)

BF BF

orBF"'=BA.AF'.

Thus AB i8 divided externally at F' into the seg-

t» iw'^and BF'. so that the rectaugle contained

^;te^hole linf *AB and the segment AF' is equal

to the square on the other segment BF.

Al^EBKAio EQUIVALENT =-Let ^B^- BF=^. and

XT. « _o ATT-rt-i Then, Since BA.AF-B* ,
"»'

therefore AF-» '
'^_„.^„. The roots of

have a(a--f) = * >
°^ "^ ^

, X- „ "j." /r the positive root cor-

this quadratic are - n*'! ^

responding to BF, and the negative root to BF'.
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Exerclnefi.

1. If, In the flgure of the Proposition, a oirale be de-
sortbed with centre B, and radius BE, cutting AB produced

^ r„ t"
^^ ^ <iMiei externally In medial section atr. trorBE.BD= BA-, .-. BE {BE-BA)=BA' , .-. BE' = Ba'*BE.BA= BA(BA + BE);etc.]

-^ OA +

In the flgare of the Propoiition prove the following :

2. BE U divided in medial nootion at D.
». If CL be joined, cutting KO in N, then Cf- in divi.led in medial

Hection in N.

4. If Bf}, ML produced meet in P, then E, H, ! are in a straight
hue, and EP i» divided in medial section in H.

5. If in FB, FQ he taken equal U> FA, thon PB i, divide.1 in medial
section in Q. [BF' = BA . AP = (AF + FB) AF ; .-. BF{BF-AF1 =
AF»

J etc.]
'

6. IfEH produced meet BL at R, then ER is i»rpendicular to BL.
[The As BDL, HDE are equal in all rea|»jcts.]

7. Show that the lines DK and fJL are Iwth porallel to BM [I) andK are corresponding points in the lines EB, E\t. Similarly with L
and(i.]

8. Show that the rectangles BEK<1, HKML are similar figures
[ED. OB = EH^EL- KL = ED'-I)B-=(ED+I)B)(E1)-1)B) =
EB . KM ; etc.]

9. Show that BK and HM are |>arallel.

10. Show that if CL, EH interse.t in S, then S lies on the circum-
ference of the circle. [iCES=90"-CBL (Ex. «)-!HI -CLB lOL-
CB) = LSH = CSEjetc.]

i.i.» l<.i.-

11. Show that DS (Ex. 10) is periwndioular to EH
12. If BK cut I)H in T, then HT = HU [KT i.s ,>arallel to HM. ]
l.S. It BM cut HI), HK in Uand Vresiwctively, than BU = MV

[BM is parallel to OL.]
14. The rectangles BL, CM, DK are all equal.
1.^ If AB he produced to W, so that BW = BF, then AW . VVB =

16. Show that BF* - AF' = AP . FB.
17. Show that AB'+AF'=.3BF'.
18. Divide in medial section a line of length 60 milHraetrr*, and

verify the accuracy of your construction by calculation from the
algebraic solution, and measurement.
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Prop. 14. To describe an UotcfUt triangle having each

of the angUt at the bau donbh of the third angle.

»/

Take any line AB, and divide it by C, so that

AB.BC = AC>. (Add. Props., 13.)

With centre A, and radius AB, describe circle PB^,

In it place chord BD^AC. Join AD.

Then A ABD has each of zs ABD, ADB donbh

ZBAD.
Join CD, and about AACD describe circle ACD.

Then AB.BC = AC«=BD»;
.-. BD touches circle ACD. (IV., 21.)

.•. ZBDC=.^CAD, in alt. segment.

To each add ZCDA;

.: ZADB= ZCAD+ .^CDA,

= ZBCD;

and .-. also ZABD= ZBCD;

.-. CD=BD=CA;
.-. /:CAD=^CDA;

:. ^BCD is double of BAD;

and /. each of Zs ABD, ADB is double of ZBAD.
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"ac°; and ^h ABO, ADB
Evidontly ZBAD= } of 180' =

are canh 72°.

Wo thuH have tht- means of (!onRtru«tin(f, without the
aid of a pn)tr»<"tor, angles of 36°, T2', \U', IS , <j', ,.tc.'
or, as we may better express it, of taking l

,)„' )

'

of ft riglit angle.
8 j, is, j„, • .

.

We can also, by bisoetinR the angle of an e,|nilateral
tnanglo, take

J, and therefore i, ,i „f „ ,.i^i,t,

angle.

Since
J - J = ,Sj, we nan constmet an angle which is

A of a right angle
; and therefore angles whieh are

Ai .iV, (I'm ... of a right angle.

We ean abo, withont the nse of a protractor, construct
angles whieh are

i, J, J, ... of a right angle.

It has also been proved that a right angle can, by
goometric.ll construction, be divided into any number
of equal parts, provided such number is prime and of
the form 2« + 1. This gives frmjtional parts,-J, 5, ,v,
jStj • • •

For the purposes of geometrical drawing, with its
important bearing on the construction of machinery,
the right angle can approximiiMi/ J)o divided into any
number of equal parts; and we must remember that
even the straight line and circle can only approximately
be constructed.
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Pbop. 15. To coMtmei a regular pentagon in a eirete.

o

Describe the AABC, having each of the ^ s at the base

double of the third angle.

In the given circle place the ADEF, equiangular to

ABC.
Bisect Zs DBF, DFE by EG, FH, meeting the circle

in and H.
Join FO, GD, DH, HE.

Then DHEFO «' « regular pentagon.

For the /.b EDP, DEG, FEO, DFH, EFH, which are

marked, are all eqnal to one another;

.-. the arcs and chords EF, DO, OF, DH, HE are equal

to one another, and the pentagon is equilateral.

Also arc HF-arc EG; and .-. /iHEF=/lEFG.

Similarly the other angles of the pentagon may be

proved equal, and it is equ iangular.

Note. A regular figure is one which has all its sides

equal, and also all its angles equaL
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ExereliM.
I. What triangi* In the 6gun of Prop. 14 hu the vertiol ugl*

thna timn each angle at the baae t

9. Divide a circle into two Hgmenta luuh that the angle in one ie

foar times the angle in the other. What U the ratio of the length*

of the area of these aegmenta t

S. In the figure of Prop. U, ahow that ^ ADRs ^AKD>2^DAR.
4. Id the same, (how that DR^ BD.

5. In the same, show that the circle ACR is equal to the circle

kbout the triangle ABD.

8. In the same, show that CR la parallel to BD, and bisect* the
angle ARU.

7. If the tangent to the small circle at A meet DB produced in T,
then BT= BA.

8. In the figure of Prop. 14, show that CR=AR
9. In the same, show thiit AC, CD, DR are the aiileii of a reguhur

pentagon inscribed in the small circle.

10. Prove that the same three lines are equal to the sides of a
regular decagon inscribed in the large circle.

II. In the figure of Prop. 14, prove that BR is the side of a
regular pentagon inscribed in the large circle.

12. Construct an iacaceles triangle, each of whose base angles is

three.fourths of the vertical angle.

13. In the figure of Prop, 14, show that the centre of the arc CD is

the centre of the circle about the triangle CBD.

14. How many degrees in the angle of a regular pentagon ?

15. If the alternate angles of a regular pentagon be joined, show
that they form another regular pentagon.

16. In the figure of Prop. 15, if EO, PH intersect in K, prove that

GKF is an isosceles triangle with angles at base double of third.

17. In the same, show that EG is divided in medial section at K.

18. In the same, show that HlXiK is a rhombus.

19. In the same, show that £F <s n tangent to the circle about the

triangle CKF.
20. In the same, HE, OF are tangents to the circle about the tri.

angle HKO.
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Prop. 16. To draw a conmum tattgeiU to two given

circles.

Let. A be the centre bt the smaller circle, and B the

centre of the larger.

With centre B, and radius equal to the difference of

the l»dii, describe a circle CC'.

From A draw the tangent AC. Join BC and produce

it to D. Draw AE II
to BD. Join ED.

Then ED »'« « common tangent.

For AE, CD are = and
||

;

.

.-. ACDE is a H".

Also ZC is a rt. Z ;

.". other Zs of the jj™ are rt. zs;

.'. ED is tangent at both E and D.

Evidently another common tangent E'D' exists on the

other side of AS.

These tangents intersect BA in the same point T, for

by similar As TA : TB = AE : BD = AE' : BD', and T, E',

0' are in the same st. line.

When the circles do not intersect, another pair of

common tangents may be drawn, as shown in the fol-

lowing figure:
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In this case, describe the circle CC with centre B and
radius equal to the sum of the radii of the given circles.
The construction and proof proceed as before, except
tl at AE, BD are on opposite sides of AB, and T falls
between the circles.

In both cases T is a centre of similitude for the circles.
For draw the line TKLMK (LKTMN in second figure)

cutting both circles. Then, as has already been pointed
out, TA is to TB as the radii.

Hence in As TAK, TBM,
TA:TB = AK:B1(,

and the ZBTM is common;
•• the L s TKA, TMB are either equal or supplemental

(III., 8). Evidently the angles TKA, TMB are equal ; and
the angles TKA, TNB are supplemental. For the angles
TKA, TMB are both greater than right angles, since they
fall within the triangles TEA, TDB, and therefore cannot
be supplemental. Hence the angles TLA, TNB, being
supplemental to the former, are less than right angles.
Hence the ^% TAK, TBM are similar: and also the

As TAL, TBN ;

. TK AK
TM BM'

a constant ratio, and T i,-i a centre of similitude.
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Also TE:TD =TL;TH;
/. As TEL, TDN are similar.

And TD»=TM.TH;
TM^TO^TE.
TD~fN TL'

and TM.TL=TD.TE, and is constant.

Ill Exs. 6 and 7, page 205, attention was called to

the fact that if two cii-cles intersect, the tangents to

the circles from any point on the chord are eqnal ;
also,

conversely, that the I6cus of the point from which

tangents are equal is the common chord. This locus

was named the Radical Axis, and it was stated that

when the circles did not intersect, the locus was still a

straight line. We proceed to establish this

:

Prop. 17. To find the locus of the point from which

tangents to two given circles are equal (Radical Axis).

. Draw ED, the common tangent to the two circles.

Bisect it in P. Then P is a point on the locus. Draw

PH J.r to AB, and from any point Q in the fixed line

PN, draw tangents QG, QH to tlxe circles. Thcso tan-

gents are equal. For
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QG'=QA>-AG»,
=AN'+QN=-AE»,
=AP»-PN»+QN»-AES
= AE» + EP» -PN=+QN-- -AE»,
=EP2-PN' + QN=.

Similarly QH= = DP> - PK> + QN» ;

and EP=DP;
QG= QH.

It may readily be shown that tangents from any point

not on PH arc not e<iual. For the equality of QG, QH
depended on the equality of EP, DP, and for a point

not on PN, the peri)endicular to AB would divide ED
into unequal segments.

If the circles do not intersect, the easiest construction

for the radical axis is to describe a third circle inter-

secting both those given. If EL, MN be the common
chords, and their intersection, is a point on the

radical axis, and the required line is the perpendicular

from on the line joining the centres of the given

circles.

Exercises.

1. The radical axes of three circles, taken in pairs, meet in a
point.

This point is called the radical centre of the three circles.

2. The difference hetween the squares on the tangents drawn from

any given point to two given circles, is equal to twice the rectangle

contained by the distance between the centres of the oircles and the

perpendicular from the given point on the radical axis.

8. The point of intersection of the perpendiculars from the angles

of the triangle ABC on the opposite sides (called the orthocentre) is

the radical centre of the circles described on the sides of ABC as

diameters.

4. If, of three circles, each touches the other two, the common
tangents at the points of contact are concurrent.
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Prop. 18. If the yertlcal angle of a triangle

be bisected by a straight line which also cuts

the base, the rectangle contained by the sides

of the triangle is equal to the rectangle con-

tained by the segments of the base, together

with the square on the straight line which
bisects the angle.

Let ABC be a A, having ZBAC bisected by aD.

T»«» BA . AC = BD . DC + AD'.

Let a circle be described about AABC, and let AD
produced meet the circumference in E.

Join C£.

Then in As BAD, EAC,

ZBAD=^EAC;
ZABD=/:AEC; (IV., 6.)

.-. As BAD, EAC are equiangular;

, BA EA.
""•^AD^AC'

.-. BA.AC =EA.AD,
-(ED + DA)AD,
-ED.DA+ADS
-BD.DC + AD».
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Pbop. 19. If from the rertlcal angle of a tri-
angle a straight line be drawn perpendicular
to the base, the rectangle contained by the
sides of the triangle is equal to the rectangle
contained by the perpendicular and the diam-
eter of the circum-circle.

lu tho AABC, l«t AD be the perpendicular from A
on BC, aud let AE be the diameter of the eirciun-

circle.

TAfM BA.AC-EA.AD.
Join EC.

Then in As BAD, EAC,
rt. ZADB = rt. ^ACE in semieirele;

ZABD-ZAEC; (IV., G.)

.'. AS BAD, EAC are equiangular;

J BA EAand ^^^-E^:
AD AC

.•. BA.AC = EA.AD.
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Prop. 20. The rectangle contained by the

diagonals of a qtiadrilateral inscribed in a

circle is equal to the snm of the two rect-

angles contained by its opposite sides.

Let ABCO l>e a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle,

and let AC, BD he its diagonals.

Then AC . BD = AB . CD + BC .AD.

Make ZBA£ = CAD.

To each of these add ^EAC,

and /:BAC=ZEAD.
Then in As BAC, BAD,

ZBAC=ZEAD;
ZACB=ZADE; (IV., 6.)

.*. AS BAC = BAD are equiangular;

, AC AD.
"'^BC^DE'

.-. AC.DE = BC. AD.

Again in As BAE, CAD,

ZBAE=.<iCAD;
ZABE=ZACD; (rV., 6.)

• AS BAE, CAD are equiangular j

and^ =^-
CD BE'
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.' AC.B£=^AB.CD.
But AC.DE = BC.AD;

.-. AC(BE + DE) = AB . CD + BC .AD;
or AC . BD =AB . CD + BC . AD.

Exerciaeg.

1. If AD bisect the angle BAC of a triangle ABC, and meet BC in
D, then (BAi-BD) (CA -CD) = AD' = (BA - BD) (C'A+CU).

2. Constraint a triangle having given the base, the vertical angle
and the rectangle contained by the sides.

3. The exterior angle at A, of a triangle ABC, is biseclcjl liy AD'
meeting the base in D'. Show that BA . AC = Bl)' . D'(; AD'.'
[Let D'A meet the circumcircle in E. Then As BAiy, EAC are
similar.]

4. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral inscribed in o circle be at
right angles, the sum of the rectangles contjiine.! by o(),K»ite sides is
equal to twice the area of the quadrilateral.

6. A circle is described about an equilateral triangle, and from any
point on the circumference straight lines are drawn to the angular
points of the triangle

; show that one of these lines is equal to the
sum of the other two.

6. If a quadrilateral be inscribed in a circle, and [lerijendiculars lie
dropped from any point on the circumference to opposite sides, and
also to diagonals, the product of the perpendiculars to the opposite
sides is equal to the product of the perpendiculars to the diagonals.

7. ABC is an isosceles triangle, and on the base BC, or base pro-
duced, a point D is taken ; show that the circles about the triansrles
ABD, ACD are equal.

^

If the triangle ABC be not isosceles, show that the diameters of
the circles about the triangles ABD, ACD areas the sides AB, AC.

8. The rectangle contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateral is
less than the sum of the rectangles ^-ontained by its opposite sides,
unless a circle can be circumscribed about the quadrilateral. [ABCD
the quadl. At A and B make La BAE, ABE equal to is CAD,
ACD. Then As ABE, ACD are equiangular; and also As ABo'
ABD. Whence AB. CD + BC. AD = AC (BE + ED). In a cycUo
quadrilateral E will fall on BD, since l s ABD, ACD are equal ]
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9 AD DC are equ.1 ar« of a circle, and B i. . 7™"« P"*"'

"

9. AU, i^ are -^
^ ^ ^^^ „„ the arc ADC, the

the croumference^ 8ho«ahat .^B
_^_^^ ,

^ ^ ,.^_, ^„

aum of the hnea BA, BC bears ™ °" "
, „p g,^

the arc ADC, the difference of the hnee BA, BC l«ur» to BU

"'a If a, h, c be the side, of the triangle ABC and R the r«U» of

the ciroum-cirole, show that

4 area of A

bo =»i;e=etc.]
*2ap2 perp. on BC ^^y ,

11 The quadrilateral ABCD is bisected by the diagonal BD. «^

AB ^=CrCD. Show that the angles at A and C are e.ther

eauul or supplemental. , , . v „,,j

12. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and ,s bisected

by BD ; show that AD . 'AB=CB .
CD.

jvoee m jiwcTTu™
J n F F the iioints where the inscribed

circle touches the Bides BC,CA,AB. "'
. . Represent

^de BC touch these «des in O, H -^ K, i^l^^ti^vel^
^^

P_^_^^

the sides by a, b, c. Then AE= AF, ««'- '^^p ^ ,» + b + c-
AE=AF = MAE + AF) = 4(a + b c-2BD *'"!, «'\r_.

,

aaJTlAc-a). SimiUrly,BD= BF= 4(a-b + c); CD =CE-l(a +

^'^^'
AH-AK-MAH + AK) = J(AC + CG + AB + BO) = i(a + b +

Again, AH=AK-MAn +A ^
^.^^__^^ j^_^_^ ^^

BG = BK = i(a + b-c).

Hence, CD =m + »'-=)= »' """' ^^ ="
IKi=CD-CG= 4(a + b-c)-J(a-b + c) = b-c^

c-a)=c
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Pkop. 21. If three concurrent straight lines he
drawn from the angular points of a triangle to
meet the opposite sides, then the product of
three alternate segments, taken in order, is
equal to the product of the other three seg-
ments (Theorem op Ceva).

Let AD, BE, CF be drawn from the angular points
of a A through the point 0, and cut the opposite sides
in D, E, F.

Then BD . CE . AF = DC . EA . FB.

Por^=
DC

AABD.
also BD

AACD ' ix:

l^^AAOB
DC aCOA'

AOBD.
AOCD'

8imaarly^ = ^*0C
' EA AAOB '

and AF_ACOA
FB ABOC'

Multiplying these ratios,

BD CE AF ,

DC "EA'FB" '

or BD . CE . AF = DC . EA . FB.

The converse of this theorem may be stated thus,
If three straight lines, 4;:awn from the angular
points of a triangle, cut the opposite sides so
that the product of three alternate segments.
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taken in order, i8 eqnal to the product of the

SSer three, then the three straight lines pa«i

through the same point.

It may r«ttdily be proved indirectly.

DKFINITION. A straight lino which c..t» a given 8y>-

tern of lines is called a transversal.

PR,.r 2" If a transversal be drawn to cut the

sides; or the sides produced, of a t'ianf^. the

product of three alternate »««^/»*»'
*^,^t2rS

order, is equal to the product of the other three

Begments. (Theorem of Menelaus.)

Let the straight line DEF cut the sides BC. CA, AB.

of the AABC in D, E, F, respectively

nf«BD.CE.AF = DC.EA.FB.

Through A draw AN ||
to DEF, cutting BC in K.

Then by similar As,

BD^HD.
BF AF'

, CE EA.
*'*" DC^ND '

, , BD CE_EA.
.-. multiplying 'gp • jjc-aF

'

orBD.CE.AF=DC.EA.FB
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The converse of tliis thcorcin iimy l>o gtatcd thus,

If three points be taken in two sides of a
triangle and the third side produced, or in all
three sides produced, and if the product of three
alternate segments, taken in order, be equal to
the product of the other three segments, the
three points are in the same straight line.

It luay readily be proved indirectly.

Exercbue*.
1. If O be the orthocentre of the triangle ABC, it is iiI»o the radical

centre of the circles demribcd on OA, OB, OC as diaiiuters.

2. The locus of a point which moves m that the difference of the
squares on the tuinfents from it to two circlcH is constant, ia a .itrai|{ht

line parallei to the rudicul axis of the two circles.

3. If D, E, F lie the middle iwints of the sides BC, CA, AB of the
triangle ABC, show that AD, BE, OF are coauurrent. (Theorem of
Oeva.)

4. Show that the bisectors of the three angles of a triangle meet in
a point

8. Prove that the bisectors of two of the exterior angles of a tri-

angle and of the remaining nterior angle meet in a jxiint.

8. The circle inscribed in the triangle ABC touches the sides BC,
CA, AB in the points D, E and F, respectively. Show that AD,
BE, OF are concurrent.

7. The three escribed circles of the triangle ABC touch the sides
BC, CA, AB in the [wints D, E, F, respectively. Show that AD,
BE, CF pass through a point.

8. In the triangle ABC, the lines AO, BO, CO meet the siilcs BC,
CA, AB respectively in 1), E, F ; and the circle ul«. IJEF cuts the
sides BC, CA, AB again in K, L, M, resjiectively. Show that AK,
BL, CM are concurren'.

9. The circle inscriliod in the triangle ABC touches the sides BC,
CA, AB in D, E, F, resiKxtivcly ; and EF, FD, DE cut B( CA, AB
in K, L, M, respectively. Show tliat K, L, M are in tlio same

Straight line. (Theorem of Menelaus. ) ( —-^S.^—'^-

=

VFB . KC . £A
= l,eto.
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TBOiiie BaaiM •* FeBClta.

When a n..in1»-r "f l-nnt" ar^ colUnear, i.e., lie on the

game straight liue, they are »aid to form a range.

When a nimilwr of Unes are fonoirreM, ..f., paw

through the same voint. they are .aid to form a

pencil of rayB, "f » pencU.

If the gtraight line AB be divided internally in P

and externaUy in Q, in the same ratio, so that

^=^9
PB QB'

then A, P, B, Q form a harmonic range.

If he an external point, the pencU OA, OP, OB,

OQ, being concurrent lines through the points of a

hannonic range, form a harmonic pencil.

Evidently,
^ ^^

AP . BQ = AQ . PB, and
Jj^-^'^'

forms in which the relation between the segments is

often stated
^^

»'°"=^ap=aq'
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. AB-AP A(3»-AB
AP " AO '

AB
AP

-1-1

hV

AB
AQ'

1^1 1
_

Ab^Aii AQ*

Hence
AP' At fi)

and therefore AP, A> A<) >'

Alii; iietio Prdgreiisloij,

I I
' "nonio Progression.

ii'ii liiirnionically at p and
til harmonic cot^ngates

AB is saiil t < lie li

Q; and p, Q are suia >.<

of A, B.

Binoe the relation ^^ ;^2 K^'«» «* ""«« — = ??
rJJ VB XQ BQ'

therefore PQ is dividfd hunnonii'ally at A and B ; and
A, B are the hartuonio conjugates of p, Q, ,

Prop. 23. To divide a given utraight line t«/mia%
and externally so thiit the neyments may be in a given
ratio, i.e.., to divide a given struight line harmonically.

Let AB be the given straight line, and n: 6 the
given ratio.

Through A aud B draw two parallel lines AX, BY
having the ratio a : h ; aud produce YB to Y' niaiing
BY' -BY.

Join XY, XY', cutting AB in p and Q.
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Then
J|

=
J|-

(S""- ^^ APX, BPY.)

Also^2 =t^> (Sim. AsXAQ,YBO.)
QB BY

BY"

X

Hence ^ =^, and AB is divided harmonically.

If three collinear points, A, P, B, be given, then

taking AX = AP and BY = BY=PB, and constructing as

in the proposition, a fourth point Q is found such that

A, P, B, Q form a harmonic range.

It is important to observe that the solution is sin-

gular, ».«., given three points A, P, B, in a straight

line, only one point Q exists such that A, P, B, Q

form a harmonic range.

Observe also that if |, the ratio of the segments,

be infinite. P and Q coincide at B. As ^
decreases, P

and Q move in contrary directions from B, untU,

when " = 1, P becomes the middle point of AB, and Q
ft

is at inanity. When | becomes l.'ss than 1, Q ap-
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pears again on the left of A ; and as ? decreases, p

and Q move towards A, until when ? = 0, they co-

incide with A. Thus as the ratio changes, p and Q
always move in contrary directions ; and as p moves
from B to A, Q moves from B to the right to infinity,

reappears from infinity at the left of A, and then
moves up to A.

Prop. 24. if a, B, C, D be a harmonic range,
and therefore OA, OB, OC, OD a harmonic pencil;
and If a line through C, parallel to OA, meet
OB, 00 in X and Y, respectively; then CX = CY.

BC
AD , , AB AO

CX'

BCX; also

from similar as BAO,

from similar As DAO, DCY;
AD AO
DC CY'

.. CX = CY.

The construction for the harmonic division of a line
(Prop. 2.3) would have suggested the trutli of the pre-
ceding, since XA, XP, XB, XQ form a harmonic
penciL
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Prop. 25. If A, B, C, D be a harmonic range,

and therefore OA, OB, OC, OD a harmonic pencil

;

and if another transversal cnt the pencil in

A', B', C, D', then A', B', C, D form a harmonic

range.

Through C and C' draw XCY, X'C'Y', parallel to OA.

Then since CX=Cy (Prop. 24), therefore C'X' = CY.

Also 5^! = 4|>; (Sim. AS BAO, BCX'.)

and^ =^, («™- ^« OAD'. YCD.)

_A'0.
-ex"

•
A2.'^A^' and A', B', C, D' form a har-

B'C D C

'

monic range.
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Hence if we start with the harmonio range A, B C D
then QA, OB, OC, OD form a harmonic pencil ; mA there-'
fore A', B', C, V form a harmonic range ; and therefore

O'A', OB', OC, OD' form a harmonic pencil ; and
therefore A'.B'.CD' form a harmonio range; and
so on. Thns we may proceed from a harmonic range
to a harmonic pencil, thence to a harmonic range, and
so on indefinitely, by constructing pencils and draw-
ing transversals, alternately.

The Complete QoadrUatend.

In Modem Geometry it is usual to think of the
straight line as indefinitely extended both ways.

If we introduce this notion in connection with the
triangle, it becomes a system of three infinite straight
lines with their three points of intersection. Usually,
in this generalized conception of the triangle, the
lengths of the intercepted segments (the so-called sides
of the triangle) and the area contained by them
become of minor importance, or are not taken account
of.
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In like manner a quadrilateral becomes a system of

four infinite straight lines, with their six points of

intersection, since the four lines, taken two and two,

meet in six points. Hence we have the following:

Dbpinition. a system of four infinite straight

lines, with their six points of intersection, is

called a complete quadrilatebal.

The four lines are called the sides of the quadri-

lateral. The six points of intersection are called the

vertices.

Thus AB, BC, CD, DA ai* the sides ; and A, B, C, D, E, F

are the vertices.

Two vertices which do not lie on the same side are

called opposite vertices.

Thus B and F lie on the same side with A ; so also

do D aud E; C, however, doti.s not; hence C is the

vertex opposite to A. lu like manner B and D are

opposite vertices; so also are E and F.
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We may also consider the opposite vertices as the
intersections of the pairs of sides in which, in three
different ways, the sides may be aiTangcd. Thus if

AB, BC he a pair, CD, DA form the otlier pair, and
B, D are opposite vertices. In like mannitr AB, CD
and BC, DA give F and E ; and AB, DA and BC, CD
give A and C.

Again, if we take the sides in a particular order,

in each case returning to the point from which we
start, the opposite vertices are seen to be alternate

points of intersection. Thus if the order be AE, EC
CF, FA, then E and F are alternate points of inter-

section, and also C and A; if the order be DE, EB,
BF, FD, then E and F are alternate points of inter-

section, and also B and D; and if the order be AD,
DC, CB, BA, then D and B are alternate points of
intersection, and also C and A. The " opposite ver-

tices" of the complete quadrilateral are thus seen to
be a geud-alizatiou of the "opposite angles" of the
ordinary quadrilateral.

The three straight lines joining opposite vertices

are called diagonal lines, or diagonals. The tri-

angle formed by these diagonal lines is called the

diagonal triangle of the complete quadrilateral.

Thus AC, BD, EF are the diagonals; and PQR is

the diagonal triangle.
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Prop. 26. Opposite yettlces of a complete

qtudrllatena, witk the points in which the

diagonal thronch tkcm is cat by the two other

diasonals, fonn a harmonic range.

Consider the triangle EAF. Then since EB, AQ, FD
pass through the point C, therefore

ED.AB.FQ_^
(.pjj^j j,f cgya)

DA . BF . QE
Also since DBR cuts the sides of the triangle EAF,

therefore

ED . AB . FR
DA . BF . RE

' = 1. (Thm of Menelaus.)

Hence ^ = ||. ««<? R, F, Q, E form a harmonic range.

Therefore AR, AF, AQ, AE form a harmonic pencil,

and (Prop. 2.'>) R, B, P, D form a harmonic range.

Therefore ER, EB, EP, ED form a harmonic pencil,

and (Prop. 25) Q, C, P, A form a harmonic range.
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The Proposition is somctinips 8tiit(>(l thus : ^ach of
the three dlagronals of a complete quadrilat-
eral Is divided harmonically by the two other
diagfonals.

The student may verify the following rule for the
demonstration of the property in the case of a ^iven
diagonal:

Take the given diagonal and any two sides of the
quadrilateral which do not intersect on this diagonal,
to form the triangle required by the theorems of
Ceva and Menelaus. Then the point in whi<!li the other
two sides intersect is the point (Thm. of Ceva), and
the other diagonal not through the intersection of the
two sides first taken is the cutting line (Thm. of
Menelaus).

The Proposition enables us, having given three
points in a straight line, to find a fourth point, sn**
that the four form a harmonic range, a straight niier
only being used in the construction, and no meaitnre-

ments being made.

Thus let A, B, C be the three given points. Through
A draw any two lines AE, AF ; and through B draw
any line cutting the former in E and F. Let CE
cut AF in H, and CF cut AE in G. Then HG in-
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tersects AC in a point D, xuch that A, B, C| D form a
harmonic rauge. For the qnatlrilateral EGFH has the

diagonal AC iuteraectt'd by the other diagonals in B
and D.

With a vi<'w of familiarizing him!<i>lf with this pro-

(' 'V, the student is advised to make several constmo-

1 ' ;i8 for the point D, corresiM)Mding to three given

points, A, B, and C, the lines A£, AF, BEF being

taken in different positions. Great care will be found
necessary in locating the points of intersection, E, F,d H,
that the same point D' may always lie reached.

Given also the points C, D, A, construct for B.

Also vary the position of B between A and C, and
note the changes in the position of D.

Proi'. 27. If A, B, C, D be a harmonic range,
and P be a point outside the line AD such that
PA : PC = AB : BC = AD : DC, then the locus of P is

a circle on BD as diameter.

Since PA : PC = AB : BC, .•. PB bisects ZAPC.

Since PA : PC = AD : DC, .'. PD bisects ZEPC.

Hence ZBPD is a rt. z, and the locus of p is a

circle on BD as diameter.
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Exerrlm*)*.

1. If A, P, B, Q 1« tt l.ttr,..oiiio mtiKe, uml () !» the miil.lle ijoint
of AB, then OA' = OP . (Ml [AP . Bg AQ . PB ; . , (AO , OP)(OQ-OA) = (AO + 0<})(OA-OP)i et.-.J

2. Similttrly, if 0' he the midillo i«)iiit of PQ, then 01" =OA OB.
3. ConverHely, if OA'^OP. OQ, O not Umg l^tween P and y!then A, P, B, Q form a harmonic ninge. [OA» OP OO

.-. l(AP + PB)» = J(AP-PB).)i(AQ + BQ)i ..(APi PB) (AQ- BQ) =
(AP-PB)(AQ+BQ); et«.]

^'

4. In the figure of Prop. 27, »how that tlio lino joining the .«int«
of contact of tangents from A to the circle, |itt»sc« through V.

«. Three points A, B, C being in the same straight line, find two
pomts equidistant from C which divide the segment AB harmonically.

6. Find two points P and Q that are harmonic conjugates with
respect to A and B, and ako with re»|«i,t toanother i-iir of points Cand D. [Through A and B describe a lircle, and descrite another
circle through C and D. If O be the ,x,int where their radical
axis cuts AD, then OA . OB =. OC . 01) ; etc. Note that C and D „„„t
notse,|arateA and B; .'..., the order of letters on the lino must 1«

:. • ? ? ^ ^' ^' " "' ""' ^' ^- " " ^"t" o'™ W'-l i» the
order A, C, D, B, the letters B and A are not «,parated, circular
order bemg observed.

]

7. If in a harmonic pencil the secon.l ray i.isect the angle Iwtween
the first and third, then the fourth ray is at right angles to the
second. Prove also the con verse,-that if one pair of rays form a
right angle, then thoy bisect internally and externally the ansle
between the others. ^

8. If straight linos be drawn through the intersection of the
diagonals of a parallelogram {mrallel to the sides, they form with the
diagonals a harmonic i^enciL [Prop. 24.]

9 0, A B, C and 0, a, b, c are harmonie ranges on Inter-
secting lines with the point o common. Show that theUnes A^ Bb, Cc, Joining corresponding points are coneur-
Pent. Show also that Ca, Ac. Bb ,„s, through a iximt. [Let C Ac
intersect in X; then XO, XA, XB, XC form a harmonic pencil ; hence
when RX IS produce<l to cut Oc we get on Oo a faarmonic range.]
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,0. If two hamonlo ranget we luoh that «»•
»«J»"

Unei Jotning three palM of eorreipondlng point, put

thwuih the same point, the Une Joining the fourth pair

paasei through the lame point

11 If two harmonic pencils are such that the Inter-

sections of three pairs of corresponding rays are on a

SrJlght line, the Intersection of the fourth pair 1. on the

tame straight line.

12. P Q R are collinear poinK. on the side. BC, CA, AB of th.

trianulo ABC, ami 1", Q', B' »" tho'r Wraonio oonjugute. with

re-i^t to the« M^ Show that Al", BQ', CB" are oo"™-™**-

[In quaclriUteral QRBC diat CB is divided harmonically by diag-

onal, BQ. AP in. «.y, X and Y. Then AF p.s«>« through X. and

BQ- through Y. Al«o CB, CR. CA. CR' form a harmonic- [lencil
;
and

therefore F. X, A, T form a harmonio range, if AP' CR' interact in

T Airain B^.BX. BR, BY form a harmonio pem.il ;
and therefore

F. X. A, T' form a harmonio range if AF, BQ' interact in T; etc.]

18. ABC i. . triangle, and the line. AX. BY, CZ, to the opposite

ride., pa™ throngh a point. Show that if YZ meet BC in X .
then

xTb, X. C fonn a harmonio range. [Note diagonal, of quadri-

lateral YZBC.] „ „ „
14. If a circle touch the .idea BC. CA, AB of a triangle m P. Q. B

reepectively, and QB meet BC produce.! in P', then P. F are h«-

monio conjugate, with respect to B. C.

15 If OA OB, OC, OD form a harmonic pencil, an* OA

be piii^uced b3.kward.s to A', show that OB OC O^. OA^

form a harmonic penoU. Hence if the lines OB OC. OD

Z likewise produced backwards, any transversal In the

p.ane Is cut harmonically by these lines.

16 When four point. A, B, C, D, on a circle determine a harmonio

pencil at any fifth point P on the circle, then if the point P move

Tng the ci^umferenoe, the line. PA. PB, PC, PD continue to form

a harmonic pencil.

When P coincide, with one of the four fixed point., what hne

fonn. the fourth ray of the pencil

!

17 In the preceding ejercise, if tangents be drawn at A, B, C. D.

their inter.ection. with the tangent at P form a harmonic range.
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[Linn from nrntre to |iointa of inUmoctiuii make mma ant(ltM with
one another that PA, PB, PC, PI) do. ]

18. When four Axed tantfenta to a circin form hy thfir jnUTML'rtioiiH

with a fifth a hurmonio ninge, thoiie four taiip-iitH (Iftcrmiiio a hur-

nionio range on any tangent to the rircif;.

When the f?fth tangent becomes ontj i>f the four, what four

pointfl form the range ?

10. If two cirdeH cut orthogonally, and AR, PQ 1h> tlieir diiimeteni

which are in the aame straight line, then A, P, B, Q form a harmonio
range. [Ex. .^1

Polen and Polani.

The Polar of any point p with rcspc<!t t<i u circle

is the locus of the interHcetion of tun|;pntg drnwn at

the ends of any chord which passes tlirou((h P.

The point P is called the Pole of the loiMis. It

may be either within or without the circle ; if it be
on the circumference, the locu!) is evidently the tangent

at p.

Prop. 28. To find the polar of any given
point p.

Let be the centre of the circle. Through p draw
any straight line cutting the circle in A and B. Let
the tangents at A and B intersect in T. Prom T
draw a perpendicular TN on OP, or OP produced.
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Join OT cutting AB in M. Then BM is perpen-

dicular to OT. Hence, OBT I'einf? a right-angled tri-

angle, and BM V'einS the perpendieular on the hypot-

enuse, CM . OT OB^ (Bk, III., 12, Cor. 1.)

Again, the angles at M and N Ijeing right angles, a

cirelc may be described to pass through the points

P, M, T, N. Therefore

OP . ON = OM . OT = OB-' = (radius)-.

But the radius is constant, and OP is <^onstant;

therefore ON is constant.

Hence as AB, the chord through P, takes different

positions, and in consequence the position of T vanes,

H the foot of the perpendicular from T on OP, re-

mains fixe.l. Therefore the locus of T, i.e., the polar

of p is a straight line TH perpendicular to OP and

passing through the fixed point N, which is determined

by the relation OP .ON = (radius) a.

Hence having given the pole P, to construct the

polar,—(1) if P be within the circle, draw a chord

through P, perpendicular to OP, and at its end draw

a tangent meeting OP in N : the line through N, per-

pendicular to OP is the polar, (2) if P be without

the circle, draw a tangent from P : the line through

the point of contact, perptMidicnlar to OP, is the polar.

These constructions suggest the method of construct-

ing for the pole, when the polar is given.

It will be noted that when the pole is within the

circle the polar does not cut the circle; and when

the pole is without the circle, the polar cuts the circle.

The polar of P may conveniently be denoted by

enclosing P in brackets,—(P).

Since the polar is at right angles to the line join-

ing the centre to the pole, therefore the anrfe sub-
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tended at the coiitre hy any two points P and Q is

equal to one of tlie an{;lfs wlii(!h tlio polars of p and

Q make witli one another.

Prop. 29. If Q lie on the polar of P, then P
must lie on the polar of Q.

Let (p) be polar of p, and let Q be any point on (p).

Then the polar of Q passes ihrough P.

Join OQ, and draw PM perpendicular to OQ, Then
the angles at M and N being riglit angles, a circle

may be described to pass through the points p, M, Q, N.

Therefore OQ . OM = OP . ON = (radius)-.

Hence PM is the polar of Q, and p lies on the

polar of Q.

Prop. 30. A chord of a circle is divided har-
monically by any point on it and the polar of
that point.

Let AB be any chord of the circle through p ; and
let (P) be the polar of p, cutting AB in Q.

Tlitii, AB is divided harnionieaUti in p ami Q.
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Let the tangents at A and B intersect on (P) at T

;

and let N be the intersection of OP with (P).

Since the angles OAT, OBT, ONT are right angles,

the circle described on OT as diameter passes through

A, B, 0. T, H.

Also because TA = TB, therefore the angles TUB,

THA are supplemental in Pig. 1, and equal in Pig. 2.

Hence in Pig. 1, HT bisects the exterior angle of

the triangle ANB, and the interior angle in Fig. 2;

and therefore MP, which is perpendicular to NT, bisects

the interior angle in the former case, and the exterior

in the latter, and AB is divided harmonically in P
and Q,

Exercises.

1. The straight line which Joins two points P and Q is

the polar of the Intersection of the polars of P and Q. [For

any line through P has its polo on (P), and any line through Q has

its pole on (Q) ; therefore the pole of a line through both P and Q
must be the intersection of (P) and (Q).]

2. The point of Intersection of any two straight lines is

the pole of the straight line Joining their poles.
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3. What is the locus of the pol^s of all straight lines
whleh pass through a given point?

4. If four {x>ints form a harmonic raTij^e, their {ralars with respect

to any t'iri-Ie forir. u liariiioiiic |ieiu'il. [For the ijolars all im.sM tlinmgh
the iKjle of the line on whith the range lies; and the straij^Iit lines

joining tlie four [xiintH to the centre are inclined at the uame angles

as the iX)lars of the points. ] Prove converse.

5. If AB Ik) any clionl of a circle, and P, Q he harmonic conjngates

with re«|n;ct to .-\, B, tlien the [whir of P lansvH thjcmgh Q, luid the

pohir of Q pas.sea througli P. [Follows at once fiom Prop. 'Mi.]

6. A, B, c, T> are four points taken In order on the cir-

cumference of a circle. AD, BC intersect at P; AC, bd at
Q ; and AB, CD at K. Show that the triangle PQll Is: such
that each vertex is the pole of the opposite side. [I'Ot Bt>
meet PR in T. Then B, Q, D, T form a luvrmonic range, and RP,
RC, RQ, RB a liannonic [jencil. Hence if RQ cut AU in X and BC
in Y, then P, 1), X, A form a harmonic range, and also P, C, Y, B.

But the jxilar of P cuts AD and BC harmonically, "^'lerefon QR is

the polar of P. Similarly QP is the polar of R ; a. refuicPRis
the polar of Q. ]

The triangle PQR; eaeh of whose sides is t he [lolar of the opposite

vertex, is said to be self-COI\]ugate with respect to the circle.

7. Employ the preceding to draw tangents to a circle

ft?om a given point, using a ruler only, the centre of the
circle not being known.

8. P, Q are any two points in the plane of a circle whosi centre is

C. PX is the perpendicular on the [jolar of Q, and QY the per|(cn-

dicuhir on the polar of P. Show that PC . QY = QC . PX. [If PX,
QY meet in R, then PCQR is a i»arallelogram. Draw ftcriiendiculars

CA, RB on PX, PC. Then PA . PR = PB . P(;. Als,) ("Q . C.V=
CP . CM, if CQ intersect (Q) in N, and CP intersect (P) in M ; etc.]

9. If two circles cut orthojjonally, and AB lie any diiutu-tcr of one

of tln^m, the jjolar of A with resijcct to the other circle passes

through B.
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Prop. 31. To find a point on a given straight line, the

sum of whose distances from two given points is the least

possible.

1. If the points be on opposite sides of the given line,

the point required is evidently the intersection of the

given line with the straight line joining the points.

2. Let the points be ou the same side of the given line.

Let A, B be the two given points, and CD the gi-'en line.

From either of the points, say A, draw AE Xr to CD.

Produce AE to F, making EF =AE.

Join BF, cutting CD in P. Join AP.

Then AP + PB is less than the sum of any other lines

drawn ffom A and B to a point on CD.

Let Q be any other point on CD.

Then points on CD are equidistant from A and F ;

.. AQ + BQ= FQ + BQ,

>FB,

>FP + PB,

>AP+PB;

i.e., AP + PB is a minimum.

It will be noted that when AP + PB is a minimum, AP

and BP make equal angles with CD.
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ExerviseH,

1. Of all triangles on a given ba^te ut. 1 of jrivfii itri-a, the i.inscylcH

triangle has the leiist i»erimeter.

2. Of all triangles on u given base an<l of given [>erinu't«r, tlie

JHosceles triangle has the greatest area.

3. If the |jerimeter of a triangle he given, the aica is greatest

when the triangle is equilateral.

4. Two points A and B are on op[x>site sides of a line ('D. Find a

point P in CD, Ruch that the difference between PA and PR may be

u maximum. (CD bisects the angle Al'B.)

iX ABCD is an irregular quadrilateral. Show that, with the same

|>erimeter and same diagonal BD, it is im-reasfd in area by trunvert-

ing it into a quadrilateral A'B'C'D, with A'B^ A'D and C'B^C'D.

6. Show that the quadrilateral of tlie pre'-eding exercise, A'B CD,
with the same perimeter and the same dia*ronal A'C, is increased in

area by converting it into a riiombus A'B'C'D'.

7. Of all quadrilaterals with given i)erimeter, the square has the

greatest area.

8. In exercise 4, if the points A and B are on the same side of CD,

find P in CD, such that the differenc-e between PA and I'B may lie a

nmxinmm.

9. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, show that its

area is a maximum wlieii the tanjrcnt to the cin-uni-cirrle at tiie

vertex is imraUel to the base.

10. Of all triangles inscribed in the same circle, the e(iuilateral has

the greatest area.

11. From the angles A, B,C,of a triangle ABC, iteriiendiculars AD,

BE, CF are drawn to the opixjsite sides ; show that the triangle DEF
has the least {>erimeter of all triangles with angular points resting on

the sides of ABC.

12. Of all quadrilaterals inscribed in a given circle, the st|uare has

the greatest area,

13. Of all quadrilaterals inscribed in a given circle, the square has

the greatest perimet^^r. (Use Exercise 14, |wige 17'.i.)

14. AB, AC are two intersecting lines, and I) is a (»oint between

them. EDF is drawn terminated by AB and AC. Show that the

area of the triangle AEF is a maximum when EF is bisected at D.


















